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Abstract: This standard covers specifications of public-key cryptographic techniques for
password-based authentication and key establishment, supplemental to the techniques described
in IEEE Std 1363™-2000 and IEEE Std 1363a™-2004. It is intended as a companion standard to
IEEE Std 1363-2000 and IEEE Std 1363a-2004. It includes specifications of primitives and
schemes designed to utilize passwords and other low-grade secrets as a basis for securing
electronic transactions, including schemes for password-authenticated key agreement and
password-authenticated key retrieval.
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Introduction
This introduction is not part of IEEE Std 1363.2-2008, IEEE Standard Specification for Password-Based Public-Key
Cryptographic Techniques.

The history of the IEEE P1363.2 a project began in late 1996 with a presentation to the IEEE P1363
Working Group of a password-based public-key method for key agreement. Originally submitted as
material for potential inclusion in the P1363 document, which later became IEEE Std 1363-2000,b this
class of technique was deemed to be sufficiently interesting and yet sufficiently different from the original
focus of the IEEE P1363 Working Group as to merit further study to determine how it should be addressed.
At that time, the techniques included in the P1363 draft were fairly stable; however, there were also other
additional techniques that had been submitted to the Working Group that warranted further study and
consideration.
The P1363a project became the entry point for newly proposed methods that were similar in function to and
in the same mathematical families as methods in the P1363 project, which focused on key exchange, digital
signature, and public-key encryption schemes in the integer factorization, discrete logarithm (DL), and
elliptic curve (EC) families. Work on P1363a progressed while IEEE Std 1363-2000 was solidified and
prepared for the IEEE balloting process. In time, the Working Group similarly chose to close P1363a to
additional techniques and prepare it for ballot, leaving standardization of additional techniques to future
standards. P1363a resulted in the IEEE Std 1363a-2004 amendment.
Throughout the process of creating these standards, the Working Group continued to receive numerous
submissions of creative, useful, and well-designed public-key cryptographic techniques, including
password-based techniques. To address the number of submitted techniques that fell outside the functional
or familial scope of both IEEE Std 1363-2000 and IEEE Std 1363a-2004, the Microprocessor Standards
Committee (MSC) commissioned a study group, in which many of the IEEE P1363 Working Group
members participated, to explore the possibility of creating additional standards related to public-key
cryptography.
In late 2000, the Working Group began work on P1363.2 (password-based public-key cryptographic
techniques) and P1363.1 (public-key cryptographic techniques based on hard problems over lattices). The
Working Group has also begun work on P1363.3 (identity-based cryptographic techniques using pairings)
and has discussed other potential projects to continue the work from IEEE Std 1363a-2004.
The IEEE P1363 Working Group continues to be an excellent forum for experts to discuss technical and
standardization issues associated with public-key cryptography. It has provided a focal point for the
presentation of new developments in public-key cryptography and remains a source for up-to-date
information on the topic. For the duration of its existence, the Working Group intends to maintain a Web
site that will support all of the IEEE 1363 standards and current projects. c
The IEEE P1363 Working Group would once again like to thank all of the participants and outside experts
that have contributed to this standard, to the development of public-key technology and to the P1363
process.

a

The P indicates an IEEE authorized standards project that was not approved by the IEEE-SA Standards Board at the time the
Working Group was formed.
b
Information on references can be found in Clause 2.
c
Information can be found at: http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1363/index.html.
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Notice to users

Laws and regulations
Users of these documents should consult all applicable laws and regulations. Compliance with the
provisions of this standard does not imply compliance to any applicable regulatory requirements.
Implementers of the standard are responsible for observing or referring to the applicable regulatory
requirements. IEEE does not, by the publication of its standards, intend to urge action that is not in
compliance with applicable laws, and these documents may not be construed as doing so.

Copyrights
This document is copyrighted by the IEEE. It is made available for a wide variety of both public and
private uses. These include both use, by reference, in laws and regulations, and use in private selfregulation, standardization, and the promotion of engineering practices and methods. By making this
document available for use and adoption by public authorities and private users, the IEEE does not waive
any rights in copyright to this document.

Updating of IEEE documents
Users of IEEE standards should be aware that these documents may be superseded at any time by the
issuance of new editions or may be amended from time to time through the issuance of amendments,
corrigenda, or errata. An official IEEE document at any point in time consists of the current edition
of the document together with any amendments, corrigenda, or errata then in effect. In order to determine
whether a given document is the current edition and whether it has been amended through the
issuance of amendments, corrigenda, or errata, visit the IEEE Standards Association Web site at
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/standards.jsp, or contact the IEEE at the address listed previously.
For more information about the IEEE Standards Association or the IEEE standards development process,
visit the IEEE-SA Web site at http://standards.ieee.org.

Errata
Errata, if any, for this and all other standards can be accessed at the following URL:
http://standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/updates/errata/index.html. Users are encouraged to check this URL
for errata periodically.

Interpretations
Current interpretations can be accessed at the following URL: http://standards.ieee.org/reading/ieee/interp/
index.html.
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Patents
Attention is called to the possibility that implementation of this standard may require use of subject matter
covered by patent rights. By publication of this standard, no position is taken with respect to the existence
or validity of any patent rights in connection therewith. A patent holder or patent applicant has filed a
statement of assurance that it will grant licenses under these rights without compensation or under
reasonable rates, with reasonable terms and conditions that are demonstrably free of any unfair
discrimination to applicants desiring to obtain such licenses. Other Essential Patent Claims may exist for
which a statement of assurance has not been received. The IEEE is not responsible for identifying Essential
Patent Claims for which a license may be required, for conducting inquiries into the legal validity or scope
of Patents Claims, or determining whether any licensing terms or conditions provided in connection with
submission of a Letter of Assurance, if any, or in any licensing agreements are reasonable or nondiscriminatory. Users of this standard are expressly advised that determination of the validity of any patent
rights, and the risk of infringement of such rights, is entirely their own responsibility. Further information
may be obtained from the IEEE Standards Association.
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IEEE Standard Specification for
Password-Based Public-Key
Cryptographic Techniques
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This standard is not intended to assure safety, security, health, or
environmental protection in all circumstances. Implementers of the standard are responsible for
determining appropriate safety, security, environmental, and health practices or regulatory
requirements.
This IEEE document is made available for use subject to important notices and legal disclaimers. These
notices and disclaimers appear in all publications containing this document and may be found under the
heading “Important Notice” or “Important Notices and Disclaimers Concerning IEEE Documents.”
They can also be obtained on request from IEEE or viewed at http://standards.ieee.org/IPR/
disclaimers.html.

1. Overview

1.1 Scope
This standard covers specifications of common public-key cryptographic techniques for performing
password-based authentication and key establishment, supplemental to the techniques described in
IEEE Std 1363™-2000 and IEEE Std 1363a™-2004.1 It includes specifications of primitives and schemes
designed to utilize passwords and other low-grade secrets as a basis for securing electronic transactions,
including schemes for password-authenticated key agreement and password-authenticated key retrieval.

1.2 Purpose
Ensuring privacy and authenticity in personal electronic transactions is a process that necessarily involves
human beings. Memorized secrets are an important factor in human authentication. Many common
cryptographic methods for authentication require large, random high-grade secret keys; yet, the secrets that
human beings can conveniently memorize and reliably reproduce tend to be low-grade secrets. Passwords
are widely used low-grade secrets that are typically not-so-random and relatively small, and introduce risks
of brute-force attack when inappropriately used as cryptographic keys.

1

Information on references can be found in Clause 2.
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IEEE Std 1363.2™-2008 specifies public-key cryptographic techniques specifically designed to securely
perform password-based authentication and key establishment. These techniques provide a way to
authenticate people and distribute high-quality cryptographic keys for people, while preventing off-line
brute-force attacks associated with passwords. A resulting high quality key may be more confidently used
in combination with other cryptographic methods, such as symmetric encryption methods and public-key
encryption, identification, and digital signature methods. IEEE Std 1363.2-2008 provides a reference for a
variety of such password-based techniques within a suitable framework.
It is not the purpose of this document to mandate any particular set of password-based techniques or
security requirements (including key sizes). Rather, the purpose is to provide: (1) a reference for
specification of a variety of techniques from which applications may select, (2) the appropriate theoretic
background, and (3) extensive discussion of security and implementation considerations so that a solution
provider can choose appropriate security requirements.

1.3 Organization of the document
This standard is written as a companion document to IEEE Std 1363-2000 and IEEE Std 1363a-2004.
IEEE Std 1363.2-2008 can be used as a standalone reference for description of password-based methods,
but it heavily relies upon background material in, and uses techniques defined in, these earlier documents.
Some familiarity with IEEE Std 1363-2000 and the field of cryptography is assumed.
The structure of this document roughly parallels that of IEEE Std 1363-2000, to make it easy to find
relevant information, and to facilitate a potential merger of these documents in a future version of the
standard.
This document contains two parts: the main document and seven annexes. The annexes provide background
and helpful information for the users of this standard, as follows.

1.3.1 Structure of the main document
 Clause 1, Overview
 Clause 2, Normative references
 Clause 3, Definitions, acronyms, and abbreviations
 Clause 4, Types of cryptographic techniques
 Clause 5, Mathematical conventions
 Clause 6, The DL setting
 Clause 7, The EC setting
 Clause 8, Primitives
 Clause 9, Password-authenticated key agreement schemes
 Clause 10, Password-authenticated key retrieval schemes
 Clause 11, Key derivation functions
 Clause 12, Auxiliary techniques
1.3.2 Structure of the annexes
The annexes include the following:
2
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 Annex A (informative) Number-theoretic background
 Annex B (normative) Conformance
 Annex C (informative) Rationale
 Annex D (informative) Security considerations
 Annex E (informative) Formats
 Annex F (informative) Bibliography

1.4 Document conventions
1.4.1 Bracket notation
For method descriptions that describe two or more related methods that work in different contexts, contextspecific description may be found in { } brackets. Examples of how this notation is used are as follows:
 {DL,EC}, and the corresponding {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve}, are used to describe methods in
both the discrete logarithm (DL) and elliptic curve (EC) families.
 {CLIENT,SERVER}, and the corresponding {Client, Server}, are used to describe pairs of methods
for both parties in a two-party Client/Server scheme.
 {SRP3,SRP6} is used to describe each of two similar methods.
 {DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-{CLIENT,SERVER} is equivalent to {DLBPKAS-PAK-CLIENT,
DLBPKAS-PAK-SERVER, ECBPKAS-PAK-CLIENT, ECBPKAS-PAK-SERVER}.
A method description should be read consistently using just one of each alternative context.
The notation For DL only: indicates a feature that applies only to the DL context. The two parties that use CLIENT and -SERVER methods are respectively designated Client and Server.
In the titles of methods defined in Clause 8, Clause 9, and Clause 10, a prefix of [DL] or [EC] indicates that
the method is defined for the DL or EC setting only; otherwise the method is defined for both settings.

1.4.2 Ordering of steps
Many descriptions include an ordered sequence of steps, which may generally be performed in any order
that results in an equivalent operation.
However, where a step includes substeps, all substeps shall be performed before the step is considered to be
complete. For example, a step that receives a public-key value (see 8.1.3) and any associated substeps that
abort if the value is unacceptable should all be completed before the value is used in other steps.
Steps that “output [some value] and stop” are used to limit disclosure of sensitive information. These steps
shall be performed in the indicated order relative to any subsequent steps that either output a different value
or send a value to another party.

1.4.3 Method parameters
Many methods are parameterized by choices of input domain parameters, functions, and related values.
These parameters are generally considered to be options of the invoking scheme. For two parties to
3
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successfully interoperate using a method, they need to use the same scheme options or parameters for the
method.
Cases where related methods need to use the same value for a shared parameter in order to interoperate are
specifically noted.

1.4.4 Future amendment
Where one or more functions are specified as choices that should be used for a scheme option or parameter,
an amendment to this standard may specify additional functions that are also acceptable choices.

2. Normative references
The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document (i.e., they must
be understood and used, so each referenced document is cited in text and its relationship to this document is
explained). For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of
the referenced document (including any amendments or corrigenda) applies.
IEEE Std 1363-2000, IEEE Standard Specifications for Public-Key Cryptography. 2, 3
IEEE Std 1363a-2004, IEEE Standard Specifications for Public-Key Cryptography, Amendment 1:
Additional Techniques.

3. Definitions, acronyms, and abbreviations

3.1 Definitions
For the purposes of this document, the following terms and definitions apply. The Authoritative Dictionary
of IEEE Standards Terms [B21] 4 should be referenced for terms not defined in this subclause.
NOTE—For some terms, multiple definitions are presented, in which case the first represents the primary definition for
use within this document. Alternate definitions show different meanings that may be found in referenced literature and
other common use, and are presented for historical context. See Annex D for further background discussion of these
terms and related concepts. 5

3.1.1 augmented password-authenticated key agreement (APKAS): A system for passwordauthenticated key agreement between a client and server that forces an adversary to perform a successful
brute-force attack in order to masquerade as the client using stolen server data.
3.1.2 balanced password-authenticated key agreement (BPKAS): A system for password-authenticated
key agreement in which two parties use the same shared password value to negotiate and authenticate a
shared key.

2
IEEE publications are available from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331,
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA (http://standards.ieee.org/).
3
The standards or products referred to in this clause are trademarks of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
4
The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliography in Annex F.
5
Notes in text, tables, and figures of a standard are given for information only and do not contain requirements needed to implement
this standard.

4
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3.1.3 brute-force attack: An attack on a cryptographic system that systematically employs a trial and error
search of a space of keys, passwords, or other secret data.
NOTE—For passwords, a brute-force attack is similar to, but may be much easier than, an exhaustive attack. It may
not be necessary to explore the full space of all possible passwords when the targeted password is likely to be confined
to a small subset of that space.

3.1.4 crack (a password): (A) (informal) Successfully brute-force attack password-derived data. (B)
(informal) Successfully attack a password-based cryptographic system.
3.1.5 entropy (of a password or key): A measure of the uncertainty of the specific value that a password
or key may be assigned, which is, roughly speaking, inversely related to the probability of guessing the
value.
NOTE—The entropy of a password is relative to the state of knowledge and capabilities of the guesser.

3.1.6 dictionary attack (on a password-based system): (A) A brute-force attack using repeated guessing
and verification of password values. (B) A brute-force attack using a stored list of specific password values.
(C) A brute-force attack using a stored list of words from a natural language dictionary.
3.1.7 hashed password: The result of a cryptographic hash function of a password.
3.1.8 interactive proof: A two-party protocol in which a prover interacts with a verifier by exchanging
messages, where both parties share a common input value, and where at the end of the interaction the
verifier computes a predicate depending on the input value and the exchanged messages in order to accept
or reject the input value.
NOTE—Definition of interactive proof adapted from Goldreich and Krawczyk [B19].

3.1.9 iterated hash: Repeated application of a cryptographic hash function on input data, typically used to
increase the computation needed to crack a password.
3.1.10 low-grade secret: A secret that is vulnerable or presumed to be vulnerable to brute-force attack
given the result of a cryptographic hash function of the secret.
3.1.11 password: A low-grade secret word, phrase, number, or sequence of characters used for
authentication of identity or authorization.
3.1.12 password-authenticated key agreement: A class of key agreement methods in which parties,
based only on their knowledge of password-derived data, establish a cryptographic key using an exchange
of messages, such that one who controls the communication channel but does not possess the passwordderived data will not be able to participate in the method and will be severely constrained from guessing the
password.
3.1.13 password-authenticated key retrieval: (A) A process in which a client obtains a static key that is
derived from a password-based negotiation with a server that knows data associated with the password. (B)
(broadly) The retrieval of a key from a secure key repository or escrow requiring authentication derived in
part from a password.
3.1.14 password-entangled public key: A public key derived from both a password and a high-grade
secret private key, constructed specifically to avoid password disclosure.
3.1.15 password-limited private key: A private key where the sole source of randomness may be limited
to that of a password.
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3.1.16 password-limited public key: A value used as password verification data that is derived from a
password-limited private key using a public-key generation method.
3.1.17 password verification data: Data that is used to verify a party’s knowledge of a specific password
and is typically regarded as secret data.
3.1.18 password verifier: (A) One of the parties in a password proof system that verifies knowledge of a
password. (B) Password verification data.
NOTE—The second definition of password verifier is not used in this document, but has been used in relevant
references.

3.1.19 PIN: Acronym for personal identification number, a short numeric password.
3.1.20 proof of knowledge: (A) A proof of an assertion that a prover knows something, in a system where
whenever a verifier is convinced of the assertion, then the prover indeed knows it. (B) A proof of
knowledge of a solution to a publicly stated computationally difficult problem.
NOTE—Definition (A), adapted from Bellare and Goldreich [B4], provides a basis for the definition of zero
knowledge password proof. Many references refer to the narrower definition (B), which is limited to a proof that
requires secret knowledge to be from a computationally large space. See also: zero knowledge proof of knowledge.

3.1.21 salt: (A) A variable incorporated as secondary input to a one-way or encryption function that derives
password verification data. (B) An element that gives flavor or zest. [Presumed basis for definition (A).]
3.1.22 zero knowledge password proof: An interactive zero knowledge proof of knowledge of passwordderived data shared between a prover and the corresponding verifier. See also: interactive proof;
password; zero knowledge proof of knowledge.
3.1.23 zero knowledge proof: A proof of an assertion that has the property of yielding nothing but the
validity of the assertion.
NOTE—Definition adapted from Goldreich and Krawczyk [B19].

3.1.24 zero knowledge proof of knowledge: A proof of knowledge that has the property of yielding
nothing but the validity of the assertion that the prover knows something. See also: proof of knowledge;
zero knowledge proof.

3.2 Acronyms and abbreviations
ANSI

American National Standards Institute

AMP

identifier for techniques based on Kwon [B38]

APKAS

augmented password-authenticated key agreement scheme

BPKAS

balanced password-authenticated key agreement scheme

BS2IP

bit string to integer (conversion) primitive

BS2OSP

bit string to octet string (conversion) primitive

DH

identifier for techniques based on Diffie and Hellman [B10]

DL

discrete logarithm (family of techniques)

EC

elliptic curve (family of techniques)

FE2IP

field element to integer (conversion) primitive
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FE2OSP

field element to octet string (conversion) primitive

FIPS

Federal Information Processing Standards

GE2OSP

group element to octet string (conversion) primitive

GE2SVFEP

group element to secret value field element (conversion) primitive

I2BSP

integer to bit string (conversion) primitive

I2FEP

integer to field element (conversion) primitive

I2OSP

integer to octet string (conversion) primitive

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

KCF

key confirmation function

KDF

key derivation function

KRBP

key retrieval blinding primitive

KRPP

key retrieval permutation primitive

KRUP

key retrieval unblinding primitive

MGF

mask generation function

MVCF

multiplier value creation function

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

OS2BSP

octet string to bit string (conversion) primitive

OS2FEP

octet string to field element (conversion) primitive

OS2IP

octet string to integer (conversion) primitive

PAK

identifier for techniques based on Boyko, MacKenzie, Patel [B8]

PEPKGP

password-entangled public-key generation primitive

PKAS

password-authenticated key agreement scheme

PKGP

public-key generation primitive

PKRS

password-authenticated key retrieval scheme

PPK

identifier for techniques based on Boyko, MacKenzie, Patel [B8]

PVDGP

password verification data generation primitive

REDP

random element derivation primitive

SPEKE

identifier for techniques based on Jablon [B31]

SRP

identifier for techniques based on Wu [B57]

SVDP

secret value derivation primitive

4. Types of cryptographic techniques
This clause gives an overview of the types of cryptographic techniques that are specified in this standard as
well as some requirements for conformance with those techniques. See Annex B for more on conformance.
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4.1 Brief history of the field
The first generation of the era of public cryptography was a time of rapid discovery, research, and
development. Within this period, the concept of zero knowledge proof was introduced and rapidly refined.
However, clear formulations of similar problems in password-based cryptography were initially elusive,
like the concept of a zero knowledge password proof. 6 How can one party securely prove knowledge of a
password to another party over an insecure channel without using other prearranged cryptographic keys?
This question was answered only within the last few years of this period. Once the first solutions were
found (see Bellovin and Merritt [B7], [B6], and Gong et al. [B20]), the field blossomed, resulting in the
methods described and referenced in this document.

4.2 Variations of the network password problem
This standard describes three classes of password-based methods that solve three variations of the
password-only network login problem. These methods can provide mutual zero knowledge password proof
and remote password-authenticated establishment of cryptographic keys.
In the first class of methods, for balanced password-authenticated key agreement, two parties share a
common password and they want to prove to each other that they know the password, and only then engage
in secure communications, without revealing the password to others.
The second class of augmented password-authenticated key agreement methods is similar to the first,
except that one of the parties, the Server, has password verification data derived using a one-way function
of the password. In this case, although the sensitivity of the password verification data is still dependent on
the quality of the password, the one-way function may provide extra protection for the Server’s stored
password-derived data.
The third class of password-authenticated key retrieval methods addresses the scenario where one desires
to further decrease the sensitivity of stored password-derived data. These methods may be used to split
password verification data into two or more shares, such that no number of shares less than a given
threshold permits a brute-force password attack.
All these methods require one or more parties to use specific password-related data to make the method
succeed. But when the participant does not use the correct password-related data, then the method is
designed to fail in a way that does not reveal the password to those that do not already know the password.
An adversary that does not know the appropriate password, who observes a legitimate interaction, or
attempts to participate in the method with a legitimate party, is prevented from obtaining information that
leads to unconstrained off-line guessing of the password. However, even in optimal cases, all methods
permit an adversary to verify a minimum of one guess in each run of the method.

4.3 General model
As stated in Clause 1, the purpose of this standard is to provide a reference for specifications of a variety of
password-based public-key cryptographic techniques from which applications may select. Therefore, it is
desirable to define these techniques in a framework that would allow selection of techniques appropriate for
particular applications. Different types of cryptographic techniques can be viewed abstractly according to
the following general model, including primitives, schemes, and additional methods, the definitions of
which are in IEEE Std 1363-2000 and are repeated here.

6
A zero knowledge password proof is, essentially, an interactive zero knowledge proof of knowledge of a small secret. See 3.1.22 for
a definition of this and other italicized terms.
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 Primitives: Basic mathematical operations. Historically, they were discovered based on numbertheoretic hard problems. Primitives are not meant to achieve security just by themselves, but they serve
as building blocks for schemes.
 Schemes: A collection of related operations combining primitives and additional methods. Schemes
can provide complexity-theoretic security, which is enhanced when they are appropriately applied in
protocols.
 Additional methods: Other components of schemes. These include key derivation functions (KDF),
hash functions, key confirmation functions (KCF), and other techniques that provide security based on
a broad blend of cryptographic analytic assumptions beyond number theory.
From an implementation viewpoint, primitives can be viewed as low-level implementations (e.g.,
implemented within cryptographic accelerators or software modules), schemes and additional methods can
be viewed as medium-level implementations (e.g., implemented within cryptographic service libraries), and
protocols can be viewed as high-level implementations (e.g., implemented within entire sets of
applications).
In a departure from IEEE Std 1363-2000, this standard defines schemes that interact with related schemes
in multiple stages, using intermediate transmitted and received values, as well as input and output values.
Intermediate values are exchanged between parties during the operation of these schemes. And in addition
to the added functions of password-based authentication, the scope of the key agreement schemes here is
also broader in describing key confirmation operations.
This document describes the requirements for schemes at a detailed functional level, but applicationspecific data transmission formats and techniques are outside the scope of this standard.
General frameworks for primitives, additional methods, and schemes, are provided in 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7
and specific techniques are defined in Clause 6 through Clause 12. This document also references
techniques defined in IEEE Std 1363-2000 as components for constructing cryptographic primitives and
schemes. This standard does not define application-specific protocols; the techniques defined in this
standard are rather components used in such protocols. Annex D discusses security considerations related
to how the techniques can be used in protocols and applications to achieve certain security attributes.

4.4 Primitives
The following types of primitives are defined in this standard:
 Random element derivation primitives (REDP), components of password-authenticated key agreement
schemes (PKAS) and password-authenticated key retrieval schemes (PKRS).
 Password-entangled public-key generation primitives (PEPKGP); components of PKASs and PKRSs.
 Secret value derivation primitives (SVDP), components of password-authenticated key agreement and
PKRSs.
 Password verification data generation primitives (PVDGP), components of augmented passwordauthenticated key agreement schemes (APKAS).
 Key retrieval blinding primitives (KRBP), key retrieval unblinding primitives (KRUP), and key
retrieval permutation primitives (KRPP), components of key retrieval schemes.
Primitives in this standard are presented as mathematical operations, and they are typically not meant to
provide security benefits by themselves. Such benefits can only be provided by the use of a primitive, along
with other operations, in a properly implemented scheme.
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Primitives assume that their inputs satisfy certain assumptions, as listed with the specification of each
primitive. An implementation of a primitive is unconstrained on an input not satisfying the assumptions, as
long as it does not adversely affect future operation of the implementation; the implementation may or may
not return an error condition. For example, an implementation of a public-key generation primitive (PKGP)
may return something that looks like a public key if its input was not a valid private key. It may also reject
the input. It is up to the user of the primitive to guarantee that the input will satisfy the constraints or to
include the relevant checks. For example, the user may choose to use relevant key and domain parameter
validation techniques.
The specification of a primitive consists of the following information:
 Input to the primitive
 Assumptions about the input made in the description of the operation performed by the primitive
 Output from the primitive
 Operation performed by the primitive, expressed as a series of steps
 Conformance region recommendations describing the minimum recommended set of inputs for which
an implementation should operate in conformance with the primitive (see Annex B for more on
conformance)
Primitive specifications are functional specifications, not interface specifications. The format of inputs and
outputs and the procedure by which an implementation of a scheme is invoked are outside the scope of this
standard. See Annex E for more information on input and output formats.
The input and output values for primitives include domain parameters and keys, which may be defined as
integers, EC points, field elements or group elements. These concepts are defined in 6.1 for the DL setting,
in 7.1 for the EC setting, and in 8.1 for generalized groups.

4.4.1 Random element derivation primitives (REDP) model
An REDP has the following form:
Input:
 Domain parameters
 A random selector value
Output: The derived generator of the desired group, or “invalid” according to the result.
The REDP applies cryptographic hash operations to the selector value to derive a pseudo-random element
of order r that is a generator of the desired group defined by the domain parameters. The function may
output “invalid” for an input value that does not correspond to a generator of the desired group; however,
the probability of a random input producing an invalid result should be negligibly small for any suitable
choice of parameters.
The required security properties of REDPs are discussed in D.2.1.20.

4.4.2 Public-key generation primitives (PKGP) model
A PKGP has the following form:
Input:
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 Domain parameters
 A valid private key
Output: The public key, or “invalid”
The PKGP applies cryptographic operations to the input to generate a public key. It outputs the public key
or “invalid” according to the result.
NOTE—Public keys are a common feature of all key agreement schemes. This document defines the Diffie-Hellman
public-key generation primitives (PKGP-DH), in accordance with the definitions of Diffie-Hellman public keys in
IEEE Std 1363-2000, to support various schemes defined in this document.

4.4.3 Password-entangled public-key generation primitives (PEPKGP) model
A PEPKGP has the following form:
Input:
 Domain parameters
 A low-grade secret S, typically derived from a password
 A valid private key
Output: The password-entangled public key, or “invalid”
The PEPKGP applies cryptographic operations to the input to generate a password-entangled public key. It
outputs the password-entangled public key or “invalid” according to the result.
A password-entangled public key is a public key that is additionally derived in part from a password. The
password becomes entangled in the process of deriving the high-grade shared key in a way that prevents
parties without access to the sensitive password-related data from successfully participating in the method
and also prevents them from performing off-line password guessing.
A PEPKGP function Pepkgp computes a password-entangled public key based on a password-based value
octet string S and a private key integer s – as in w = Pepkgp(S, s). Each PEPKGP is designed to make it
infeasible for an adversary who chooses w to compute any significant number of pairs of values {Si, si} that
corresponding to plausible passwords, such that each Pepkgp(Si, si) produces the same w. The number of
{Si, si} pairs that an adversary can compute for a single w typically represents the number of password
guesses that the adversary can make in one run of a PKAS. In the optimal case, only one pair {S1, s1} is
known and no alternate pairs can be computed, which may limit the adversary to making just one password
guess (S1) in each run of the scheme.
The application and deployment scenario determines whether a specific number of guesses represents a
significant threat.

4.4.4 Secret value derivation primitives (SVDP) model
For the purposes of a PKAS, an SVDP has the following form:
Input:
 Domain parameters
 The party’s own private key
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 The other party’s public key or password-entangled public key
For specific cases only:
 The party’s own low-grade secret S
Output: The derived shared secret value, or “invalid”
The SVDP applies cryptographic operations to the input to generate a shared secret value. It outputs the
shared secret value as output or it may output “invalid” according to the result.

4.4.5 Password verification data generation primitives (PVDGP) model
A PVDGP has the following form:
Input:
 Domain parameters
 A low-grade secret S, typically derived from a password
Output: Shared secret password verification data and other related secret values associated with the
password.
The PVDGP applies cryptographic operations to the input password-based value S to generate and output
password verification data and other related values. The value S may also incorporate salt, identifiers, or
other values. (See D.2.1.15.) A Server party in an APKAS uses password verification data to verify an
associated Client party’s knowledge of S. Password verification data values are stored and used by a Server
and are considered shared secrets between the Client and Server.
A PVDGP may use a password-limited private key, where the sole source of randomness in the key may be
limited to that of a password. Password verification data may include password-limited public keys that are
computed from a password-limited private key using a public-key generation or related exponential
method. Password-limited public keys generally need to be kept secret; they should not be confused with
true public keys that are designed to be revealed to the public. Both parties share responsibility for
maintaining the secrecy of all password verification data.
The PVDGP may also output other secret values associated with the password that shall be kept secret by
the Client and are used in APKAS key agreement operations.

4.5 Schemes
This standard focuses on password-authenticated schemes, to specifically leverage the strengths and
address the weaknesses of low-grade secrets. The principal difference of a password-authenticated scheme,
as compared to a key agreement scheme (KAS) (as defined in IEEE Std 1363-2000), is that one or more of
the prearranged secrets that authenticate the parties may be low-grade secrets, such as passwords. As such,
when passwords are used for mutual authentication, they are typically treated as shared secrets, in contrast
with static public and private keys.
The value S is used to refer to a password-based value in descriptions of these methods.
The following types of schemes are defined in this standard:
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 Balanced password-authenticated key agreement schemes (BPKAS), in which two parties that share S
use ephemeral private keys with S to mutually derive an ephemeral shared key.
 Augmented password-authenticated key agreement schemes (APKAS), in which two parties use
ephemeral private keys and corresponding password values, where one party has S and the other party
has a one-way function S , to mutually derive an ephemeral shared key.
 Password-authenticated key retrieval schemes (PKRS), in which a Client party establishes one or more
static keys using S and the assistance of a Server party that has secret data associated with S .
Of the two kinds of PKAS, balanced and augmented, an APKAS has the distinction that the Server’s
verification data is a one-way function of the Client’s password, so that a thief that knows the verification
data cannot masquerade directly as the Client without first cracking the password.
A PKRS differs from a PKAS in that a PKRS establishes static keys for the Client that are not necessarily
known or derivable by the Server, whereas a PKAS establishes ephemeral keys that are shared by both
parties. A PKRS may be used in multi-Server systems to limit vulnerabilities due to one or more
compromised Servers.
Schemes in this standard (as in IEEE Std 1363-2000) are presented in a general form based on certain
primitives and additional methods, such as key derivation methods. For example, a BPKAS is based on a
PKGP, an SVDP, and a KDF.
Schemes also include key management operations, such as selecting a private key or obtaining another
party’s public key. For proper security, a party may need to be assured of the validity of the keys and
domain parameters. Generation of domain parameters and keys needs to be performed properly, and in
some cases, acceptability tests also need to be performed. Issues of proper key management that may be
essential for security and yet are outside the scope of this standard are addressed for informational purposes
in Annex D.
The specification of a scheme consists of the following information:
 Scheme options, such as choices for primitives and additional methods
 One or more operations, depending on the scheme, expressed as a series of steps
 Conformance region recommendations for implementations conforming with the scheme (see Annex B
for more on conformance)
Scheme specifications are functional specifications, not interface specifications. The format of inputs and
outputs and the procedure by which an implementation of a scheme is invoked are outside the scope of this
standard. See Annex E for more information on input and output formats.

4.6 Additional methods
This standard specifies the following additional methods:
 Hash functions, which are used in many primitives and schemes
 Mask generation functions (MGF), which are used in many primitives and schemes
 Key confirmation functions (KCF), which are used in password authenticated key agreement schemes
 Multiplier value creation functions (MVCF), which are used in APKAS-SRP6.
The specified additional methods are strongly recommended for use in the schemes. The use of an
inadequate KCF may compromise the security of the scheme in which it is used. Therefore, a thorough
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security analysis should be performed for any implementation that does not use the recommended
additional methods for a particular scheme.

4.7 Table summary
This subclause gives a summary of all the schemes in this standard, together with the primitives and
additional methods that are invoked within a scheme.
Table 1 —Summary of techniques in the standard
Scheme name
Primitives
Balanced password-authenticated key agreement schemes
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PPK-CLIENT,
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PPK-SERVER
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-PAK, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK2
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-CLIENT
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-PAK, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-SERVER
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PKGP-DH, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK2
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE
Augmented password-authenticated key agreement schemes
{DL,EC}APKAS-AMP-CLIENT
{DL,EC}PKGP-DH and
{DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-CLIENT
{DL,EC}BPKAS-SPEKE-CLIENT,
{DL,EC}BPKAS-SPEKE-SERVER

{DL,EC}APKAS-AMP-SERVER

{DL,EC}APKAS-BSPEKE2-CLIENT

{DL,EC}APKAS-BSPEKE2-SERVER

{DL,EC}APKAS-WSPEKE-CLIENT

{DL,EC}APKAS-WSPEKE-SERVER

{DL,EC}PVDGP-AMP,
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-SERVER
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE
{DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2,
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-WSPEKE-CLIENT
{DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2,
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-WSPEKE-SERVER

Additional methods
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
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Table 1— Summary of techniques in the standard (continued)
Scheme name
{DL,EC}APKAS-PAKZ-CLIENT

Primitives
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-PAK, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT
{DL,EC}APKAS-PAKZ-SERVER
{DL,EC}PVDGP-PAKZ,
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PKGP-DH, and
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK2
DLAPKAS-SRP3-CLIENT
DLPVDGP3-SRP3,
DLPKGP-SRP-CLIENT, and
DLSVDP-SRP3-CLIENT
DLAPKAS-SRP3-SERVER
DLPVDGP-SRP3,
DLPEPKGP-SRP3-SERVER, and
DLSVDP-SRP3-SERVER
ECAPKAS-SRP5-CLIENT
ECPVDGP-SRP5,
ECPKGP-DH, and
ECSVDP-SRP5-CLIENT
ECAPKAS-SRP5-SERVER
ECPVDGP-SRP5,
ECPEPKGP-SRP5-SERVER, and
ECSVDP-SRP5-SERVER
Augmented password-authenticated key agreement schemes (continued)
DLAPKAS-SRP6-CLIENT
DLPVDGP-SRP6,
DLPKGP-SRP-CLIENT, and
DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT
DLAPKAS-SRP6-SERVER
DLPVDGP-SRP6,
DLPEPKGP-SRP6-SERVER, and
DLSVDP-SRP6-SERVER
Password-authenticated Key Retrieval Schemes
{DL,EC}PKRS-1-CLIENT
({DL,EC}REDP-1 or REDP-2),
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-1, and
{DL,EC}KRBP-1, KRUP-1
{DL,EC}PKRS-1-SERVER
{DL,EC}KRPP-1

Additional methods
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function)
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function),
KCF1
KDF1 or KDF2 (each
uses a hash function)

5. Mathematical conventions
For most of the mathematical conventions, including description of notation, representation of bit strings,
octet strings, finite field elements, and data type conversions, the reader is referred to IEEE Std 1363-2000,
Clause 5. For convenient reference, an outline of this clause is reproduced here.
Outline of IEEE Std 1363-2000, Clause 5, as amended by IEEE Std 1363a-2004:
5.1 Mathematical notation
5.2 Bit strings and octet strings
5.3 Finite fields
5.3.1 Prime finite fields
5.3.2 Characteristic two finite fields
5.4 Elliptic curves and points
5.5 Data type conversion
5.5.1 Converting between integers and bit strings (I2BSP and BS2IP)
5.5.2 Converting between bit strings and octet strings (BS2OSP and OS2BSP)
5.5.3 Converting between integers and octet strings (I2OSP and OS2IP)
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5.5.4 Converting between finite field elements and octet strings (FE2OSP and OS2FEP)
5.5.5 Converting finite field elements to integers (FE2IP)
5.5.6 Converting between elliptic curve points and octet strings
Exceptions and additions to these conventions are noted here.

5.1 Mathematical notation
5.1.1 Group notation
To unify the presentation of methods that work in multiple settings, this document provides generalized
descriptions for methods that may use either the DL setting (6.1) or the EC setting (7.1). In these
generalized descriptions, the convention is to use lowercase letters to represent DL group elements, and to
generally use the same notation as that used in IEEE Std 1363-2000 in the DL setting.
Although group operations and group elements are instantiated differently in the DL and EC settings, the
following * and ^ operators are used to describe operations in both settings:
 e1*e2 denotes the group operator applied to group elements e1 and e2, and
 e^n denotes the iterated group operation e*e*...*e on n values of group element e.
These operators assume that n is an integer and e, e1, and e2 are elements of an appropriate group defined
by either DL or EC domain parameters. (See 6.1.1, 7.1.1, and 8.1.1 for the DL, EC, and generalized group
settings, respectively.)
NOTE 1—As in IEEE Std 1363-2000, this document uses a u b to denote multiplication of field elements a and b,
multiplication of integers a and b, and scalar multiplication of an EC point b by integer a. Similarly, the u symbol may
be omitted when such omission (ab) does not cause ambiguity. This document uses the notation exp(w, c), to denote
raising DL field element w to the power of integer c. The notation w c denotes raising integer w to the power of
integer c.
NOTE 2—As in IEEE Std 1363-2000, throughout this document, operations on finite field elements, group elements,
and integers are used. Care needs to be exercised to distinguish between integers, field elements, and group elements,
especially as operations on integers and field elements are sometimes denoted by the same symbols. See
IEEE Std 1363-2000, 5.3, for more information on finite fields.
NOTE 3—Further discussion of the analogous relationship between the DL and EC settings can be found in
IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.9.4.

5.2 Bit strings and octet strings
5.2.1 Single octet values
The notation hex(nn) represents a single octet with hexadecimal value nn, where n is a hexadecimal digit.

5.2.2 Empty octet string
The notation "" represents the empty octet string of length zero.
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5.3 Data type conversion
5.3.1 Converting integers to field elements (I2FEP)
In performing cryptographic operations, non-negative integers sometimes need to be converted to finite
field elements. The primitive that performs this operation is called the integer to field element conversion
primitive, or I2FEP.
An integer i in the range [0, q1] shall be converted to an element j of a finite field GF(q) by the following
or an equivalent procedure:
a)

Convert i to an octet string of length ªlog256(q)º using I2OSP.

b) Convert the resulting octet string to a field element j using OS2FEP.
c)

Output j.

5.3.2 Converting group elements to secret value field elements (GE2SVFEP)
This document uses the group element to secret value field element primitive (GE2SVFEP) to convert
group elements into field elements. This primitive is defined in both the DL and EC settings.
The GE2SVFEP function shall convert a group element e to a secret value field element by the following,
or an equivalent, procedure:
a)

In the DL setting:
1) Output the field element e. (In the DL setting, group elements are field elements.)

b) In the EC setting:
1) If e is the identity element (the point at infinity O), output field element 0 and stop.
2) Set field element xe = the x-coordinate of EC point e.
3) Output field element xe.
NOTE 1—There is no corresponding inverse function (like “SVFE2GEP”) because there is a loss of information in the
conversion process from a group element to a field element in the EC setting; the y coordinate is omitted. The
GE2SVFEP function is used only for the specific case of deriving the final output of an SVDP and helps to unify the
generalized description of primitives that work in either a DL or EC setting.
NOTE 2—The conversion for the EC group identity element is arbitrary and may duplicate the result of a non-identity
group element at (0,y). Methods that abort for unacceptable values generally do so before invoking GE2SVFEP or may
reject all 0 results under the assumption that the probability of obtaining a valid 0 result is negligible.

5.3.3 Converting group elements to octet strings (GE2OSP-X)
This document uses the Group Element to Octet String Secret primitive (GE2OSP-X) to convert group
elements into octet strings. This primitive is defined in both the DL and EC settings.
The GE2OSP-X function shall convert a group element e to an octet string by the following, or an
equivalent, procedure:
a)

In the DL setting:
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1) Compute octet string oe = FE2OSP(e) (In the DL setting, group elements are field
elements.)
2) Output octet string oe
b) In the EC setting:
1) Compute octet string oe = EC2OSP-X(e) (See IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 5.5.6.3.)
2) Output octet string oe
NOTE 1—There is no corresponding inverse function (like “OS2GEP”) because there is a loss of information in the
conversion process from a group element to an octet string in the EC setting; the y coordinate is omitted.
NOTE 2—In the EC setting, GE2OSP-X(e) is not equivalent to FE2OSP(GE2SVFEP(e)), due to the initial format octet
provided by EC2OSP-X.

6. The DL setting
This clause specifies the DL setting for the family of cryptographic primitives based on the discrete
logarithm problem over multiplicative groups in finite fields, also known as the DL family. The reader is
referred to IEEE Std 1363-2000, Clause 6, for more information, an outline of which is presented here.
Outline of IEEE Std 1363-2000, Clause 6:
6.1 The DL setting
6.1.1 Notation
6.1.2 DL domain parameters
6.2 Primitives
6.2.1 DLSVDP-DH
6.2.2 DLSVDP-DHC

6.1 The DL setting
6.1.1 Notation
The notation used in the DL setting as defined in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 6.1.1, applies to this document.

6.1.2 DL domain parameters
The definition of DL domain parameters from IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 6.1.2, applies to this document, with
some modifications noted here.
See 8.1.2 for the generalized definition of domain parameters for both the DL and EC settings. In the DL
setting, the parent group is the multiplicative group of all (k u r) non-zero field elements in GF(q) and r
divides (q – 1). For most methods in the DL setting, the group generated by g is referred to as the desired
group, and public keys are generally described as group elements. See 8.1.2.1 for the exceptions of SRP3
and SRP6, which operate in the parent group, and where public keys may also be described as DL field
elements.
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6.1.3 DL key pairs
The definitions of DL key pair, DL private key, DL public key, valid DL private key, and valid DL public
key for most of the methods defined in this document are in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 6.1, and apply to this
document. See 8.1.3 for the generalized definition of key pairs.

7. The EC setting
This clause specifies the EC setting for the family of cryptographic primitives based on the discrete
logarithm problem over elliptic curve groups in finite fields, also known as the EC family. The reader is
referred to IEEE Std 1363-2000, Clause 7, for more information, an outline of which is presented here.
Outline of IEEE Std 1363-2000, Clause 7:
7.1 The EC setting
7.1.1 Notation
7.1.2 EC domain parameters
7.1.3 EC key pairs
7.2 Primitives
7.2.1 ECSVDP-DH
7.2.2 ECSVDP-DHC

7.1 The EC setting
7.1.1 Notation
When EC operations are specified in terms of elliptic curve points, the same notation is used as in
IEEE Std 1363-2000. That is, P + Q denotes point addition of points P and Q, and n u P (or simply n P,
when omission of u does not cause ambiguity) denotes scalar point multiplication of point P by integer n.
7.1.2 EC domain parameters
The definition of EC domain parameters from IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 7.1.2, applies to this document.
See 8.1.2 for the generalized definition of domain parameters for both the DL and EC settings. In the EC
setting, the parent group is the group of points on the elliptic curve E defined by the two EC domain
parameters coefficients a and b [elements of GF(q)], the parent group order r divides #E (the number of
points on E), and cofactor k = #E / r. For all methods in the EC setting, the desired group is the group of r
group elements generated by g, where g is a synonym for the EC generator point G, and public keys are
generally described as group elements.

7.1.3 EC key pairs
The definitions of EC key pair, EC private key, EC public key, valid EC private key, and valid EC public
key are in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 7.1, and apply to this document. See 8.1.3 for the generalized definition of
key pairs.
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8. Primitives
This clause specifies cryptographic primitives for use with schemes in multiple families of underlying
groups. Many of the primitives in this clause are defined in a general manner for both the DL setting (6.1)
and the EC setting (7.1).

8.1 Notation and definitions
8.1.1 The generalized group setting
A generalized group setting notation and definitions are described in this clause for the primitives in
Clause 8 and the schemes in Clause 9 and Clause 10. These methods may use either DL or EC settings,
where * denotes the group operator and ^ denotes exponentiation for the appropriate group, as described in
5.1.1.

8.1.2 Generalized domain parameters
A generalized definition of the domain parameters q, k, r, and g for both the DL and EC settings is
presented here. Further detail for the DL and EC settings is presented in 6.1.2 and 7.1.2, respectively.
Domain parameters are used in every primitive and scheme and are an implicit component of every key. A
set of domain parameters in either the DL or EC setting specifies the following:
 A field GF(q), where q is a positive odd prime integer p, 2m for some positive integer m, or pm for an
odd prime p and some integer m t 2
 A large prime integer r designating the order of the desired group
 A parent group of (k u r) group elements, where k is designated the cofactor
 A group element g of order r that generates the desired group (g is a generator of the desired group)
If q = 2m, the set of domain parameters also specifies a representation for the elements of GF(q) to be used
by the conversion primitives (see 5.3 and IEEE Std 1363-2000, 5.3.2). If EC key validation is to be
performed, or if the SVDP-DHC or SVDP-MQVC primitive is to be applied then it shall also be the case
that GCD(k, r) = 1 (i.e., r does not divide k; see IEEE Std 1363a-2004, A.1.1). For all methods other than
SRP3 and SRP6, the group generated by g is referred to as the desired group. Members of the desired
group may be referred to as group elements, and public keys are generally described as group elements.

8.1.2.1 Domain parameters for SRP3 and SRP6
For the SRP3 and SRP6 methods, the desired group is the parent group, which is generated by an
additional domain parameter element gq1 of order (k u r), instead of the element g of order r. The SRP3
and SRP6 methods are described only for this modified DL setting.
NOTE—The definition of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters is in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 6.1.2 (for DL) and 7.1.2 (for
EC), and generally applies to this document, with the exception that SRP3 and SRP6 require the additional domain
parameter gq1. See D.2.2.4.2.
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8.1.3 Key pairs
The definitions of key pair, private key, public key, valid private key, and valid public key for most of the
methods defined in this document are in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 6.1 (DL) and 7.1 (EC), and apply to this
document. For convenience, these definitions are restated here.
For all methods other than the SRP3 and SRP6 methods:
 A valid private key (designated as s) is an integer in the range [1, r1]
 A valid public key is a group element of order r in the desired group generated by g
 The public key w that corresponds to s is computed as w = g^s
The qualified term public-key value indicates a value that represents a valid public key in an interaction
solely between legitimate compliant parties, but may represent an invalid public key in a threat or error
scenario.

8.1.3.1 Key pairs for SRP3 and SRP6
For the SRP3 and SRP6 methods:
 A valid private key (designated as s) is an integer in the range [1, kr1]
 A valid public key is a field element in GF(q) other than the additive identity element (0) or the
multiplicative identity element (1)
 The public key w that corresponds to s is computed as w = gq1^s.
NOTE 1—The concept of valid public key is not particularly relevant to SRP3 and SRP6, since these methods
incorporate other necessary acceptability tests for received public-key values.
NOTE 2—SRP3 and SRP6 public keys are generally described in terms of DL field elements, instead of group
elements.

8.1.4 Password-entangled public key
A password entangled public key is a public key that is derived from a private key and a password-based
value using a password-entangled public key generation primitive (PEPKGP). This document defines
various PEPKGP functions that are designed for use by specific schemes.

8.1.5 Acceptable (password-entangled) public-key values
Some methods in this document use the concept of an acceptable public-key value, which may be a
password-entangled public-key value, where the definition of acceptable may depend on the specific
method. The requirements for an acceptable public-key value are generally looser than for a valid public
key and may allow for the use of simpler or more efficient acceptability tests. For example, in some of the
PAK methods, an acceptable password-entangled public-key value is any element of the parent group [of
order (k u r)], whereas in some of the SPEKE methods, an acceptable password-entangled public-key value
generates a sufficiently large order subgroup of the parent group.
Note that the identity element and other small order elements of the parent group may be treated as special
cases in these schemes, primitives, and validation techniques, and that the definition of sufficiently large
may depend on both the domain parameters and the desired level of security to be achieved.
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8.1.5.1 Public-key tests
Algorithms for determining whether key values are acceptable for specific PKAS methods are described in
A.1.
General algorithms to verify that a DL public-key value is valid and to verify that a value is in the DL
parent group are given in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.16.6. General algorithms to verify that an EC public-key
value is valid and to verify that a value is in the EC parent group are given in IEEE Std 1363-2000,
A.16.10.
Updated discussion of further key validation issues is in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, D.5.1.6.

8.1.6 Summary of terms
This subclause lists terms used in Clause 8, Clause 9, and Clause 10. It is meant as a reference guide only;
for complete definitions of the terms listed, refer to the appropriate text. Some other terms are also used
occasionally; they are introduced in the text where appropriate.

S

A password-based octet string, used for authentication. S is generally derived from a
password or a hashed password, and may incorporate a salt value, identifiers for one or
more parties, and/or other shared data.

Sm

Password-based group element, derived from a function of S

SR, ST

Password-based group elements, derived from a function of S, respectively associated with
received and transmitted values

b1

A Boolean value, indicating whether cofactor multiplication is desired

CS

A Server’s key confirmation value octet string

CC

A Client’s key confirmation value octet string

e,e1, e2, ...

Group elements

g

A group element of order r in the desired group (part of the domain parameters for most
schemes and primitives)

gS

A group element of order r in the desired group, derived from a function of S

g a, g b

Group elements of order r in the desired group (parameters for REDP-2)

GF(q)

The Galois field of order q, which may be a prime field GF(p), a binary field GF(2m), or an
odd characteristic extension field GF(pm) (see IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.1.2 and A.3.1, and
IEEE Std 1363a-2004, A.17)

gq1

A field element of multiplicative order q1 in GF(q) (part of the DL domain parameters for
the SRP3 and SRP6 schemes and primitives)

HashWC

A hash function used on a Client’s public key in APKAS-AMP

HashWS

A hash function used on a Server’s public key in APKAS-WSPEKE

HashW2

A hash function used on public keys in APKAS-SRP5 and APKAS-SRP6

HashKC

A hash function used in key confirmation

HashPVD

A hash function used in password verification data generation

HashRE

A hash function used in random element derivation

HashSK

A hash function used on signature private keys used in APKAS-PAKZ
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Hu

An octet string representing the hash of a signature private key u used in APKAS-PAKZ

i1, i2, ...

Integer values

k

The integer cofactor value equal to the order of the parent group divided by r (part of the
domain parameters)

K1, K2, ...

Shared secret keys, octet strings derived in a key agreement scheme

Kdf

A key derivation function

M

A message octet string used in APKAS-PAKZ

Mgf

A mask generation function

mv

A field element multiplier value used in APKAS-SRP6

Mvcf

A multiplier value creation function used to compute mv in APKAS-SRP6

oID

An octet string parameter used in APKAS-AMP and APKAS-PAKZ

oS

A selector value octet string derived from a function of S

o1, o2, ...

Octet string values

oLen

Integer length in octets of the output of a hash function

ou

An octet string representing private signature key u used in APKAS-PAKZ

P1, P2, ...

Key derivation parameter octet strings

q

The size of the field used (part of the domain parameters)

r

The prime order of the desired group for most methods in this document (part of the
domain parameters)

Redp

An REDP

s

Private key, integer, corresponding to public key w

SC

A signature used in APKAS-PAKZ key confirmation

Sign

A signature generation operation in signature scheme Ss

Ss

A signature scheme used in APKAS-PAKZ

UKS

An octet string representing a hidden and password-masked private signature key u used in
APKAS-PAKZ key confirmation

US

An octet string representing a password-masked private signature key u used in APKASPAKZ

u

Private key, integer, corresponding to public key v

uS

A password-limited private key corresponding to vS, derived from a function of S

uLen

The length in octets of an agreed octet string representation of a private key u in signature
scheme Ss

v

Public key corresponding to private key u

vS

A password-limited public key corresponding to uS, used as password verification data

Verify

A signature verification operation in signature scheme Ss

w

Public key corresponding to private key s

wc

Another party’s public key

wC

Client’s public key
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wS

Server’s public key

x

Field element

y

Field element

z

Shared secret value, field element in GF(q), derived by SVDPs

Z, Z1, Z2

Shared secret values, octet strings, in key agreement operations

z1, z2

Shared secret field elements

zg

Established shared secret group element in a PKAS; established secret group element in a
PKRS

8.2 Primitives
Subclause 4.4 describes the types of primitives defined in this document. This subclause defines primitives
for use in both the DL and EC settings.

8.2.1 KRBP-1
{DL,EC}KRBP-1 is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} key retrieval blinding primitive, version 1. KRBP1 is based on the work of Ford and Kaliski [B16]. It derives a blinded password from a password-derived
generator and the Client’s private key, using {DL,EC} domain parameters. This primitive is used by the
scheme {DL,EC}PKRS-1-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Client’s private key integer s
 The Client’s password-derived generator group element gS
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including g and r) associated with s and gS
Assumptions: Private key s and associated domain parameters are valid. gS is a generator of the desired
group of order r.
Output: The computed blinded password wC, a valid public key.
Operation: The blinded password wC shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute group element wC = gS ^ s

b) Output wC as the blinded password
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—KRBP-1 performs the inverse function of KRUP-1.

8.2.2 KRPP-1
{DL,EC}KRPP-1 is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} key retrieval permutation primitive, version 1.
KRPP-1 is based on the work of Ford and Kaliski [B16]. This primitive derives a permuted blinded
password from a party’s private key and a blinded password using {DL,EC} domain parameters. This
primitive is used by the scheme {DL,EC}PKRS-1-SERVER.
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Input:
 The Server’s own private key integer u
 The Client’s blinded password group element wC
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including r) associated with the keys u and wC
Assumptions: Private key u and associated domain parameters are valid. wC is an element of the parent
group.
Output: The computed permuted blinded password wS, a valid public key.
Operation: The permuted blinded password wS shall be computed by the following or an equivalent
sequence of steps:
a)

Compute group element wS = wC ^ u

b) Output wS as the permuted blinded password.
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.

8.2.3 KRUP-1
{DL,EC}KRUP-1 is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} key retrieval unblinding primitive, version 1.
KRUP-1 is based on the work of Ford and Kaliski [B16]. This primitive derives a permuted password value
from both the Client’s own private key and a Server’s blinded permuted password value using {DL,EC}
domain parameters. This primitive is used by the scheme {DL,EC}PKRS-1-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Client’s own private key integer s
 The Server’s permuted blinded password group element wS
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including r) associated with the keys s and wS
Assumptions: Private key s and associated domain parameters are valid. wS is an element of the parent
group.
Output: The permuted password value zg, an element of the parent group.
Operation: The permuted password value zg shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence
of steps:
a)

Compute group element zg = wS ^ (s1 mod r)

b) Output zg as the permuted password.
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—KRUP-1 performs the inverse function of KRBP-1.
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8.2.4 PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} password-entangled public-key
generation primitive, version AMP for Server. PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER is based on the work of Kwon
[B38]. This primitive derives a password-entangled public key from password verification data, the
Server’s private key, and a Client’s public key, using {DL,EC} domain parameters.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashWC (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1.
 An octet string oID that may provide additional input to HashWC.
The Client and Server shall use the same HashWC and oID parameters with PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER and
SVDP-AMP-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Server’s private key s
 The password verification data vS, a password-limited public key
 The Client’s public key wC
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters associated with the keys s, vS, and wC
Assumptions: Private key s, password-limited public key vS, and associated domain parameters are valid;
wC is an element of the parent group.
Output: The derived password-entangled public key value wS, which is an element of the parent group
Operation: The password-entangled public key value wS shall be computed by the following or an
equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute oC = GE2OSP-X(wC)

b) Compute o1 = HashWC(oC || oID)
c)

Compute i1 = OS2IP(o1)

d) Compute wS = ((wC ^ i1) * vS) ^ s
e)

Output wS

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.1.6 for criteria for selecting HashWC.

8.2.5 PEPKGP-PAK
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-PAK is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} password-entangled public-key generation
primitive, version PAK. It is based on the work of Boyko, MacKenzie, Patel [B8] and MacKenzie [B43].
This primitive derives a password-entangled public key from the party’s private key and password value,
using {DL,EC} domain parameters. This primitive is used by the schemes {DL,EC}BPKAS-PAKCLIENT, {DL,EC}BPKAS-PPK-{CLIENT,SERVER} and {DL,EC}APKAS-PAKZ-CLIENT.
Input:
 The party’s own private key s.
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 The password-based mask group element Sm
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including g and r) associated with key s and group element Sm
Assumptions: Private key s and domain parameters are valid; group element Sm generates the desired
group of order r.
Output: The derived password-entangled public key w
Operation: The password-entangled public key w shall be computed by the following or an equivalent
sequence of steps:
a)

Compute a group element w = (g ^ s) * Sm

b) Output w as the password-entangled public key
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.

8.2.6 PEPKGP-SPEKE
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} password-entangled public-key
generation primitive, version SPEKE. It is based on the work of Jablon [B31]. This primitive derives a
password-entangled public key from the party’s private key and password value. This primitive is used in
schemes BPKAS-SPEKE and APKAS-BSPEKE2.
Input:
 A private key integer s
 A password-derived generator group element gS
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters associated with gS and s
Assumptions: Private key s and associated input domain parameters are valid. gS generates the desired
group of order r.
Output: The derived password-entangled public key w
Operation: The public key w shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute w = gS ^ s

b) Output w
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.

8.2.7 [DL] PEPKGP-SRP3-SERVER, PEPKGP-SRP6-SERVER
DLPEPKGP-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER is discrete logarithm password-entangled public-key generation
primitive, version {SRP3,SRP6} for Server. This primitive derives a password-entangled public key from
the Server’s private key and password verification data using DL domain parameters. This primitive is used
in DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER. APKAS-SRP3 is based on the work of Wu [B57] and IETF RFC
2945 [B24]. APKAS-SRP6 is based on the work of Wu [B57] and [B56].
For SRP6 only: This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
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 A multiplier value creation function Mvcf, which should be MVCF-DP (see 12.5.1). The Client shall
use the same Mvcf and its associated parameters with DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Server’s own private key s
 The password verification data vS, a password-limited public key
 The DL domain parameters (including gq1 and q) associated with the key s and verification data vS
Assumptions: Private key s, password-limited public key vS, and DL domain parameters are valid; gq1 is
of order q1.
Output: The computed password-entangled public-key value wS, which is a field element in GF(q)
Operation: The password-entangled public-key value wS shall be computed by the following or an
equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute field element x = exp(gq1, s)

b) Compute field element mv as follows:
1) For SRP3 only: Let mv = 1
2) For SRP6 only: Compute mv using Mvcf
c)

Compute wS = (vS u mv + x)

d) Output wS
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.

8.2.8 [EC] PEPKGP-SRP5-SERVER
ECPEPKGP-SRP5-SERVER is elliptic curve password-entangled public-key generation primitive, version
SRP5. SRP5 is based on the work of Wang [B55] and Wu [B57]. This primitive derives a passwordentangled public key from the Server’s private key and password verification data, using EC domain
parameters. This primitive is used by the scheme ECAPKAS-SRP5-SERVER.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choice:
 A REDP function Redp, which should be ECREDP-1 or ECREDP-2. The Client shall use the same
Redp parameter with SVDP-SRP5-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Server’s own private key s
 The password verification data vS, a password-limited public key
 The EC domain parameters (including g) associated with key s and public key vS
Assumptions: Private key s, public key vS, and associated domain parameters are valid.
Output: The derived password-entangled public key wS
Operation: The password-entangled public key wS shall be computed by the following or an equivalent
sequence of steps:
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a)

Compute octet string o1 = GE2OSP-X(vS)

b) Compute group element e1 = Redp(o1)
c)

Compute group element wS = (g ^ s) * e1

d) Output wS as the password-entangled public key
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.

8.2.9 PKGP-DH
{DL,EC}PKGP-DH is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} public-key generation primitive, Diffie-Hellman
version. PKGP-DH is based on the work of Diffie and Hellman [B10] and IEEE Std 1363-2000. This
primitive derives a {DL,EC} public key from the party’s {DL,EC} private key using {DL,EC} domain
parameters. This primitive is used by the schemes {DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-SERVER, {DL,EC}APKASAMP-CLIENT and ECAPKAS-SRP5-CLIENT.
Input:
 The party’s own private key integer s
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including g and r) associated with the key s
Assumptions: Private key s and associated domain parameters are valid.
Output: The computed public key w
Operation: The public key w shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute public-key group element w = g^s

b) Output w as the public key
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.

8.2.10 [DL] PKGP-SRP-CLIENT
DLPKGP-SRP-CLIENT is discrete logarithm public-key generation primitive, version SRP for Client. It is
based on the work of Wu [B57] and IETF RFC 2945 [B24]. This primitive derives a public key from the
Client’s private key using DL domain parameters. This primitive is used by the schemes DLAPKAS{SRP3,SRP6}-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Client’s own private key integer s
 The DL domain parameters (including q and gq1) associated with the key s
Assumptions: Private key s and DL domain parameters are valid; gq1 is of order q1.
Output: The computed public key wC, which is a non-zero field element of GF(q)
Operation: The public key wC shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
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a)

Compute a DL public-key field element wC = exp(gq1, s)

b) Output wC
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—DLPKGP-SRP-CLIENT is similar to DLPKGP-DH, except that DLPKGP-DH uses the generator g of order r,
instead of gq1.

8.2.11 PVDGP-AMP
{DL,EC}PVDGP-AMP is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} password verification data generation
primitive, version AMP. PVDGP-AMP is based on the work of Kwon [B38]. This primitive derives
password verification data and associated values from a party’s password value, using {DL,EC} domain
parameters. This primitive derives the password-limited private key used in {DL,EC}APKAS-AMPCLIENT and derives the password verification data used in {DL,EC}APKAS-AMP-SERVER.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashPVD (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1)
Input:
 The password-based octet string S
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including g and r) associated with S
Assumptions: Domain parameters are valid.
Output: The password-limited private key uS and associated password verification data consisting of
password-limited public key vS
Operation: The password-limited private key uS and verification data vS shall be computed by the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute oS = HashPVD(S)

b) Compute uS = OS2IP(oS) mod r
c)

Compute vS = g ^ uS

d) Output uS and verification data vS
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.1.17 for discussion of appropriate choices for HashPVD.

8.2.12 PVDGP-BSPEKE2
{DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2 is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} password verification data generation
primitive, version BSPEKE2. It is based on the work of Jablon [B27] and [B28]. This primitive derives
password verification data and associated values from a party’s password, using {DL,EC} domain
parameters. This primitive derives the password-limited private key used in {DL,EC}APKAS-BSPEKE2CLIENT and {DL,EC}APKAS-WSPEKE-CLIENT and derives the associated password verification data
used in {DL,EC}BPKAS-BSPEKE2-SERVER and {DL,EC}BPKAS-WSPEKE-SERVER.
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This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A REDP function Redp, which should be {DL,EC}REDP-1 or {DL,EC}REDP-2
 A hash function HashPVD (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1)
Input:
 The password-based octet string S
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters associated with S
Assumptions: Domain parameters are valid.
Output: The password-limited private key uS and the password verification data consisting of generator
element gS of order r and password-limited public key vS
Operation: The password-limited private key uS and password verification data (gS, vS) shall be computed
by the following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute an octet string oS = HashPVD(S)

b) Compute a private key integer uS = OS2IP(oS) mod r
c)

Compute a group element gS = Redp(oS)

d) Compute a group element vS = gS ^ uS
e)

Output uS and password verification data (gS, vS)

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.1.17 for discussion of appropriate choices for HashPVD.

8.2.13 PVDGP-PAKZ
{DL,EC}PVDGP-PAKZ is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} password verification data generation
primitive, version PAKZ. PVDGP-PAKZ is based on the work of MacKenzie [B43] and Gentry,
MacKenzie, Ramzan [B18]. This primitive derives password verification data from a party’s password,
using {DL,EC} domain parameters. It derives the password verification data used in {DL,EC}APKASPAKZ-SERVER.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A signature scheme Ss, which is the signature scheme option of APKAS-PAKZ that is associated with
a private key u, a corresponding public key v, and an agreed format for representing u as a string of
uLen octets.
 A REDP function Redp, which should be ECREDP-1 or ECREDP-2.
 A mask generation function Mgf, which is the MGF scheme option of APKAS-PAKZ.
 A hash function HashSK, which is the hash function scheme option of APKAS-PAKZ.
Input:
 The password-based octet string S
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters associated with S
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Assumptions: Domain parameters are valid.
Output: The derived password verification data (Sm, v, US, Hu), consisting of password-based mask group
element Sm, public key v for signature scheme Ss, octet string US of length uLen containing the passwordmasked private key associated with v, and hashed private key octet string Hu (See NOTE 2 and NOTE 3.)
Operation: The password verification data shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence
of steps:
a)

Compute password-mask group element Sm = Redp(hex(01) || S) (See NOTE 1.)

b) Compute an octet string o1 = hex(02) || S
c)

Compute a password-mask octet string o2 of length uLen as o2 = Mgf(o1, uLen)

d) Generate a key pair (u,v) for signature scheme Ss
e)

Compute octet string ou of length uLen as the agreed octet string representation of private key u

f)

Compute password-masked private key octet string US = ou  o2

g) Compute a hashed private key octet string Hu = HashSK(ou)
h) Output (Sm, v, US, Hu)

(See NOTE 2.)

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—Steps b) through i) of the BPKAS-PAK key agreement for Client operation and steps b) through i) of the
BPKAS-PAK key agreement for Server operation are reused in APKAS-PAKZ, with the value of Sm as computed here.
The computation of Sm is different in BPKAS-PAK.
NOTE 2—Output values Sm, US, and Hu shall be kept secret. Output value v may be publicly disclosed.
NOTE 3—The APKAS-PAKZ Server may want to store Sm^(1) to optimize efficiency.

8.2.14 [DL] PVDGP-SRP3, PVDGP-SRP6
DLPVDGP-{SRP3,SRP6} is discrete logarithm password verification data generation primitive, version
{SRP3,SRP6}. This primitive derives password verification data and an associated value from a party’s
password value, using DL domain parameters. This primitive derives the password-limited private key used
in DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6}-CLIENT and the associated password verification data used in DLAPKAS{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER. APKAS-SRP3 is based on the work of Wu [B57] and IETF RFC 2945 [B24].
APKAS-SRP6 is based on the work of Wu [B57] and [B56].
For SRP6 only: This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashPVD (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1)
Input:
 The password-based octet string S
 The DL domain parameters (including q and gq1) associated with S
Assumptions: DL domain parameters are valid; gq1 is of order q1.
Output: The password-limited private key uS and associated password verification data vS, a passwordlimited public key
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Operation: The password-limited private key uS and verification data vS shall be computed by the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute an octet string oS as follows:
1) For SRP3 only: Compute oS = SHA-1(S)
2) For SRP6 only: Compute oS = HashPVD(S)

b) Compute an integer DL private key uS = OS2IP(oS) mod (q1)
c)

Compute the corresponding password-limited public key vS = exp(gq1, uS)

d) Output uS and password verification data vS
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.1.17 for discussion of appropriate choices for HashPVD.

8.2.15 [EC] PVDGP-SRP5
ECPVDGP-SRP5 is elliptic curve password verification data generation primitive, version SRP5.
ECPVDGP-SRP5 is based on the work of Wang [B55] and Wu [B57]. This primitive derives password
verification data and associated values from a party’s password value, using EC domain parameters. This
primitive derives the password-limited private key used in ECAPKAS-SRP5-CLIENT and derives the
password verification data used in ECAPKAS-SRP5-SERVER.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashPVD (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1)
Input:
 The password-based octet string S
 The EC domain parameters (including g and r) associated with S
Assumptions: Domain parameters are valid.
Output: The password-limited private key uS and associated password verification data consisting of
password-limited public key vS
Operation: The password-limited private key uS and verification data vS shall be computed by the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute oS = HashPVD(S)

b) Compute uS = OS2IP(oS) mod r
c)

Compute vS = g ^ uS

d) Output uS and verification data vS
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.1.17 for discussion of appropriate choices for HashPVD.
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8.2.16 [DL] REDP-1
DLREDP-1 is discrete logarithm random element derivation primitive, version 1. It is based on Jablon
[B28] and the concept of using a hash function to ensure valid construction in Vaudenay [B53]. The
primitive uses a hash function of a password-based input selector value to select a pseudo-random element
of a group to be used in a DL PKAS, in a way that prevents collisions and obscures exponential
relationships of output values (see 4.4.1). DLREDP-1 may be used to construct a generator value in the
schemes DLBPKAS-SPEKE, DLAPKAS-BSPEKE2, DLAPKAS-WSPEKE, and DLPKRS-1 and to
construct a mask value in the schemes DLBPKAS-PAK, DLBPKAS-PPK, and DLAPKAS-PAKZ.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashRE (see NOTE 4), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1)
Input:
 The random selector value oS, which is an octet string derived from a password value
 The DL domain parameters (including q and k) associated with oS
Assumptions: DL domain parameters are valid.
Output: The selected group element e, which is a generator of the desired group of order r, or “invalid.”
Operation: The selected group element is computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute an octet string o1 = HashRE(oS)

b) Compute a field element x = I2FEP( OS2IP(o1) mod q )
1) If x = 0, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 5.)
c)

Compute the field element e = exp(x, k)
1) If e = 1, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 5.)

d) Output e as the selected group element
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—DLREDP-1 in the DL setting is analogous to ECREDP-1 in the EC setting.
NOTE 2—DLREDP-2 is described in 8.2.18 REDP-2.
NOTE 3—Subclause D.2.1.20 describes the security properties of REDP methods in relation to various schemes.
NOTE 4—See D.2.1.18 for discussion of appropriate choices for HashRE.
NOTE 5—In practice, the pseudo-random behavior of HashRE and suitably large values of q and r should ensure that x
will never be 0 and e will never be 1.

8.2.17 [EC] REDP-1
ECREDP-1 is elliptic curve random element derivation primitive, version 1. ECREDP-1 is based on
DLREDP-1, IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.11, and Wang [B55]. The primitive uses a hash function of a
password-based input selector value to select a pseudo-random element of a group to be used in an EC
PKAS, in a way that prevents collisions and obscures exponential relationships of output values, as
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discussed in 4.4.1. ECREDP-1 may be used to construct a generator value in the schemes ECBPKASSPEKE, ECAPKAS-{BSPEKE2,WSPEKE}, and ECPKRS-1, to construct a mask value in the schemes
ECBPKAS-{PAK,PPK}, ECAPKAS-PAKZ, and a password-based group element in the primitive
ECPEPKGP-SRP5.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashRE with output length oLen (see NOTE 5), which should be one of the hash
functions in 12.1 or MGF1 (see 12.2.1)
Input:
 The random selector value oS, which is an octet string derived from a password value
 The EC domain parameters (including q, p, m, a, b and k) associated with oS
Assumptions: Domain parameters are valid.
Output: The selected group element, which is a point e of order r on the curve defined by the domain
parameters, or “invalid.”
Operation: The selected group element is computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute an octet string o1 = HashRE(oS)

b) Compute an integer i1 = OS2IP(o1)
c)

Compute an octet string o2 of length oLen using I2OSP(i1)

d) Compute an octet string o3 = HashRE(o2)
e)

Compute a field element x = I2FEP( OS2IP(o3) mod q )
1) If x = 0, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 1.)

f)

Compute integer P = i1 mod 2

g) If q is even, go to step i).
h) When q is odd (GF(p) or GF(pm)) use the following steps adapted from IEEE Std 1363-2000,
A.11.1:
1) Set D as follows:
i)

If (p>3), set D m exp(x, 3) + a u x + b.

ii)

If (p=3), set D m exp(x, 3) + a u exp(x, 2) + b.

2) 9. If D = 0 then output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 1.)
3) Find a square root E of D or determine that none exist. (Appropriate techniques can be
found for GF(p) in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.2.5, and for GF(pm) in IEEE Std 1363a-2004,
A.17.1.3.)
4) If the result of step 3) indicates that no square roots exist, then go to step j). (Otherwise the
output of step 3) is a field element E such that exp(E, 2) = D.)
5) Set y m exp(p–1, P) u E, where the integer value p–1 represents a field element (the
primitive square root of 1) using the polynomial basis representation conversion described
in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 5.3.3
6) Set point T1 m (x, y) and go to step k).
i)

When q is even (GF(2m)) use the following steps adapted from IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.11.2:
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1) Set E m x + a + b u exp(x, –2).
2) Find a field element z for which exp(z, 2) + z = E or determine that none exist. (An
appropriate technique can be found in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.4.7.)
3) If the result of step 2) indicates that no solutions exist, then go to step j). (Otherwise the
output of step 2) is a solution z.)
4) Set y m (z + P) u x, where the {0,1} values of integer P denote field elements {0,1}.
5) Set point T1 m (x, y) and go to step k).
j)

When no point on the curve exists at x, try again:
1) Set i1 m i1 + 1
2) Go to step c).

k) Compute the selected group element e = k u T1
1) If e is the point at infinity, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 1.)
l)

Output e

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—Some differences between this method and the techniques described in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.11, are that
this method does not deal with special case values of x. In practice, the pseudo-random behavior of HashRE and a
suitably large value of q should ensure that x and D will never be 0 and that e will never be the point at infinity.
NOTE 2—ECREDP-1 in the EC setting is analogous to DLREDP-1 in the DL setting.
NOTE 3—ECREDP-2 is described in 8.2.18 REDP-2.
NOTE 4—D.2.1.20 describes the security properties of REDP methods in relation to various schemes.
NOTE 5—See D.2.1.18 for discussion of appropriate choices for HashRE.

8.2.18 REDP-2
{DL,EC}REDP-2 is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} random element derivation primitive, version 2.
This primitive uses a hash function of a password-based input selector value to select a pseudo-random
element of a group to be used in a {DL,EC} PKAS, in a way that prevents collisions and obscures
exponential relationships of output values, as discussed in subclause 4.4.1. This primitive uses two
independent generators of the group, as in similar methods described in Jablon [B29], MacKenzie [B41],
and Scott [B49]. {DL,EC}REDP-2 may be used to construct a generator value in the schemes
{DL,EC}BPKAS-SPEKE,
{DL,EC}APKAS-BSPEKE2,
{DL,EC}APKAS-WSPEKE,
and
{DL,EC}PKRS-1 and to construct a mask value in the schemes {DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK, {DL,EC}BPKASPPK, and {DL,EC}APKAS-PAKZ.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashRE (see NOTE 2), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1)
 Two random group elements, ga and gb, of order r selected from the group generated by g
Input:
 The random selector value oS, which is an octet string derived from a password value
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 {DL,EC} domain parameters (including r and g) associated with oS
Assumptions: Domain parameters are valid. Group elements ga and gb are random distinct group elements
of order r, such that no party knows an exponential relationship between ga and gb and no party knows an
exponential relationship between gb and g.
Output: The selected group element e, which is a generator of the desired group of order r, or “invalid.”
Operation: The selected group element is computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute an octet string o1 = HashRE(oS)

b) Compute an integer i2 = OS2IP(o1) mod r
1) If i2 = 0, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 4.)
c)

Compute the selected group element e = ga * (gb^ i2)
1) If e = 1, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 4.)

d) Output the selected group element e
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—D.2.1.20 describes the security properties of REDP methods in relation to various schemes.
NOTE 2—See D.2.1.17 for discussion of appropriate choices for HashRE.
NOTE 3—The random group elements ga and gb may be created by ga = REDP-1(oa) and gb = REDP-1(ob) using
distinct selector values oa and ob. The selector values may be saved and published to permit other parties to validate that
ga and gb were chosen appropriately.
NOTE 4—In practice, the pseudo-random behavior of HashRE and a suitably large r should ensure that i2 will never be
0 and that e will never be 1.

8.2.19 SVDP-AMP-CLIENT
{DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-CLIENT is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} secret value derivation primitive,
version AMP for Client. It is based on the work of Kwon [B38]. It may be used with the scheme
{DL,EC}APKAS-AMP-CLIENT. This primitive derives a shared secret value from the Client’s private
key, the Client’s password-limited private key uS, and a Server’s password-entangled public key. This
primitive is used by the scheme {DL,EC}APKAS-AMP-CLIENT.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashWC (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 14.1.
 An octet string oID that may provide additional input to HashWC.
The Client and Server shall use the same HashWC functions and oID parameters with PEPKGP-AMPSERVER and SVDP-AMP-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Client’s private key s
 The Client’s password-limited private key uS
 The Client’s public key wC
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 The Server’s password-entangled public key wS
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q) associated with the values s, uS, wC, and wS
Assumptions: Private keys s and uS and associated domain parameters are valid. wC and wS are in the
parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is a field element of GF(q)
Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute oC = GE2OSP-X(wC)

b) Compute o1 = HashWC(oC || oID)
c)

Compute i1 = OS2IP(o1)

d) Compute i2 = ((s + 1) / ((s u i1) + uS)) mod r
e)

Compute zg = wS ^ i2

f)

Compute z = GE2SVFEP(zg)

g) Output z
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.1.6 for criteria for selecting HashWC.

8.2.20 SVDP-AMP-SERVER
{DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-SERVER is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} secret value derivation primitive,
version AMP for Server. This primitive derives a shared secret value from a Client’s public key, the
Server’s private key, and the domain parameter g. This primitive is used by the scheme {DL,EC}APKASAMP-SERVER. APKAS-AMP is based on the work of Kwon [B38].
Input:
 The Server’s own private key s
 The Client’s public key wC
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q and g) associated with the keys s and wC
Assumptions: Private key s and associated DL domain parameters are valid. wC is in the parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is a field element of GF(q), or “invalid”
Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute zg = (wC * g) ^ s

b) If the order of zg is unacceptably small, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE.)
c)

Compute z = GE2SVFEP(zg)

d) Output z
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Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.1.4 for how and why one should validate that zg is not a small order element and the meaning of
“unacceptably small.”

8.2.21 SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} secret value derivation primitive,
version PAK1 for Client. It is based on the work of Diffie and Hellman [B10] and MacKenzie [B43]. This
primitive derives a shared secret value from the Client’s private key and a Server’s public key. It may be
used with the schemes {DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-CLIENT and {DL,EC}APKAS-PAKZ-CLIENT.
This primitive performs a similar function as IEEE 1363 {DL,EC}SVDP-DH, with the following
exceptions: This primitive does not assume that the input public key is a valid public key. As a result, it
may produce an output that corresponds to an element of the set of invalid public keys in the parent group,
including small order elements such as the identity element.
Input:
 The Client’s own private key s
 The Server’s public key wS
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q, r and g) associated with the keys s and wS
Assumptions: Private key s and associated domain parameters are valid. wS is in the parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is a field element of GF(q)
Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute zg = wS ^ s (See NOTE 3.)

b) Compute z = GE2SVFEP(zg)
c)

Output z

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—The function that invokes SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT shall ensure that public key wS is in the parent group. (See
also {DL: 6.1, EC: 7.1}.)
NOTE 2—This primitive does not by itself address small subgroup confinement (see IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.5.1.6).
Such issues are addressed as necessary by the invoking scheme.
NOTE 3—When the public key wS is a valid public key, the output z is a valid public key. When the public key wS is
not a valid public key, this primitive returns the computed result. The similar primitive SVDP-DH (IEEE Std 13632000) performs the same computation, but is specified as assuming that input public keys are valid, which may be
interpreted as permitting an implementation to output either an error or an undefined value when the input key is not a
valid public key. SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT is compatible with an implementation of SVDP-DH that performs the
specified mathematical operation on public-key input values that are in the parent group but are not valid public keys.
When SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT is used in an application that never invokes it with an invalid public key, it is compatible
with any implementation of SVDP-DH. SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT is also compatible with any implementation of SVDPDHC (IEEE Std 1363-2000) in the mode where compatibility with SVDP-DH is selected. However, although SVDPDHC and SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT will compute the same output values when the input is a valid public key, they may
produce different output values when the input is not a valid public key.
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8.2.22 SVDP-PAK2
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK2 is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} secret value derivation primitive, version
PAK2. It is based on the work of Boyko, MacKenzie, Patel [B8] and MacKenzie [B43]. This primitive
derives a shared secret value from the party’s private key, a password-based value, and another party’s
password-entangled public key. This primitive is used by the scheme {DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK.
Input:
 The party’s own private key s
 The password-based mask group element Sm
 The other party’s password-entangled public key wc
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q and r) associated with the keys s and wc and group
element Sm
Assumptions: Private key s and domain parameters are valid. wc is in the parent group. Sm is a generator of
the desired group of order r.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is a field element of GF(q).
Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute a group element zg = (wc * Sm^(1)) ^ s

b) Compute field element z = GE2SVFEP(zg)
c)

Output z

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.

8.2.23 SVDP-SPEKE
{DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} secret value derivation primitive, version
SPEKE. It is based on the work of Jablon [B28] and [B31]. It is defined for use with either the DL or EC
family. This primitive derives a shared secret value from the party’s private key and another party’s
password-entangled public key. This primitive is used in BPKAS-SPEKE and APKAS-BSPEKE2. It
optionally performs cofactor multiplication.
Input:
 The party’s own {DL,EC} private key integer s
 The other party’s {DL,EC} password-entangled public key wc
 The {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q) associated with the keys s and wc
 A Boolean value b1 that indicates whether cofactor multiplication is desired
Assumptions: Private key s and associated domain parameters are valid. Keys s and wc are associated with
the same domain parameters. Both parties agree to use the same indication of whether cofactor
multiplication is desired. wc is an element of the parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is a field element of GF(q)
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Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

If b1 indicates that cofactor multiplication is not desired,
1) Compute group element zg = wc ^ s

b) If b1 indicates that cofactor multiplication is desired,
1) Compute group element zg = wc ^ (k s)
c)

Compute z = GE2SVFEP(zg)

d) Output z
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—ECSVDP-DH is defined to output “error” in the case of an identity element result, which is not be possible
in this case where wc is a valid public key and s is valid. DLSVDP-DH is not defined for the case of an invalid public
key, and never outputs “error” or “invalid.”
NOTE 2—SVDP-SPEKE scheme may be replaced by either SVDP-DH or SVDP-DHC as described in the NOTES
associated with BPKAS-SPEKE and APKAS-BSPEKE2.

8.2.24 [DL] SVDP-SRP3-CLIENT, SVDP-SRP6-CLIENT
DLSVDP-{SRP3,SRP6}-CLIENT is discrete logarithm secret value derivation primitive, version
{SRP3,SRP6} for Client. This primitive derives a shared secret value from the Client’s private key, a
Server’s password-entangled public key, and password-based values, where the keys have the same DL
domain parameters. This primitive is used by the scheme DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6}-CLIENT. APKASSRP3 is based on the work of Wu [B24] and [B57]. APKAS-SRP6 is based on the work of Wu [B56] and
[B57].
For SRP6 only: This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashW2 (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1). The Server shall use the same HashW2 parameter with DLSVDP-SRP6-SERVER.
 A multiplier value creation function Mvcf, which should be MVCF-DP (see 12.5.1). The Server shall
use the same Mvcf and its associated parameters with DLPEPKGP-SRP6-SERVER.
Input:
 The Client’s own private key s
 The password-limited private key uS
 The password verification data vS, a password-limited public key
 For SRP6 only: The Client’s own DL public key wC
 The Server’s DL password-entangled public key wS
 The DL domain parameters (including q and gq1) associated with the keys s, uS, vS, wC and wS
Assumptions: Private keys s and uS, password-limited public key vS, and DL domain parameters are valid.
wS and wC are elements of the parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is a field element in GF(q)
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Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute octet string o2 = FE2OSP(wS)

b) Compute integer i2 as follows:
1) For SRP3 only:
i)

Compute octet string o3 = SHA-1(o2)

ii)

Compute integer i1 = OS2IP(o3)

iii)

Compute i2 = ¬i1 / 2 ¼

128

2) For SRP6 only:

c)

i)

Compute octet string o1 = FE2OSP(wC)

ii)

Compute octet string o3 = HashW2(o1 || o2)

iii)

Compute i2 = OS2IP(o3)

Compute field element mv as follows:
1) For SRP3 only: Let mv = 1
2) For SRP6 only: Compute mv using Mvcf

d) Compute z = exp((wS  vS u mv), (s + i2 u uS))
e)

Output z

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.4.3 for criteria for selecting HashW2.

8.2.25 [DL] SVDP-SRP3-SERVER, SVDP-SRP6-SERVER
DLSVDP-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER is discrete logarithm secret value derivation primitive, version
{SRP3,SRP6} for Server. This primitive derives a shared secret value from password verification data, the
Server’s private key and password-entangled public key, and a Client’s public key. This primitive is used
by the scheme DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER. APKAS-SRP3 is based on the work of Wu [B24] and
[B57]. APKAS-SRP6 is based on the work of Wu [B56] and [B57].
For SRP6 only: This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashW2 (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1). The Client shall use the same HashW2 parameter with DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Server’s own private key s
 The password verification data vS, a password-limited public key
 The Client’s DL public key wC
 The Server’s own DL password-entangled public key wS
 The DL domain parameters (including gq1 and q) associated with s, vS, wC, and wS
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Assumptions: Private key s, password-limited public key vS, and DL domain parameters are valid. wC and
wS are elements of the parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is an element of the parent group
Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute octet string o2 = FE2OSP(wS)

b) Compute integer i2 as follows:
1) For SRP3 only:
i)

Compute octet string o3 = SHA-1(o2)

ii)

Compute integer i1 = OS2IP(o3)

iii)

Compute i2 = ¬i1 / 2 ¼

128

2) For SRP6 only:

c)

i)

Compute octet string o1 = FE2OSP(wC)

ii)

Compute octet string o3 = HashW2(o1 || o2)

iii)

Compute i2 = OS2IP(o3)

Compute z = exp((wC u exp(vS, i2)), s)

d) Output z
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.4.3 for criteria for selecting HashW2.

8.2.26 [EC] SVDP-SRP5-CLIENT
ECSVDP-SRP5-CLIENT is elliptic curve secret value derivation primitive, version SRP5 for Client. It is
based on the work of Wang [B55] and Wu [B57]. This primitive derives a shared secret value from the
Client’s private key, password-based values, and a Server’s password-entangled public key. This primitive
is used by ECAPKAS-SRP5-CLIENT.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A REDP function Redp, which should be ECREDP-1 or ECREDP-2. The Server shall use the same
Redp parameter with ECPEPKGP-SRP5-SERVER.
 A hash function HashW2 (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1). The Server shall use the same HashW2 parameter with SVDP-SRP5-SERVER.
Input:
 The party’s own private key s
 The password-limited private key uS and password-limited public key vS computed from
ECPVDGP-SRP5(S
 The Client’s own public key wC
 The Server’s password-entangled public key wS
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 The EC domain parameters (including q) associated with the keys s, uS, vS, wC and wS
Assumptions: Private keys s and uS, public key vS, and domain parameters are valid. wC and wS are
elements of the parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is a field element in GF(q)
Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute o1 = GE2OSP-X(wC)

b) Compute o2 = GE2OSP-X(wS)
c)

Compute o3 = HashW2(o1 || o2)

d) Compute i2 = OS2IP(o3)
e)

Compute o4 = GE2OSP-X(vS)

f)

Compute group element e1 = Redp(o4)

g) Compute e2 = wS * (e1^(1))
h) Compute zg = e2 ^ (s + (i2 uS))
i)

Compute z = GE2SVFEP(zg)

j)

Output z

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.5.1 for criteria for selecting HashW2.

8.2.27 [EC] SVDP-SRP5-SERVER
ECSVDP-SRP5-SERVER is elliptic curve secret value derivation primitive, version SRP5 for Server. It is
based on the work of Wang [B55] and Wu [B57]. This primitive derives a shared secret value from the
Server’s private key, the Server’s password-entangled public key, password verification data, and a Client’s
public key. It is used with the scheme ECAPKAS-SRP5-SERVER.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choice:
 A hash function HashW2 (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1). The Client shall use the same HashW2 parameter with SVDP-SRP5-CLIENT.
Input:
 The Server’s own private key s
 The passwordverification data vS, a password-limited public key
 The Client’s public key wC
 The Server’s own password-entangled public key wS
 The EC domain parameters (including q) associated with s, vS wC, and wS
Assumptions: Private key s, public key vS, and domain parameters are valid. wC and wS are elements of the
parent group.
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Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is an element of the parent group
Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute o1 = GE2OSP-X(wC)

b) Compute o2 = GE2OSP-X(wS)
c)

Compute o3 = HashW2(o1 || o2)

d) Compute i2 = OS2IP(o3)
e)

Compute zg = (wC * (vS ^ i2)) ^ s

f)

Compute z = GE2SVFEP(zg)

g) Output z
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.5.1 for criteria for selecting HashW2.

8.2.28 SVDP-WSPEKE-CLIENT, SVDP-WSPEKE-SERVER
{DL,EC}SVDP-WSPEKE-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} secret value
derivation primitive, version WSPEKE for {Client, Server}. It is based on the work of Wu [B57] and
Jablon [B27], [B28], [B30]. It is defined for use in either the DL or EC setting. SVDP-WSPEKE-CLIENT
derives a shared secret value from a password-based value, the Client’s private key, and a Server’s
password-entangled public key. SVDP-WSPEKE-SERVER derives a shared secret value from password
verification data, the Server’s private key, the Server’s password-entangled public key, and a Client’s
password-entangled public key. This primitive is used by the scheme APKAS-WSPEKE{CLIENT,SERVER}.
This primitive is parameterized by the following choices:
 A hash function HashWS (see NOTE), which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1 or MGF1
(see 12.2.1). The Client and Server shall use the same HashWS parameters with SVDP-WSPEKECLIENT and SVDP-WSPEKE-SERVER.
Input:
 The party’s own private key s
 For CLIENT only: The password-limited private key uS
 For SERVER only: The passwordverification data vS, a password-limited public key derived using
{DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2(S)
 For SERVER only: The Client’s password-entangled public key wC
 The Server’s password-entangled public key wS
 The domain parameters (including q) associated with s, uS, vS, wC and wS
Assumptions: Private keys s and uS, public key vS, and domain parameters are valid. wC and wS are
elements of the parent group.
Output: The derived shared secret value z, which is an element of the parent group
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Operation: The shared secret value z shall be computed by the following or an equivalent sequence of
steps:
a)

Compute o1 = GE2OSP-X(wS)

b) Compute o2 = HashWS(o1)
c)

Compute i1 = OS2IP(o2)

d) Compute group element zg as follows:
1) For CLIENT only: Compute zg = wS ^ (s + uS u i1)
2) For SERVER only: Compute zg = (wC * (vS ^ i1)) ^ s
e)

Compute z = GE2SVFEP(zg)

f)

Output z

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE—See D.2.2.2.3 for criteria for selecting HashWS.

9. Password-authenticated key agreement schemes
The general model for a password-authenticated key agreement scheme (PKAS) is given in 9.1. Specific
schemes and their allowable options are given in 9.2 through 9.10.

9.1 General model
In a PKAS, each party combines its own password-based value and private key(s) with the other party’s
public key(s) to come up with one or more secret keys. Other (public or private) information known to both
parties may also enter the scheme as key derivation parameters. If the parties use the corresponding
passwords, keys, and identical key derivation parameters, and the scheme is executed correctly, the parties
will arrive at the same secret keys. A PKAS can allow two parties to derive shared secret keys without any
prior shared secret other than password-based values, with confidence that no party will be able to
successfully participate in the protocol without using the password-based values.
The schemes in this clause define key agreement operations to allow two parties, designated Client and
Server, to derive shared secret keys (see NOTE 2 in 9.1.1). Each PKAS also defines key confirmation
operations, for each party to confirm that the other party has successfully derived the shared keys (see
D.2.1.2). Domain parameter and key pair generation for the key agreement schemes are specified further in
connection with the DL and EC families (Clause 6 and Clause 7, respectively). Further security
considerations for the schemes in this clause are given in D.2.1 and D.2.2, and, for key agreement schemes
in general, in IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.5.1 .
These PKAS methods provide the following security properties:
 Successful use of scheme to agree on a shared key is limited to parties that know the password value
(S) or password-verification data that corresponds to S.
 Knowledge of the password-entangled public keys and any other public keys exchanged between
participants does not allow a third party to verify guesses for S, or to determine the shared keys.
 A participant that does not know S gets the opportunity to verify at most one (or at most a very small
number) of guesses for S for each interaction with the other.
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9.1.1 PKAS types
The two types of PKAS described in this standard include:
 Balanced password-authenticated key agreement schemes (BPKAS), in which a Client and a Server
use a shared password value S and ephemeral private keys to mutually derive ephemeral shared keys,
where the shared keys are established if and only if they use the same value for S.
 Augmented password-authenticated key agreement schemes (APKAS), in which a Client has a
password value S and a Server has corresponding password verification data derived from a one-way
function of S. The two parties use ephemeral private keys and their corresponding password-based
values to mutually derive ephemeral shared keys, where the shared keys are established if and only if
they use the corresponding values for S and verification data. An APKAS further prevents an attacker
who has stolen the Server’s verification data from masquerading as the Client without first performing
a successful brute-force password attack on the verification data.
NOTE 1—See C.2 for a rationale for why multiple schemes are included.
NOTE 2—The Client and Server designations should be considered arbitrary labels associated with actions defined by
the scheme for each party; the parties need not conform to client/server roles in any other respects. For example, these
designations are aligned with a typical APKAS or PKRS client/server application, but arbitrary for a peer-to-peer
BPKAS application.

9.1.2 PKAS operations
Some significant differences between a PKAS and a KAS are noted as follows. Unless specifically noted
here, all other comments and definitions in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 9.1, regarding a KAS are applicable to a
PKAS.
A password-authenticated key agreement operation has the following form for all the schemes in this
standard:
a)

Establish a set of valid domain parameters.

b) Establish one or more password-based values, associated with the domain parameters.
c)

Select one or more valid private keys for the operation, associated with the domain parameters.

d) Use password-entangled public-key generation (PEPKG) and/or public-key generation (PKGP)
operations to create one or more public keys corresponding to the private keys of step c).
Password-entangled public keys further incorporate a password-based value of step b).
e)

Make the [password-entangled] public keys of step d) available to another party.

f)

Obtain one or more other party’s purported [password-entangled] public keys for the operation.
(See NOTE 3.)

g) (Optional) Depending on the cryptographic operations in step d), choose an appropriate method
to validate the [password-entangled] public keys and the domain parameters. If any validation
fails, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 6.)
h) Apply certain cryptographic operations (secret value derivation) to the private and [passwordentangled] public keys to produce a shared secret value.
i)

For each shared secret key to be agreed on, establish or agree on key derivation parameters, and
derive a shared secret key from the shared secret value and the key derivation parameters using
a KDF. (See NOTE 9.)

NOTE 1—(Explicit public-key creation.) In contrast with a KAS (IEEE Std 1363-2000, 9.1), a PKAS description
includes explicit steps for creating one or more public keys (which may be password-entangled public keys), steps for
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making them available to another party, and steps for receiving such keys from another party. The explicit steps and
primitives for public-key creation are needed as there is considerable variation in the construction of public-keys (and
password-entangled public-keys) in different schemes.
NOTE 2—(Password entanglement.) At least one of the public keys created by or received in a PKAS is a passwordentangled public key, which further incorporates a password-based value, in order to provide the passwordauthenticated benefit of the PKAS.
NOTE 3—(Key confirmation.) Parties that engage in a PKAS will generally require key confirmation to the same
extent and for the same reasons as those that engage in an ordinary key agreement scheme, as discussed in
IEEE Std 1363-2000, 9.1 (NOTE 1), and IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.5.1.3. This document further discusses key
confirmation issues in D.2.1.2.
NOTE 4—(Repeated use of a key pair.) A PKAS generally creates at least one ephemeral key pair, in which neither the
private nor the public keys may be used more than once.
NOTE 5—(Authentication of ownership.) A PKAS authenticates each party’s public key to the other based on a
password, which can eliminate the need for additional authentication. In this regard, a PKAS may be particularly
applicable for use in applications where there is no other reliable basis for key authentication. However, in some
applications, additional authentication of one or more parties may be available or desired, and may be achieved by
other methods (such as those that use a key management infrastructure or certifying authority) as discussed in
IEEE Std 1363-2000, 9.1 (NOTE 3), D.3.2, and D.5.1.5.
NOTE 6—(Key validation.) A PKAS generally requires key validation, for the same reasons as discussed in
IEEE Std 1363-2000, 9.1, D.3.3, and D.5.1.6. Methods for key validation are generally specific to each scheme, and are
generally defined within the scheme, rather than within primitive functions. (See D.2.1.3.)
NOTE 7—(Domain parameter validation.) A PKAS generally requires domain parameter validation to the same extent
and for the same reasons as discussed in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 9.1 (NOTE 4). More specific considerations are
discussed in D.2.1.3.
NOTE 8—(Order of steps.) There may be requirements for the relative ordering of some PKAS operations to ensure
the integrity of the scheme. Some PKAS require that certain steps of the scheme be completed by a party before certain
results computed by that party are revealed to other parties. See D.2.1.9 for general discussion of such requirements in
unilateral commitment PKAS.
NOTE 9—(Limitations on use of derived keys.) Some PKAS impose requirements for key confirmation operations to
be performed before other use of derived keys, as discussed in D.2.1.9.
NOTE 10— (Error conditions.) The two parties may produce errors under certain conditions, such as the following:
—
—
—
—
—

Private key not found in step c)
Public key not found in step f)
Public key not valid in step g)
Private key or public key not supported in step h)
Key derivation parameter not supported in step i)

Such error conditions should be detected and handled appropriately by an implementation, but the specific methods for
detecting and handling them are outside of the scope of this standard.

9.2 BPKAS-PAK
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} balanced passwordauthenticated key agreement scheme, version PAK for {Client, Server}. It is based on the work of Boyko,
MacKenzie, Patel [B8].
Figure 1 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 1 —BPKAS-PAK key agreement operation

9.2.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
 Primitives for public-key generation and secret value derivation, which shall be PEPKGP-PAK,
PKGP-DH, SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT, SVDP-PAK2, and their associated parameters
 A shared password-based octet string S (See NOTE 4 in 9.2.3.2.)
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q and r) associated with S and keys s, wC, and
wS
 A REDP function Redp, which should be {DL,EC}REDP-1 or {DL,EC}REDP-2
 A KDF Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
9.2.2 Key agreement operation
The following key agreement operation steps are used in both BPKAS-PAK and APKAS-PAKZ (see
NOTE 5 in 9.2.3.2). A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by
performing the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.2.2.1 Key agreement for Client
a)

Compute a mask group element Sm = Redp(S)
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b) Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)
c)

Compute password-entangled public key wC using {DL,EC}PEPKGP-PAK( s, Sm )

d) Send wC to the Server
e)

Receive public-key value wS from the Server

f)

If wS is not an element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop.

g) Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT( s, wS )
h) Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)
i)

For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).

NOTE—The Client shall confirm the Server’s knowledge of shared secret Z before any derived keys are used. Key
confirmation for BPKAS-PAK is described in 9.2.3. Key confirmation for APKAS-PAKZ is described in 9.7.3.

j)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.2.2.2 Key agreement for Server
a)

Compute a mask group element Sm = Redp(S) (See NOTE 3 in 9.2.3.2.)

b) Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)
c)

Compute public key wS using {DL,EC}PKGP-DH( s )

d) Send wS to the Client
e)

Receive password-entangled public-key value wC from the Client

f)

If wC is not an element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop.

g) Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-PAK2( s, Sm, wC )
h) Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)
i)

For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).

j)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.2.3 Key confirmation operation
The BPKAS-PAK Client shall confirm the Server’s knowledge of the shared secret Z, before the Client
uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other KCFs or other purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.2.3.2). Explicit
confirmation of the Client’s knowledge of Z to the Server is optional.
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.2.3.1 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Mandatory
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(Sm)
2) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CS to the Client
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b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CC from the Client
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(Sm)
3) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.
9.2.3.2 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Mandatory
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(Sm)
3) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.

NOTE—Step a) shall occur before step b), and before any other use of shared keys Ki that are derived from the Client’s
key agreement operation.

b) Optional
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(Sm)
2) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CC to the Server
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—BPKAS-PAK is a unilateral commitment scheme, where the Server does not provide a commitment to the
password during the key agreement operations. In using this scheme, the Client needs to verify the Server’s proof of
knowledge of the agreed key before revealing any information derived from the agreed key. See D.2.1.9 for discussion
of the limitations on the use of unilateral commitment schemes in application protocols.
NOTE 2—This scheme is designed to prevent any adverse effects from receiving and using an invalid public key; if not
caught during the key agreement operation, any such problems will result in a subsequent key confirmation failure.
NOTE 3—The BPKAS-PAK Server may choose to store the value of Sm as precomputed password-verification data to
reduce computation in Server key agreement operations.
NOTE 4—The BPKAS-PAK Server may want to store Sm^(1) to optimize efficiency.
NOTE 5—Steps b) through i) of the BPKAS-PAK key agreement for Client operation and steps b) through i) of the
BPKAS-PAK key agreement for Server operation are reused in APKAS-PAKZ, using a different computation of Sm.

9.3 BPKAS-PPK
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} balanced passwordauthenticated key agreement scheme, version PPK for {Client, Server}. It is based on the work of Boyko,
MacKenzie, Patel [B8] and MacKenzie [B43].
Figure 2 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 2 —BPKAS-PPK key agreement operation

9.3.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
 Primitives for public-key generation and secret value derivation, which shall be PEPKGP-PAK,
SVDP-PAK2, and their associated parameters
 A shared password-based octet string S (See NOTE 4 in 9.3.3.2.)
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q and r) associated with S and keys s, w, and wc
 A REDP function Redp, which should be {DL,EC}REDP-1 or {DL,EC}REDP-2
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ... } to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
9.3.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

For CLIENT only:
1) Compute a first mask group element ST = Redp( hex(01) || S )
2) Compute a second mask group element SR = Redp( hex(02) || S )

b) For SERVER only:
1) Compute a first mask group element ST = Redp( hex(02) || S )
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2) Compute a second mask group element SR = Redp( hex(01) || S )
c)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

d) Compute group element w using {DL,EC}PEPKGP-PAK( s, ST )
e)

Send w to the other party, to be used by the other party (as wc) in key agreement operation

f)

Receive password-entangled public-key value wc from the other party, which was created (as w)
in other party’s step d)

g) If wc is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop.
h) Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-PAK2( s, SR, wc )
i)

Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)

j)

For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).

k) Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt
9.3.3 Key confirmation operation
It is optional in BPKAS-PPK for either the Client or the Server to confirm the other party’s knowledge of
the shared secret Z, before the party uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other purposes (see NOTE 1
in 9.3.3.2).
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.3.3.1 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Optional
1) Compute oT = GE2OSP-X(ST)
2) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wc, w, Z, oT)
3) Send CS to the Client

b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CC from the Client
2) Compute oR = GE2OSP-X(SR)
3) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wc, w, Z, oR)
4) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.
9.3.3.2 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Optional
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute oR = GE2OSP-X(SR)
3) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), w, wc, Z, oR)
4) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.

b) Optional
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1) Compute oT = GE2OSP-X(ST)
2) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), w, wc, Z, oT)
3) Send CC to the Server
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—BPKAS-PPK is a bilateral commitment scheme, where both parties provide a commitment to the password
during the key agreement operations (see D.2.1.9).
NOTE 2—This scheme is designed to prevent any adverse effects from receiving and using an invalid public key; if not
caught during the key agreement operation, any such problems will result in a subsequent key confirmation failure.
NOTE 3—Note that ST for the Client is the same as SR for the Server, and ST for the Server is the same as SR for the
Client.
NOTE 4—The BPKAS-PPK Server may want to store ST, SR and SR^(1) to optimize efficiency.

9.4 BPKAS-SPEKE
{DL,EC}BPKAS-SPEKE-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} balanced passwordauthenticated key agreement scheme, version SPEKE for {Client, Server}. It is based on the work of Jablon
[B28] and [B31].
Figure 3 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 3 —BPKAS-SPEKE key agreement operation
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9.4.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
 Primitives for public-key generation and secret value derivation, which shall be PEPKGP-SPEKE,
SVDP-SPEKE, and their associated parameters
 A shared password-based octet string S
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q and r) associated with S and keys s, w, and wc
 A REDP function Redp, which should be {DL,EC}REDP-1 or {DL,EC}REDP-2
 A Boolean value b1 that indicates whether cofactor multiplication is desired
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
9.4.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

Compute a generator group element gS = Redp(S)

b) Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)
c)

Compute public key w using {DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE( s, gS )

d) Send w to the other party (to be received as wc in other party’s key agreement operation)
e)

Receive public-key value wc from the other party (sent as w in other party’s key agreement
operation)
1) If wc is not an element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 7 in
9.4.3.2.)
2) If the order of wc is unacceptably small, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 7 in 9.4.3.2.)
3) (Optional) If wc is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 8 in
9.4.3.2.)

f)

Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE( s, wc, b1 ) (See NOTE 8 in 9.4.3.2.)

g) Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)
h) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
i)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.4.3 Key confirmation operation
It is optional in BPKAS-SPEKE-{CLIENT,SERVER} for the {Client, Server} to confirm the other party’s
knowledge of the shared secret Z, before the {Client, Server} uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for
other purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.4.3.2).
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.
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9.4.3.1 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Optional
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
2) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wc, w, Z, oS)
3) Send CS to the Client

b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CC from the Client
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
3) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wc, w, Z, oS)
4) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.
9.4.3.2 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Optional
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
3) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), w, wc, Z, oS)
4) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.

b) Optional
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
2) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), w, wc, Z, oS)
3) Send CC to the Server
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—BPKAS-SPEKE is a bilateral commitment scheme, where both parties provide a commitment to the
password during the key agreement operations (see D.2.1.9).
NOTE 2—In BPKAS-SPEKE, the key agreement operation of Client and Server is identical. The Client’s passwordentangled public key w corresponds to the Server’s received value wc, and the Server’s password-entangled public key
w corresponds to the Client’s received value wc.
NOTE 3—Either party may subsequently use a zero knowledge proof of knowledge to prove to the other party
knowledge of the negotiated key K, which implies knowledge of the password. Such proofs can reliably use common
techniques, such as those based on hash functions or symmetric encryption functions, since K has large entropy.
NOTE 4—This scheme provides the flexibility to use any of the IEEE 1363 DH/DHC primitives, either with or without
cofactor multiplication, to permit use of a variety of DH/DHC implementations.
NOTE 5—If there is no prior agreement on which party is to be the Client or Server, one way to distinguish roles is to
arbitrarily designate the party that generates the larger value for its w as the Server.
NOTE 6—This scheme, with appropriate restrictions on the scheme options and inputs, represent a specific use of, and
may be compatible with, the techniques in IEEE Std 1363-2000 DLKAS-DH1 and ECKAS-DH1, ANSI X9.42 (see
IEEE Std 1363-2000, [B8]) (in the DL case), and ANSI X9.63 (see IEEE Std 1363-2000, [B12]) (in the EC case).
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NOTE 7—The Client and Server may test the received public-key value wcand abort if it is not a valid public key.
However, such a test is more than sufficient for compliance. The acceptable values are the elements of the parent group
that generate a sufficiently large group. See D.2.2.2.1 for discussion of validating acceptable received public-key values
for the SPEKE schemes and the meaning of “sufficiently large.”
NOTE 8—When b1 indicates that cofactor multiplication is not desired, SVDP-SPEKE may be replaced by SVDPDHC (see IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 6.2.2 and 7.2.2) with an indication that compatibility with SVDP-DH is desired, or,
when the optional key agreement step is used to abort if wc is not a valid public key, SVDP-SPEKE may be replaced by
SVDP-DH (see IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 6.2.1 and 7.2.1). (SVDP-DH is defined only for valid public keys.) When b1
indicates that cofactor multiplication is desired, SVDP-SPEKE may be replaced by SVDP-DHC with an indication that
compatibility with {DL,EC}SVDP-DH is not desired. In either case when SVDP-DHC is used as a replacement for
SVDP-SPEKE, the GCD of domain parameters k and r shall be equal to 1, and when the output from SVDP-DHC is
“invalid public key,” the scheme should output “invalid” and stop.
NOTE 9—BPKAS-SPEKE is comparable to Key Agreement Mechanism 1 in ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 [B26]. However,
differences in conversion primitives prevent interoperability between these methods, randomly, with non-negligible
probability, and key confirmation operations are not interoperable in EC settings. See D.2.1.23 for more discussion of
differences between these standards.

9.5 APKAS-AMP
{DL,EC}APKAS-AMP-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} augmented passwordauthenticated key agreement scheme, version AMP for {Client, Server}. It is based on the work of Kwon
[B38]. The Server uses a password-limited public key vS as password verification data that was derived
using PVDGP-AMP with the input value S, which is a password-based octet string used by the Client.
Figure 4 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 4 —APKAS-AMP key agreement operation
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9.5.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
For CLIENT only:
 A password-based octet string S
For SERVER only:
 A password-limited public key vS that was generated using {DL,EC}PVDGP-AMP with the same
parameter and input values as used in the Client’s key agreement operation.
For both CLIENT and SERVER:
 Primitives for password verification data generation, public-key generation, and secret value
derivation, which shall be PVDGP-AMP, PKGP-DH, PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER, SVDP-AMPCLIENT, and SVDP-AMP-SERVER, and their associated parameters. The AMP Client and Server
shall use the same HashWC and oID parameters with PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER and SVDP-AMPCLIENT.
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q and r) associated with S and vS and keys s, wC,
and wS. (See NOTE 4 in 9.5.3.2.)
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
9.5.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.5.2.1 Key agreement for Client
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

b) Compute public key wC = {DL,EC}PKGP-DH( s )
c)

Send wC to the Server

NOTE—Step c) shall occur before step d), since the Server uses wC to compute wS.

d) Receive password-entangled public-key value wS from the Server
1) If wS is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in 9.5.3.2.)
2) If the order of wS is unacceptably small, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in 9.5.3.2.)
3) (Optional) If wS is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 5 in
9.5.3.2.)
private

key

uS

e)

Compute password-limited
{DL,EC}PVDGP-AMP(S)

f)

Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-CLIENT( s, uS, wC, wS )

using

the

steps

described

in

g) Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)
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h) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
i)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.5.2.2 Key agreement for Server
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

b) Receive public-key value wC from the Client
1) If wC is not an element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in
9.5.3.2.)
2) (Optional) If wC is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 4 in
9.5.3.2.)
c)

Generate password-entangled
SERVER( s, vS, wC )

public

key

value

wS

using

{DL,EC}PEPKGP-AMP-

d) Send wS to the Client
e)

Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-SERVER( s, wC )
1) If the SVDP function in step 5 outputs “invalid,” output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in
9.5.3.2.)

f)

Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)

g) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
NOTE—The Server shall confirm the Client’s knowledge of shared secret Z before any derived keys are used. Key
confirmation is described in 9.5.3.

h) Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt
9.5.3 Key confirmation operation
The APKAS-AMP Server shall confirm the Client’s knowledge of the shared secret Z, before the Server
uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other KCFs or other purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.5.3.2). Explicit
confirmation of the Server’s knowledge of Z to the Client is optional.
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.5.3.1 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Mandatory
1) Receive octet string CC from the Client
2) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, "")
3) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.

NOTE—Step a) shall occur before step b), and before any other use of shared keys Ki that are derived from the
Server’s key agreement operation.

b) Optional
1) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, "")
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2) Send CS to the Client
9.5.3.2 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Mandatory
1) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, "")
2) Send CC to the Server

b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, "")
3) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—APKAS-AMP is a unilateral commitment scheme, where the Client does not provide a commitment to the
password during the key agreement operations. In using this scheme, the Server needs to verify the Client’s proof of
knowledge of the agreed key before revealing any information derived from the agreed key. See D.2.1.9 for discussion
of the limitations on the use of unilateral commitment schemes in application protocols.
NOTE 2—The required public-key validation during key agreement [Client steps d1) and d2), and Server step b1)]
may be implemented in a variety of ways. For example, in the DL settings recommended in NOTE 3, it is sufficient for
the Client to ensure that wS is an integer in the range [2, q2] and for the Server to ensure that wS is an integer in the
range [1,q1]. See D.2.2.1 for discussion of the security considerations for AMP, including the reasons for these steps
and the meaning of “unacceptably small” order.
NOTE 3—For DL settings, it is recommended that q1 have no factors in the range [3,r1]. For EC settings, it is
recommended that k be either 1, 2, or 4. See D.2.2.1.1 for how domain parameter choice is related to public-key
validation, performance, security, and alignment with other standards.
NOTE 4—When using domain parameters as recommended in NOTE 3, the Server does not need to ensure that wC is a
valid public key in step b2). The Server may perform this step without adversely affecting the method, although this
may require significant added computation, such as when using a DL GF(p) setting with a “safe prime” p. When using
domain parameters other than as recommended in NOTE 3, step b2), or some other further validation may be necessary
to prevent attack. See D.2.2.1 for discussion of how public-key validation is related to domain parameter choice,
performance, and security in APKAS-AMP.
NOTE 5—Other than ensuring that the order of wS is acceptably large in step d2), the Client does not need to ensure
that wS is a valid public key. However, the Client may perform the stricter validity check in optional step d3) without
adversely affecting the method.
NOTE 6—APKAS-AMP is significantly different than the comparable Key Agreement Mechanism 3 in ISO/IEC
11770-4:2006 [B26], such that these methods will not interoperate. See D.2.1.23 for more discussion of differences
between these standards.

9.6 APKAS-BSPEKE2
{DL,EC}APKAS-BSPEKE2-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} augmented
password-authenticated key agreement scheme, version BSPEKE2 for {Client, Server}. It is based on the
work of Jablon [B27] and [B28]. This scheme is a password-authenticated instantiation of {DL,EC}KASDH2 that creates two shared secret values z1 and z2, where z1 is established using a password-derived
generator, as in BPKAS-SPEKE, and z2 is established using a password-derived exponent for the Client.
The Client uses a password-based octet string S and the Server uses password verification data generated
by PVDGP-BSPEKE2 using S.
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Figure 5 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 5 —APKAS-BSPEKE2 key agreement operation
9.6.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
For CLIENT only:
 A password-based octet string S
For SERVER only:
 A password verification generator element gS and password-limited public key vS that are both derived
from {DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2 using Client’s value for S
For both CLIENT and SERVER:
 Primitives for password verification data generation, public-key generation, and secret value
derivation, which shall be PVDGP-BSPEKE2, PEPKGP-SPEKE, and SVDP-SPEKE, and their
associated parameters
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q, g, and r) associated with S, vS, and gS and
keys s, wC, and wS.
 A Boolean value b1 that indicates whether cofactor multiplication is desired
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
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9.6.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.6.2.1 Key agreement for Client
a)

Compute generator element gS and password-limited private key uS using {DL,EC}PVDGPBSPEKE2(S)

b) Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)
c)

Compute password-entangled key wC using {DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE( s, gS )

d) Send wC to the Server
e)

Receive password-entangled public-key value wS from the Server
1) If wS is not an element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 3 in
9.6.3.2.)
2) If the order of wS is unacceptably small, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 3 in 9.6.3.2.)
3) (Optional) If wS is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 4 in
9.6.3.2.)

f)

Compute field element z1 using {DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE( s, wS, b1 ) (See NOTE 4 in 9.6.3.2.)

g) Compute field element z2 using {DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE( uS, wS, b1 ) (See NOTE 4 in 9.6.3.2.)
h) Compute octet string Z1 = FE2OSP(z1)
i)

Compute octet string Z2 = FE2OSP(z2)

j)

Let Z = Z1 || Z2

k) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
l)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.6.2.2 Key agreement for Server
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

b) Compute wS using {DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE( s, gS )
c)

Send wS to the Client

d) Receive password-entangled public-key value wC from the Client
1) If wC is not an element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 3 in
9.6.3.2.)
2) If the order of wC is unacceptably small, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 3 in
9.6.3.2.)
3) (Optional) If wC is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 4 in
9.6.3.2.)
e)

Compute field element z1 using {DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE( s, wC, b1 ) (See NOTE 4 in 9.6.3.2.)

f)

Compute field element z2 using {DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE( s, vS, b1 ) (See NOTE 4 in 9.6.3.2.)

g) Compute octet string Z1 = FE2OSP(z1)
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h) Compute octet string Z2 = FE2OSP(z2)
i)

Compute Z = Z1 || Z2

j)

For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).

k) Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt
9.6.3 Key confirmation operation
It is optional in APKAS-BSPEKE2 for either the Client or the Server to confirm the other party’s
knowledge of the shared secret Z, before the party uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other
purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.6.3.2).
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.6.3.1 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Optional
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
2) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CS to the Client

b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CC from the Client
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
3) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.
9.6.3.2 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Optional
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
3) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.

b) Optional
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
2) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CC to the Server
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
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NOTE 1—APKAS-BSPEKE2 is a bilateral commitment scheme, where both parties provide a commitment to the
password (see D.2.1.9).
NOTE 2—These schemes, with appropriate restrictions on the scheme options and inputs, represent a specific use of,
and may be compatible with, the techniques in IEEE Std 1363 DLKAS-DH2 and ECKAS-DH2, ANSI X9.42 (see
IEEE Std 1363-2000, [B8]) (in the DL case), and ANSI X9.63 (see IEEE Std 1363-2000, [B12]) (in the EC case).
NOTE 3—The Client and Server may test the received public-key value (wS or wC) and abort if it is not a valid public
key. However, such a test is more than sufficient for compliance. The acceptable values are the elements of the parent
group that generate a sufficiently large group. See D.2.2.2.1 for discussion of validating acceptable received public-key
values for the SPEKE schemes, and the meaning of “sufficiently large.”
NOTE 4—When b1 indicates that cofactor multiplication is not desired, SVDP-SPEKE may be replaced by SVDPDHC (see IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 6.2.2 and 7.2.2) with an indication that compatibility with SVDP-DH is desired, or,
when the optional key agreement step is used to abort if wC or wS is not a valid public key [Server step d3), Client step
e3)], SVDP-SPEKE may be replaced by SVDP-DH (see IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 6.2.1 and 7.2.1). (SVDP-DH is defined
only for valid public keys.) When b1 indicates that cofactor multiplication is desired, SVDP-SPEKE may be replaced
by SVDP-DHC with an indication that compatibility with {DL,EC}SVDP-DH is not desired. In either case when
SVDP-DHC is used as a replacement for SVDP-SPEKE, the GCD of domain parameters k and r shall be equal to 1,
and when the output from SVDP-DHC is “invalid public key,” the scheme should output “invalid” and stop.

9.7 APKAS-PAKZ
{DL,EC}APKAS-PAKZ-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} augmented passwordauthenticated key agreement scheme, version PAKZ for {Client, Server}. It is based on the work of
MacKenzie [B43] and Gentry, MacKenzie, Ramzan [B18].
Figure 6 illustrates the key agreement operation, and Figure 7 illustrates the key confirmation operation of
the scheme.
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Figure 6 —APKAS-PAKZ key agreement operation
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Figure 7 —APKAS-PAKZ key confirmation operation

9.7.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
 Primitives for password verification data generation, public-key generation and secret value derivation,
which shall be PVDGP-PAKZ, PEPKGP-PAK, PKGP-DH, SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT, and SVDP-PAK2,
and their associated parameters
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters (including k, q, r, and g), associated with the values S (see
NOTE 7 in 9.7.3.2) and Sm and keys s, wC, and wS as defined below
 A signature scheme Ss associated with a private key u and corresponding public key v, which should
be selected from the schemes specified in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, Clause 10, which defines or is
otherwise associated with:
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 A signature generation operation Sign(u,M) that outputs a signature SC of a message octet string
M,
 A signature verification operation Verify(v,SC,M) that outputs “valid” or “invalid,”
 A format for representing Ss private key u as a fixed-length string of uLen octets, which should
be a format described in 12.4 that defines uLen in accordance with associated signature scheme
options and parameters (see NOTE 5 in 9.7.3.2), and
 If Ss is a DL or EC scheme, Ss is associated with the same domain parameters (including k, q, r,
and g).
 A mask generation function Mgf, which should be MGF1 (see 12.2.1). The same Mgf parameter shall
be used with {DL,EC}PVDGP-PAKZ.
 A hash function HashSK, which should be chosen from the hash functions in 14.1. The same HashSK
parameter shall be used with {DL,EC}PVDGP-PAKZ.
 A message parameter octet string oID (See NOTE 7 in 9.7.3.2.)
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
For CLIENT only:
 A password-based octet string S
For SERVER only:
 Password verification data values that were derived from {DL,EC}PVDGP-PAKZ(S), using the
Client’s values for S and mask generation function Mgf, including:
 A password-based mask group element Sm (see NOTE 4 in 9.7.3.2),
 The public key v associated with the signature scheme Ss,
 An octet string US of length uLen containing the password-masked value of ou, where ou is the agreed
octet string representation of the private key u that corresponds to v, and
 The hashed private key octet string Hu containing HashSK(ou).
9.7.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps:
a)

For CLIENT only: Compute a mask group element Sm using step a) of {DL,EC}PVDGPPAKZ(S)

b) Perform the Key agreement operation steps b) through i) for Client and steps b) through i) for
Server as specified for {DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK-{CLIENT,SERVER} in 9.2.2 to derive keys K1,
K2, ... Kt
NOTE—The Client shall confirm the Server’s knowledge of shared secret Z before any derived keys are used. Key
confirmation for APKAS-PAKZ is described in 9.7.3.

c)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt
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9.7.3 Key confirmation operation
The APKAS-PAKZ Client shall confirm the Server’s knowledge of the shared secret Z, recover private key
u, and verify that u is correct, before the Client uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other KCFs or
other purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.7.3.2). The APKAS-PAKZ Server shall confirm the Client’s knowledge
of S, as this provides the augmented advantage of APKAS-PAKZ over BPKAS-PAK.
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.7.3.1 Key confirmation for Client
a)

(Mandatory) The Client verifies that the Server knows the verification data corresponding to S
as follows:
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(Sm^(1))
3) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03) || oID, wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.

NOTE 1—Step a) shall be performed before the Client uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other purposes.

b)

(Mandatory) The Client recovers private signature key u and verifies that it is correct as
follows:
1) Receive octet string UKS, a hidden and password-masked private signature key, and hashed
private key octet string Hu from the Server
2) Compute o7 = Kcf(hex(05) || oID, wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Compute o5 = Mgf(o7, uLen)
4) Compute an octet string representation of the signature private key ou = UKS  o5 
Mgf(hex(02) || S, uLen)
5) If HashSK(ou)  Hu, output “invalid” and stop.
6) Compute signature private key u from the agreed octet string representation ou
7) (Optional) If u is not a valid private key for the Sign operation, output “invalid” and stop.
(See NOTE 6 in 9.7.3.2.)

NOTE 2—Step b5) shall be performed before the Client reveals information derived from u.

c)

(Mandatory) The Client proves knowledge of S to the Server as follows:
1) Compute M = oID || GE2OSP-X(wC) || GE2OSP-X(wS)
2) Compute signature SC = Sign(u, M)
3) Send SC to the Server

9.7.3.2 Key confirmation for Server
a)

(Mandatory) The Server proves to the Client knowledge of the verification data corresponding
to S as follows:
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(Sm^(1))
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2) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03) || oID, wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CS to the Client
b)

(Mandatory) The Server verifies that the Client’s knows S as follows:
1) Compute o7 = Kcf(hex(05) || oID, wC, wS, Z, oS)
2) Compute o5 = Mgf(o7, uLen)
3) Compute UKS = US  o5
4) Send UKS and Hu to the Client
5) Receive signature SC from the Client (See NOTE 8.)
6) Compute M = oID || GE2OSP-X(wC) || GE2OSP-X(wS)
7) If Verify(v, SC, M) = “invalid,” output “invalid” and stop.

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—APKAS-PAKZ is a unilateral commitment scheme, where the Server does not provide a commitment to the
password during the key agreement operations. In using this scheme, the Client needs to verify the Server’s proof of
knowledge of the password-based value Sm before revealing any information derived from the output derived keys. See
D.2.1.9 for discussion of the limitations on the use of unilateral commitment schemes in application protocols.
NOTE 2—In this scheme, the test for a valid {DL,EC} password-entangled public key is the same as the test for a
{DL,EC} public key. That is, a public key w is presumed valid if it specifies an element of order r in the desired group
defined by the {DL,EC} domain parameters.
NOTE 3—The steps for the Server to verify the Client’s key are mandatory because they are needed to achieve the
augmented benefit of APKAS-PAKZ.
NOTE 4—The APKAS-PAKZ Server may want to additionally store Sm^(1) to optimize efficiency.
NOTE 5—The parties shall agree on a fixed size uLen for the length of the agreed octet string format of signature
private keys. When using a {DL,EC} signature scheme, uLen depends on the scheme option domain parameter r for the
recommended private key format (see 12.4.1). When using an IF signature scheme with the recommended private key
format (see 12.4.2), the parties need to agree on the size of the IF modulus n associated with (u, v), and agree on a
specific representation of private keys as an ordered set of integers (see IEEE Std 1363-2000, 8.1.3), in order to
determine uLen.
NOTE 6—The check for u being a valid private key in Client key confirmation step b7) is not necessary for the
security of the scheme, but it may be needed to ensure that Sign(u, M) is a well-defined operation. Note, however, that
IEEE Std 1363-2000 defines IF signature scheme private key operations as assuming that the private key is valid, but it
does not define a validation method.
NOTE 7—To be aligned with the PAKZ protocol described in Gentry, MacKenzie, and Ramzan [B18], message
parameter oID should include identifiers for the client and server, and password value S should include oID.
NOTE 8—Formats for representing signatures as octet strings are given in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, E.3.

9.8 [DL] APKAS-SRP3, APKAS-SRP6
DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6}-{CLIENT,SERVER} is discrete logarithm augmented password-authenticated
key agreement scheme, version {SRP3,SRP6} for {Client,Server}. APKAS-SRP3 is based on the work of
Wu [B57] and IETF RFC 2945 [B24]. APKAS-SRP6 is based on the work of Wu [B56] and [B57].
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DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6} creates a shared key between two parties using an optimized form of dual
Diffie-Hellman exchange.
Figure 8 illustrates APKAS-SRP3, and Figure 9 illustrates APKAS-SRP6.
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9.8.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
 Primitives for password verification data generation, public-key generation, and secret value
derivation, which shall be DLPVDGP-{SRP3,SRP6}, DLPKGP-SRP-CLIENT, DLPEPKGP{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER, DLSVDP-{SRP3,SRP6}-CLIENT, DLSVDP-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER, and
their associated parameters. The SRP6 Client and Server shall use the same HashW2 parameters with
DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT and DLSVDP-SRP6-SERVER, and shall use the same Mvcf parameters with
DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT and DLPEPKGP-SRP6-SERVER.
For CLIENT only:
 A password-based octet string S, which may also include salt and identifying information for one or
both parties
For SERVER only:
 A password-limited public key vS that was derived from Client’s value for S using DLPVDGP{SRP3,SRP6}
For both CLIENT and SERVER:
 A set of valid DL domain parameters (including gq1, q, r, and k) associated with S and vS and keys s,
wC, and wS
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2 (For SRP3: See NOTE 5 in 9.8.3.2.)
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
9.8.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps:

9.8.2.1 Key agreement for Client
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, q2] (See D.2.1.16.)

b) Compute a DL public key wC = DLPKGP-SRP-CLIENT(s)
c)

Send public key wC to the Server

d) Receive password-entangled public-key value wS from the Server
1) If wS is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 7 in 9.8.3.2.)
e)

Compute password-limited private uS and password verification data vS using DLPVDGP{SRP3,SRP6}(S)

f)

Compute agreed field element z as follows:
1) For SRP3 only: Compute z using DLSVDP-SRP3-CLIENT( s, uS, vS, wS )
2) For SRP6 only: Compute z using DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT( s, uS, vS, wC, wS )
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g) Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)
h) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
i)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.8.2.2 Key agreement for Server
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, q2] (See D.2.1.16)

b) Compute password-entangled public key wS using DLPEPKGP-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER(s, vS)
c)

Receive public-key value wC from the Client
1) If wC is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 7 in 9.8.3.2.)

NOTE 1—For SRP3 only: The Server shall receive the Client’s public-key value wC before sending passwordentangled public key wS. (See NOTE 4 in 9.8.3.2.)

d) Send password-entangled public key wS to the Client
e)

Compute agreed field element z using DLSVDP-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER( s, vS, wC, wS )

f)

Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)

g) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
NOTE 2—The Server shall confirm the Client’s knowledge of shared secret Z before any derived keys are used. Key
confirmation is described in 9.8.3.

h) Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt
9.8.3 Key confirmation operation
The APKAS-{SRP3,SRP6} Server shall confirm the Client’s knowledge of the shared secret Z, before the
Server uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other KCFs or other purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.8.3.2).
Explicit confirmation of the Server’s knowledge of Z to the Client is optional.
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.8.3.1 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Mandatory
1) Compute octet string oS = FE2OSP(vS)
2) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CC to the Server

b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.
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9.8.3.2 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Mandatory
1) Compute octet string oS = FE2OSP(vS)
2) Receive octet string CC from the Client
3) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.

NOTE—Step a) shall occur before step b), and before any other use of shared keys Ki that are derived from the
Server’s key agreement operation.

b) Optional
1) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
2) Send CS to the Client
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6} is a unilateral commitment scheme, where the Client does not provide a
commitment to the password during the key agreement operations. In using this scheme, the Server needs to verify the
Client’s proof of knowledge of the agreed key before revealing any information derived from the agreed key. See
D.2.1.9 for discussion of the limitations on the use of unilateral commitment schemes in application protocols.
NOTE 2—In contrast with most of the other methods in this document, DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6} and its supporting
primitives are defined for use only in the DL setting, and in terms of using field elements in GF(q), rather than as
multiplicative subgroup elements of order r.
NOTE 3—A limitation of SRP3 is that an adversary posing as the Server can verify two guesses for the password in a
single run. This two-for-one guessing limitation can be exploited by an adversary who masquerades as the Server and
verifies two guesses, S' and S'', in one run by sending wS = exp(gq1, OS2IP(SHA-1(S'))) + exp(gq1,OS2IP
(SHA-1(S''))) (see Wu [B56], Scott [B51], and MacKenzie [B42]). In SRP6, the use of field element multiplier mv in
DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT and DLPEPKGP-SRP6-SERVER prevents this two-for-one limitation (see Wu [B56]), when
mv is not a known exponential power of gq1.
NOTE 4—A further limitation of SRP3 is that the Server shall receive the Client’s public-key value wC before sending
his password-entangled public key wS. SRP6 does not have this limitation, due to the incorporation of wC in DLSVDPSRP6-CLIENT, as explained in Wu [B56].
NOTE 5—The DLAPKAS-SRP3 key agreement operations, with the exception of the KDF, are compatible with IETF
RFC 2945 [B24]. RFC 2945 uses different key derivation and KCFs.
NOTE 6—APKAS-SRP6 is roughly comparable to Key Agreement Mechanism 2 in ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 [B26].
However, significant differences prevent interoperability of these methods, such as a different ordering of gq1 and q in
the hashed multiplier value, and different conversion primitives that prevent interoperability when using small values of
gq1. See D.2.1.23 for more discussion of differences between these standards.
NOTE 7—For DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6}-{CLIENT,SERVER}, an acceptable public-key value wC or passwordentangled public-key value wS is any element of GF(q) other than zero.

9.9 [EC] APKAS-SRP5
ECAPKAS-SRP5-{CLIENT,SERVER} is elliptic curve augmented password-authenticated key agreement
scheme, version SRP5 for {Client, Server}. It is based on the work of Wang [B55] and Wu [B57].
ECAPKAS-SRP5 derives one or more keys from an optimized password-authenticated Diffie-Hellman
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exchange. The Client uses a password-based octet string S and the Server uses password verification data
created using an appropriate PVDGP function of the Client’s password.
Figure 10 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 10 —APKAS-SRP5 key agreement operation
9.9.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
 Primitives for password verification data generation, public-key generation, and secret value
derivation, which shall be ECPVDGP-SRP5, ECPKGP-DH, ECPEPKGP-SRP5-SERVER, ECSVDPSRP5-CLIENT, ECSVDP-SRP5-SERVER, and their associated parameters. The Client and Server
shall use the same HashW2 parameters with ECSVDP-SRP5-CLIENT and ECSVDP-SRP5-SERVER,
and shall use the same Redp parameters with ECSVDP-SRP5-CLIENT and ECPEPKGP-SRP5SERVER.
For CLIENT only:
 A password-based octet string S, which may also include salt and identifying information for one or
both parties.
For SERVER only:
 A password-limited public key vS that was generated using ECPVDGP-SRP5 with the same parameters
and input values as used in the Client’s key agreement operation.
For both CLIENT and SERVER:
 A set of valid EC domain parameters associated with S and vS and keys s, wC, and wS.
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
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 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
9.9.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.9.2.1 Key agreement for Client
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

b) Generate a public key wC using ECPKGP-DH( s )
c)

Send wC to the Server

d) Receive password-entangled public-key value wS from the Server
1) If wS is not a non-identity element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop.
e)

Compute password-limited private key uS, and password verification element vS using
ECPVDGP-SRP5(S)

f)

Derive field element z = ECSVDP-SRP5-CLIENT( s, uS, vS, wC, wS )

g) Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)
h) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
i)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.9.2.2 Key agreement for Server
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

b) Generate a password-entangled public key wS using ECPEPKGP-SRP5-SERVER( s, vS )
c)

Send wS to the Client

d) Receive public-key value wC from the Client
1) If wC is not a non-identity element of the parent group, output “invalid” and stop.
e)

Compute field element z using ECSVDP-SRP5-SERVER( s, vS, wC, wS )

f)

Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)

g) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
NOTE—The Server shall confirm the Client’s knowledge of shared secret Z before any derived keys are used. Key
confirmation is described in 9.9.3.

h) Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt
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9.9.3 Key confirmation operation
The ECAPKAS-SRP5 Server shall confirm the Client’s knowledge of the shared secret Z, before the Server
uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other KCFs or other purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.9.3.2). Explicit
confirmation of the Server’s knowledge of Z to the Client is optional.
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.9.3.1 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Mandatory
1) Compute octet string oS = FE2OSP(vS)
2) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CC to the Server

b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CS from the Server
2) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.
9.9.3.2 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Mandatory
1) Compute octet string oS = FE2OSP(vS)
2) Receive octet string CC from the Client
3) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.

NOTE—Step a) shall occur before step b), and before any other use of shared keys Ki that are derived from the
Server’s key agreement operation.

b) Optional
1) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
2) Send CS to the Client
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—ECAPKAS-SRP5 is a unilateral commitment scheme, where the Client does not provide a commitment to
the password during the key agreement operations. In using this scheme, the Server needs to verify the Client’s proof of
knowledge of the agreed key before revealing any information derived from the agreed key. See D.2.1.9 for discussion
of the limitations on the use of unilateral commitment schemes in application protocols.

9.10 APKAS-WSPEKE
{DL,EC}APKAS-WSPEKE-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} augmented
password-authenticated key agreement scheme, version WSPEKE for {Client, Server}. It is based on the
work of Wu [B57], Jablon [B27], [B28], and [B30]. APKAS-WSPEKE derives one or more keys from an
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optimized password-authenticated Diffie-Hellman exchange. The Client uses a password-based octet string
S and the Server uses password verification data created using an appropriate PVDGP function of the
Client’s password.
Figure 11 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 11 —APKAS-WSPEKE key agreement operation
9.10.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server parties shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
 Primitives for password verification data generation, public-key generation, and secret value
derivation, which shall be PVDGP-BSPEKE2, PEPKGP-SPEKE, SVDP-WSPEKE-CLIENT, SVDPWSPEKE-SERVER, and their associated parameters. The Client and Server shall use the same
HashWS parameters with SVDP-WSPEKE-CLIENT and SVDP-WSPEKE-SERVER.
For CLIENT only:
 A password-based octet string S, which may also include salt and identifying information for one or
both parties.
For SERVER only:
 A password verification generator element gS and password-limited public key vS that were both
generated using {DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2 with the same parameter and input values as used in the
Client’s key agreement operations
For both CLIENT and SERVER:
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters associated with S, gS, and vS and keys s, wC, and wS
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
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 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
 A key confirmation function Kcf, which should be KCF1
9.10.2 Key agreement operation
A sequence of shared secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by each party by performing the
following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.10.2.1 Key agreement for Client
a)

Compute generator element gS using {DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2(S)

b) Compute password-limited private key uS using {DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2(S)
c)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

d) Generate a password-entangled public key wC using {DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE( s, gS )
e)

Send wC to the Server

f)

Receive a password-entangled public-key value wS from the Server
1) If wS is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop.
2) If order of wS is unacceptably small, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in 9.10.3.2.)
3) (Optional) If wS is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in
9.10.3.2.)

g) Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-WSPEKE-CLIENT( s, uS, wS )
h) Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)
i)

For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).

j)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

9.10.2.2 Key agreement for Server
a)

Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)

b) Generate password-entangled public key wS using {DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE( s, gS )
c)

Send wS to the Client

d) Receive a password-entangled public-key value wC from the Client
1) If wC is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop.
2) If order of wC is unacceptably small, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in 9.10.3.2.)
3) (Optional) If wC is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in
9.10.3.2.)
e)

Compute field element z using {DL,EC}SVDP-WSPEKE-SERVER( s, vS, wC, wS )

f)

Compute octet string Z = FE2OSP(z)

g) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a shared secret key Ki from the shared secret octet
string Z and Pi using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
h) Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt
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9.10.3 Key confirmation operation
It is optional in APKAS-WSPEKE for either the Client or the Server to confirm the other party’s
knowledge of the shared secret Z, before the party uses Z or any derived shared secrets Ki for other
purposes (see NOTE 1 in 9.10.3.2).
Key confirmation may be achieved using the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

9.10.3.1 Key confirmation for Server
a)

Optional
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
2) Compute CS = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CS to the Client

b) Optional
1) Receive octet string CC from the Client
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
3) Compute CC' = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CC' z CC, output “invalid” and stop.
9.10.3.2 Key confirmation for Client
a)

Optional
1) Receive octet string CS, a key confirmation message, from the Server
2) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
3) Compute CS' = Kcf(hex(03), wC, wS, Z, oS)
4) If CS' z CS, output “invalid” and stop.

b) Optional
1) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(gS)
2) Compute CC = Kcf(hex(04), wC, wS, Z, oS)
3) Send CC to the Server
Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—APKAS-WSPEKE is a bilateral commitment scheme, where both parties provide a commitment to the
password during the key agreement operations (see D.2.1.9).
NOTE 2—The Client and Server may test the received public-key value (wS or wC) and abort if it is not a valid public
key. However, such a test is more than sufficient for compliance. The acceptable values are the elements of the parent
group that generate a sufficiently large group. See D.2.2.2.1 for discussion of validating acceptable received public-key
values for the SPEKE schemes, and the meaning of “sufficiently large.”
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10. Password-authenticated key retrieval schemes
The general model for a PKRS is given in 10.1. A specific scheme and its allowable options are given in
10.2.

10.1 General model
A PKRS establishes one or more static keys for one party, the Client, that has a password value S, in an
exchange of messages with (at least one) other party, the Server, that has secret data that has been
associated with S. Because the Client typically has prior knowledge of the (re)established static keys, these
keys are said to be retrieved by the scheme.
To successfully perform the PKRS, the Client needs to know only the value S, and the Server needs to
know only the stored data associated with the value S. The Server does not necessarily need to know either
S or any resulting static key retrieved by the Client. The Client interacts with the Server using key
establishment operations to retrieve the keys associated with the password.
A PKRS differs from a PKAS in two ways:
 A PKRS establishes static keys, whereas a PKAS establishes ephemeral keys.
 A PKRS establishes keys for the Client that are not necessarily known or derivable by the Server,
whereas a PKAS establishes keys that are shared by both parties.
A PKRS (such as PKRS-1, defined in 10.2) may be used in multi-server systems (Ford and Kaliski [B16],
Jablon [B29]) where a Client uses a password to retrieve a key from key shares that have been distributed
and stored with two or more Servers.
Since there is only one PKRS in this standard, the general form of a PKRS, similar to those for APKAS and
BPKAS, is not presented here.

10.2 PKRS-1
{DL,EC}PKRS-1-{CLIENT,SERVER} is {discrete logarithm, elliptic curve} password-authenticated key
retrieval scheme, version 1 for {Client,Server}. It is based on the work of Ford and Kaliski [B16] and
Jablon [B29] (see NOTE 1 in 10.2.2.2). Key establishment operations compute values to be exchanged
between the Client and Server, and compute retrieved static keys for the Client derived from both the
Client’s password value S and the Server’s associated private key.
The scheme prevents both a bogus Client (that does not have S), and a third-party observer (of the values
exchanged between a legitimate Client and Server), from being able to derive the password, the Server’s
associated key, or the retrieved keys, even with an off-line brute-force password attack. In addition, the
Server’s associated key does not, in itself, contain sufficient information to permit the Server to determine
the Client’s password or retrieved keys.
PKRS-1 does not describe key confirmation operations, although such operations are generally required in
an invoking application (see NOTE 6 in 10.2.2.2).
PKRS-1 may be used in application protocols where a Client interacts with two or more Servers, to reduce
vulnerabilities due to one or more compromised Servers. See D.2.2.3.4 for further discussion of
applications of PKRS-1.
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Figure 12 illustrates the scheme.
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Figure 12 —PKRS-1 key establishment operation

10.2.1 Scheme options
Both the Client and Server shall establish or otherwise agree upon the following options:
For CLIENT only:
 A password-based octet string S, known by Client, which may also include salt and identifying
information for one or both parties
 A REDP function Redp, which should be {DL,EC}REDP-1 or {DL,EC}REDP-2
 A key derivation function Kdf, which should be KDF1 or KDF2
 One or more key derivation parameter octet strings {P1, P2, ...} to be used to derive agreed keys
For SERVER only:
 A static private key u known by Server that corresponds to the value of S known by Client
For both CLIENT and SERVER:
 Primitives for blinding, unblinding, and permutation functions, which shall be KRBP-1, KRUP-1 and
KRPP-1, and their associated parameters
 A set of valid {DL,EC} domain parameters (including q and r) associated with S, u, s, wC, and wS. (See
NOTE 5 in 10.2.2.2.)
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10.2.2 Key establishment operation
A sequence of secret keys, K1, K2, ... Kt, shall be generated by the Client, with the assistance of the Server,
by performing the following or an equivalent sequence of steps.

10.2.2.1 Key establishment for Client
a)

Compute a generator group element gS = Redp(S)

b) Obtain private key s, a random integer in the range [1, r1] (See D.2.1.16.)
c)

Compute blinded password group element wC using {DL,EC}KRBP-1( s, gS )

d) Send blinded password wC to the Server
NOTE 1—Step d) shall occur before step e), since the Server uses wC to compute wS.

e)

Receive permuted blinded password value wS from the Server
1) If wS is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 2 in 10.2.2.2.)
2) (Optional) If wS is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 3 in
10.2.2.2.)

f)

Compute permuted password zg = {DL,EC}KRUP-1(s, wS)

NOTE 2—The application needs to confirm that the value of zg is correct before any information about zg is revealed to
other parties. (See NOTE 6 in 10.2.2.2.)

g) Compute octet string Z = GE2OSP-X(zg)
h) For each key derivation parameter Pi , derive a secret key Ki from the secret octet string Z and Pi
using Ki = Kdf(Z, Pi).
i)

Output derived keys K1, K2, ... Kt

10.2.2.2 Key establishment for Server
a)

Receive blinded password value wC from the Client
1) If wC is not in the parent group, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 4.)
2) (Optional) If wC is not a valid public key, output “invalid” and stop. (See NOTE 5.)

b) Compute permuted blinded password group element wS = {DL,EC}KRPP-1(u, wC)
c)

Send permuted blinded password wS to the Client

Conformance region recommendation: A conformance region should include limitations for any input
values as discussed in Annex B.
NOTE 1—There are differences between PKRS-1 and the methods in the referenced papers, Ford and Kaliski [B16]
and Jablon [B29], which both describe multi-server application protocols that use an underlying PKRS. The referenced
methods use specific DL GF(p) settings, whereas PKRS-1 is generalized for those and other DL and EC settings. When
used with identical domain parameters, PKRS-1 is compatible with, but not identical to, the comparable Client and
Server key establishment operations in the referenced methods; PKRS-1 explicitly rejects values of wC or wS that are
not in the parent group (see NOTE 2 and NOTE 4), since the underlying primitives are not generally defined for such
values.
NOTE 2—The Client key establishment operation aborts when the received value wS is not in the parent group in order
to make the step of invoking KRUP-1 a well-defined operation. See D.2.2.3.2 for further discussion.
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NOTE 3—A value for wS that is merely a valid public key does not ensure a correct value for zg (see NOTE 6). Thus,
merely making the Client abort when wS is an invalid public key is insufficient to ensure that zg is correct. Rejecting
invalid public keys is permitted, since the correct value for wS will always be a valid public key.
NOTE 4—The Server aborts when the received value wC is not in the parent group in order to make the step of
invoking KRPP-1 a well-defined operation. See D.2.2.3.3 for further discussion.
NOTE 5—The Server’s need to validate wC during key establishment depends on the domain parameters. It is optional
for the Server to abort when the received value wC is determined to be an invalid public key. This step is unnecessary
and may require significant added computation when using certain recommended settings, such as DL GF(p) with a
safe prime p. However, this step or some alternative further validation may be necessary to prevent Pohlig-Hellman
decomposition attack on the Server’s private key u in other settings. See D.2.2.3.3 and D.2.2.3.1 for discussion of
validating acceptable values for wC and the related issues of recommended domain parameter selection, performance,
and security.
NOTE 6—PKRS-1 does not describe key confirmation operations. Nevertheless, any application that uses PKRS-1CLIENT needs to confirm that any established keys are correct before revealing any information about them to other
parties to prevent disclosure of S (see D.2.2.3.4).
NOTE 7—(Domain parameter validation.) Since the underlying primitives generally assume that the domain
parameters (if any) are valid, the result of a primitive may be undefined otherwise. Consequently, it is recommended
that the sender validate domain parameters, if any, in step 1, unless the risk of operating on invalid domain parameters
is mitigated by other means, as discussed further in IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.3.3.
NOTE 8—(Error conditions.) The Client’s and Server’s steps may produce errors under certain conditions, such as the
following:
—
—
—
—
—

Domain parameters not valid in Client or Server
Client finds received permuted blinded password to be not valid
Server finds received blinded password to be not valid
Client finds retrieved permuted password to be not valid
The Server finds no stored private key associated with the blinded password received from the Client

Such error conditions should be detected and handled appropriately by an implementation, but specific methods for
detecting and handling them are outside of the scope of this standard.
NOTE 9—PKRS-1 is comparable to Key Retrieval Mechanism 1 in ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 [B26]. However,
differences in conversion primitives prevent interoperability between these methods in EC settings, and prevent
interoperability randomly, with non-negligible probability, in DL settings. See D.2.1.23 for more discussion of
differences between these standards.

11. Key derivation functions

11.1 KDF1
This function is parameterized by the choice of a hash function, which shall be SHA-1 (12.1.1) or
RIPEMD-160 (12.1.2). (See description in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 13.1.)

11.2 KDF2
This function is parameterized by the choice of a hash function, which shall be one of the hash functions in
12.1. (See description in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 13.2.)
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12. Auxiliary techniques

12.1 Hash functions
A hash function is a building block for many techniques described in Clause 6 through Clause 12. A hash
function takes a variable-length octet string as input and outputs a fixed-length octet string. The length of
the input to a hash function is usually unrestricted or constrained by a very large number. The output
depends solely on the input—a hash function is deterministic.

12.1.1 SHA-1
Hash function SHA-1 outputs an octet string of length 20. (See description in IEEE Std 1363a-2004,
14.1.1.)

12.1.2 RIPEMD-160
Hash function RIPEMD-160 outputs an octet string of length 20. (See description in IEEE Std 1363a-2004,
14.1.2.)

12.1.3 SHA-256
Hash function SHA-256 outputs an octet string of length 32. (See description in IEEE Std 1363a-2004,
14.1.3.)

12.1.4 SHA-384
Hash function SHA-384 outputs an octet string of length 48. (See description in IEEE Std 1363a-2004,
14.1.4.)

12.1.5 SHA-512
Hash function SHA-512 outputs an octet string of length 64. (See description in IEEE Std 1363a-2004,
14.1.5.)

12.2 Mask generation functions
A mask generation function (MGF) is a building block for many techniques described in Clause 6 through
Clause 9. An MGF takes as input an octet string and the desired length of the output, and outputs an octet
string of that length. The lengths of both the input to and the output of an MGF are usually unrestricted or
constrained by a very large number. The output depends solely on the input—an MGF is deterministic.

12.2.1 MGF1
This function is parameterized by the choice of a hash function, which shall be one of the hash functions in
12.1, and accepts an input value that specifies the length in octets of the desired output.
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MGF1 is used as a hash function in several methods. (See description in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, 14.2.1.)

12.3 Key confirmation functions
A key confirmation function (KCF) is used in a PKAS to create a confirmation message that proves one
parties’ knowledge of the agreed shared secret key and related data to the other party. The confirmed data
input to the KCF may include the public values exchanged during the key agreement operation and preshared password-based data.
NOTE—The choice of a KCF for confirming a key within a scheme should be made in light of the KDF that is used to
derive the key. Ideally, the design of the KDF and KCF methods should ensure that all the KDF and KCF functions
will output computationally independent results. Otherwise, an application might expose a KCF result that
compromises the desired secrecy of a KDF result, or vice versa. To prevent this problem it is recommended that KCF1
should be used with either KDF1 or KDF2.

12.3.1 KCF1
KCF1 is key confirmation function, version 1. It is based on the work of MacKenzie [B43].
This function is parameterized by the following choice:
 A hash function HashKC, which should be one of the hash functions in 12.1
Input:
 Key Derivation Parameter octet string P
 Client public key wC
 Server public key wS
 Shared key octet string Z
 Shared password value octet string oS
 A set of valid DL or EC domain parameters (including q)
Output: key confirmation octet string o
Operation:
a)

Compute oC = GE2OSP-X(wC)

b) Compute oS = GE2OSP-X(wS)
c)

Compute o = HashKC(P || oC || oS || Z || oS)

d) Output o
NOTE—The sizes of P (typically one octet), Z, and oS are determined by the invoking scheme. The sizes of oC and oS
are the number of significant octets in domain parameter q.

12.4 Converting between private keys and their octet string representations
When a private key needs to be represented as an octet string, it may be done as defined in this subclause.
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12.4.1 Converting between DL/EC private keys and octet strings
A {DL,EC} private key (see IEEE Std 1363-2000, 6.1.3 and 7.1.3) is an integer in the range [1, r1], where
r denotes the order of the desired group in the {DL,EC} domain parameters. Let uLen = ªlog256 rº denote
the length of r in octets. The private key may be formatted as an string of uLen octets by using the primitive
I2OSP.
The private key may be recovered from this formatted octet string representation by using the primitive
OS2IP.

12.4.2 Converting between IF private keys and octet strings (IFU2OSP and IFOS2UP)
An IF private key may be represented as an ordered pair, triple, or quintuple of integers, designated by
(n, d), (p, q, d), or (p, q, d1, d2, c), where each integer is in the range [1, n1], where n is the modulus in the
corresponding IF public key, as described in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 8.1.3. IFU2OSP converts a specific
multi-integer representation of an IF private key for a specific size of n into a string of uLen octets as
follows:
For each integer component of a private key, let fi(x) = I2OSP(x, ji) describe the function for converting
integer components into octet string components of length ji. Let j2 = ªlog256 nº denote the lengths (in
octets) of the octet string components for n and d, and j1 = ªj2/2º denote the lengths of the octet string
components for p, q, d1, d2, and c. The octet string representation of a private key is formed by
concatenating the octet string components, as follows:
 For an integer pair: f2(n) || f2(d), where uLen = 2j2
 For an integer triple: f1(p) || f1(q) || f2(d), where ulen = 2j1  j2
 For an integer quintuple: f1(p) || f1(q) || f1(d1) || f1(d2) || f1(c), where ulen = 5j1
To parse an IFU2OSP-encoded octet string associated with an agreed multi-integer representation of an IF
private key, IFOS2UP splits the octet string into the agreed two, three, or five octet string components, with
f2(n) and f2(d) each of length j2, and f1(p), f1(q), f1(d1), f1(d2), and f1(c) each of length j1, and converts them to
integers using OS2IP. Note that it is essential that each of the octet string components be of the specified
length, even if it means that they have leading zero octets.
NOTE—When representing integer triples or quintuples, this format assumes that p and q are each less than
2

8uª ªlog256 nº /2º

. This assumption is true if p and q are of the same size (that is, if ¬log2 p¼ = ¬log2 q¼).

12.5 Multiplier value creation functions for APKAS-SRP6
A multiplier value creation function (MVCF) creates a multiplier value field element that is shared and
used by DLSVDP-SRP6-CLIENT when invoked by an APKAS-SRP6 Client and DLPEPKGP-SRP6SERVER when invoked by the corresponding APKAS-SRP6 Server. The function may take input values
that are shared by the Client and Server and outputs a field element that depends solely on the input. The
MVCF is designed to prevent a malicious party from selecting and forcing others to use domain parameters
with an associated multiplier value mv that are designed to enable a 2-for-1 guessing attack.
NOTE—See D.2.2.4.4 for discussion of the requirements for Mvcf.
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12.5.1 MVCF-DP
MVCF-DP is multiplier value creation function version DP. The multiplier value is created as a hash
function of the domain parameters shared by the Client and Server.
Input:
 The DL domain parameters (including gq1 and q) of the invoking primitive.
Output: A field element multiplier value mv.
The multiplier value is computed as follows:
a)

Compute octet string o1 of length ªlog256(q+1)º using I2OSP(q)

b) Compute octet string o2 = FE2OSP(gq1)
c)

Compute octet string o3 = SHA-1(o1 || o2) (See 12.1.1.)

d) Compute mv = I2FEP( OS2IP(o3) mod q )
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Annex A
(informative)

Number-theoretic background

A.1 Generation and validation of parameters and keys
A.1.1 Algorithm for generating verifiably pseudo-random DL domain parameters p and r
(prime case)
Several standard methods exist that generate verifiably pseudo-random (see NOTE 5) primes, suitable for
use as domain parameters for a DL prime field (see NOTE 1). This method describes how to use such a
method (pGen) to produce domain parameter primes p and r and associated SEED and counter output
values, with extra steps to ensure that k/2 is prime (see NOTE 3) and/or that (r1)/2 is prime (see NOTE 9).
SEED and counter can later be used to verify p and r using A.1.2.
Input:
 An integer L that specifies the size of desired output p in bits (2L1 < p < 2L)
 An integer M that specifies the size of desired output r in bits (2M1 < r < 2M)
 An indication of whether k/2 shall be prime, where p = kr+1
 An indication of whether (r1)/2 shall be prime
 A method pGen(L', M') that produces a random octet string SEED and associated pseudo-random
values p, r, and counter, where p is an L'-bit prime, r is an M'-bit prime representing the order of a
desired subgroup of GF(p), and counter is an integer that may be used to verify the pseudo-random
construction of p and r (see NOTE 1)
Output: Prime integers p and r and associated values for octet string SEED and integer counter.
The method is defined as follows:
a)

Use pGen(L, M) to generate p, r, SEED and counter.

b) If it is indicated that k/2 shall be prime, perform a robust primality test (see NOTE 4) on
(p1)/2r, and if it is not prime, go to step a).
c)

If it is indicated that (r1)/2 shall be prime, perform a robust primality test on (r1)/2, and if it
is not prime, go to step a).

d) Output the values p, r, SEED and counter.
NOTE 1—The FIPS PUB 186-2 method in [B14] Appendix 2.2 generates “kosherized” primes for DSA, and similar
methods are described in ANSI X9.30.1:1997 [B1], ANSI X9.42:2003 [B2] 7.1, IETF RFC 2631 [B22] 2.2.1, and the
proposed FIPS Draft 186-3 [B15], A.1.1.2. (See IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.4.1.4, for more information.) The FIPS PUB
186-2 method is limited to 1024 bit p = kr+1 with 160 bit subgroup order r (see NOTE 2) and does not impose further
constraints on the value of k. The X9.42 and RFC 2631 method can produce arbitrary sized p and r, and it can further
ensure that k=2 (by setting L = M+1).
NOTE 2—In FIPS PUB 186-2 [B14], the letter “q” is used to denote the desired subgroup order r.
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NOTE 3—When k = 2, or when k>r and k/2 is prime, the only small order field elements of GF(p) are the elements 1
and p1, which may simplify testing for acceptable public keys in various key agreement and key retrieval schemes.
NOTE 4—Robust primality testing methods are described in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.15.3, and FIPS PUB 186-2 [B14].
NOTE 5—Meaning of verifiably pseudo-random. Dependent on the strength of the selected hash function and the
length and source entropy of SEED, it would be ideal if the generated values of p and r (in the absence of SEED and
counter values) were black-box-indistinguishable from randomly (or pseudo-randomly) generated values of p and r that
meet the particular size, divisibility, and primality constraints. Strictly speaking, however, this goal is not attainable;
unless SEED is chosen deterministically (which would defeat randomness), there is no way to enforce that the first
chosen value of SEED that yields acceptable values of p and r is the one that is submitted for verification. Repeated
attempts could be made to generate values of p and r that meet certain additional (perhaps undisclosed) properties.
Notably, the countermeasure to the effectiveness of such attempts is the judicious use of the (presumably
computationally irreversible) hash function within the generation and verification algorithms. This is intended to make
it computationally infeasible to attain highly sparse “trapdoor” properties in p and/or r (see NOTE 7). This eliminates
reliance on detection of perhaps unknown trapdoor mechanisms by the verifier.
NOTE 6—It is not assumed that the generation source is implicitly trusted by all relying parties. Relying parties do not
necessarily have to individually implement verification, but rather can trust an assignee, such as a particular
certification authority, to handle verification.
NOTE 7—The circumstances relative to what constitutes an effective trapdoor can be dependent on the specific
application of p and r. For example, the method in Appendix 2.2 of FIPS PUB 186-2 effectively thwarts an attack of
Vaudenay [B53] against DSA that is based on constructing r such that two messages hash to the same value modulo r.
This attack is different from the case of trapdoors designed to shortcut the discrete log problem itself for a system-wide
p, such as pointed out by Lenstra and Haber [B40] relative to the number field sieve, which is also effectively thwarted
by these methods.
NOTE 8—Algorithms to construct verifiably pseudo-random elliptic curves are described in IEEE Std 1363-2000
A.12.4 (prime case) and A.12.6 (binary case), FIPS PUB 186-2 [B14], and ANSI X9.62:1998 [B3].
NOTE 9—One of the suggested ways to reduce the threat of SDHP attack in PKRS-1 as described in Brown and
Gallant [B9] is to ensure that the value of (r1)/2 is prime (see D.2.2.3.6).
NOTE 10— A standard pGen method may be modified to produce a faster method for generating primes with extra
constraints, by incorporating additional tests between appropriate steps. One may need to be careful to ensure that a
modified generation method is compatible with a desired standard verification method.

A.1.2 Algorithm for verifying pseudo-random DL domain parameters p and r (prime case)
This subclause describes a method to verify that prime DL domain parameters p and r were generated by a
pseudo-random function of specific SEED and counter values. This is compatible with the generation
method described in A.1.1 (see NOTES).
Input:
 An integer p'
 An integer r'
 An octet string SEED of seedLen octets
 An integer counter
 An indication of whether k/2 shall be prime, where p' = kr'+1
 An indication of whether (r'1)/2 shall be prime
 A method pVer(p, r, SEED, counter) that verifies whether a pseudo-randomly generated DL field
prime p and subgroup order prime r were generated by the values SEED and counter. (See NOTE 2.)
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Output: The message “verified” or “failed.”
a)

Use pVer(p, r) to verify whether p and r are generated by SEED and counter, and if the result is
not “verified,” output “failed” and stop.

b) If it is indicated that (r1)/2 shall be prime, perform a robust primality test (see NOTE 4) on
(r1)/2, and if it is not prime, output “failed” and stop.
c)

If it is indicated that k/2 shall be prime, perform a robust primality test on (p1)/2r, and if it is
not prime, output “failed” and stop.

d) Output “verified.”
NOTE 1—See A.1.1 for the corresponding domain parameter generation algorithm.
NOTE 2—Standard descriptions of pVer methods are in ANSI X9.30.1:1997 [B1], ANSI X9.42:2003 [B2] 7.2, IETF
RFC 2631 [B22] 2.2.2, and FIPS Draft 186-3 [B15], A.1.1.1 and A.1.1.3.
NOTE 3—Algorithms to verify pseudo-random elliptic curves are described in IEEE Std 1363-2000 A.12.5 (prime
case) and A.12.7 (binary case), FIPS PUB 186-2 [B14], and ANSI X9.62:1998 [B3].
NOTE 4—Robust primality testing methods are described in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.15.3, and FIPS PUB 186-2 [B14].

A.1.3 Algorithm for constructing a field element of multiplicative order q1
Input: DL domain parameters, including q, m, and p, where q = p, q = 2m, or q = pm, and p is prime
Output: A field element e of multiplicative order q1
a)

Let e = 1 (the field multiplicative identity element)

b) Let e = e + 1 (using field addition)
c)

Verify whether e has multiplicative order q1 (see A.1.4).

d) If the result of A.1.4 is not “true,” go to step b).
e)

Output e and stop.

NOTE—See Algorithm 4.80 of Menezes, van Oorschot, Vanstone [B45] for how to find a generator of a cyclic group.

A.1.4 Algorithm for verifying whether a field element has multiplicative order q1
This algorithm verifies whether a field element e has multiplicative order q1. This algorithm deals only
with domain parameters for which the factorization of the group order is known or can be easily determined
through primality testing (see NOTE).
Input: DL domain parameters, including q, m, and p, where q = p, q = 2m, or q = pm, and p is prime; a field
element e
Output: “True” if the field element e is determined to be of order q1, and either “false” or “unknown”
otherwise (see NOTE).
a)

Method 1, for when q is prime (GF(p)):
1) Set integers t and r such that p1 = 2tur, where r is odd, and t is positive.
2) If r equals 1, skip this step. Otherwise, test r for primality. If the result is “composite,”
output “unknown” and stop.
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3) If exp(e, (p1)/r) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
4) If exp(e, (p1)/2) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
5) Output “true.”
b) Method 2, for when q = 2m (GF(2m)):
1) If e is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
2) Test 2m1 for primality. If the result is “composite,” output “unknown” and stop.
3) Otherwise, output “true.” (The group order is a Mersenne prime, making all non-identity
elements primitive. Examples: m = 521, 607, 1279, 2203, 2281.)
c)

Method 3, for when q = pm, p > 2, p1 = 2t (GF(pm), p is a Fermat prime):
1) Test (q1)/(p1) for primality. If the result is “composite,” output “unknown” and stop.
2) If exp(e, (p1)) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
3) If exp(e, (q1)/2) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
4) Output “true.”

d) Method 4, for when q = pm, p > 2 (GF(pm), all other p):
1) Set integers t and r such that p1 = 2tur, where r is odd, and t is positive.
2) Test r for primality. If the result is “composite,” output “unknown” and stop.
3) Test (q1)/(p1) for primality. If the result is “composite,” output “unknown” and stop.
4) If exp(e, (p1)) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
5) If exp(e, (q1)/2) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
6) If exp(e, (q1)/r) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.
7) Output “true.”
e)

i

i

i

Method 5, for when the prime factorization of q1 = p1 1 p2 2 … pn n is known:
1) For j from 1 to n do the following:
i)

If exp(e, (q1) / pj) is the identity element, output “false” and stop.

2) Output “true.”
NOTE—These methods output “true” when e is determined to be of order q1, “false” when e is determined to not be
of order q1, and “unknown” when the method does not determine whether e is of order q1. For cases where a
method outputs “unknown,” there may be other methods that can establish a definitive “true” / “false” result for e.

A.1.5 Algorithm for verifying that a group element is a valid public key
Input: Valid DL or EC domain parameters (including group order r and cofactor k); an element w of the
parent group
Output: “True” if w is a valid public key, and “false” otherwise.
a)

For DL settings:
1) Use the algorithm for verifying that a DL public key is valid in IEEE Std 1363-2000,
A.16.6, and IEEE Std 1363a-2004, A.17.5, for odd characteristic extension fields.
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b) For EC settings:
1) Use the algorithm verifying that an EC public key is valid in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.16.10,
and IEEE Std 1363a-2004, A.17.5, for odd characteristic extension fields.
A.1.6 Algorithm for verifying the minimal order of a group element
The following algorithm verifies that the order of a group element meets or exceeds a specified integer
value b. This method assumes that the full factorization of cofactor k is known.
Input: Valid DL or EC domain parameters (including group order r and cofactor k); an element w of the
parent group; an integer b, where 1 < b d r.
Output: “True” if the order of w is determined to be greater than or equal to b, and “false” if the order of w
less than b or if the exact relationship cannot be determined by this method.
a)

Let integers {p1, p2, ..., pn} represent all instances of the prime factors of k that are less than b

b) Compute t := p1 u p2 u ... u pn (See NOTE 1.)
c)

If (w ^ t) = the identity element, output “false,” otherwise output “true.” (See NOTE 2.)

NOTE 1—When t is larger than r, this method is inefficient and should not be used. Instead, one may verify that w is a
valid public key, a more stringent condition that is easier to verify.
NOTE 2—When t is small, explicit exponentiation can be avoided by other equivalent methods that test to see if w
belongs to the set of all known small order elements. For example, when using GF(p) with t = 2, w is a valid public
key, and thus of order r t b, if and only if it is in the range [2, p2]. Two ways to ensure that t = 2 in a GF(p) setting
are by choosing k = 2, or by choosing k/2 as a large prime.

A.1.7 Algorithm for validating an element of the parent group
Input: Valid DL or EC domain parameters (including cofactor k); a value w, purported to be an element of
the parent group
Output: “True” if w represents an element of the parent group, otherwise “false.”
a)

For DL settings:
1) Verify whether w is in the parent group (in GF(q)*) using the method in IEEE Std 13632000, A.16.6, and IEEE Std 1363a-2004, A.17.5, for odd characteristic extension fields.
2) If the result of step 1) is “false,” output “false,” otherwise, output “true.”

b) For EC settings:
1) If w is the identity element, output “true” and stop.
2) Verify whether w is a non-identity element in the parent group (on the curve E) using the
method in IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.16.10, and IEEE Std 1363a-2004, A.17.5, for odd
characteristic extension fields.
3) If the result of step 2) is “false,” output “false” and stop, otherwise, output “true.”
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Annex B
(normative)

Conformance
Implementers should use consistent language for claiming conformance with parts of this standard. The
language should clearly and completely define any constraints on the supported variations of each
implemented method, including sets of acceptable choices or ranges of values for each of the following:
 Primitive inputs
 Scheme options
 Random private keys obtained within a scheme
 Values received within a scheme from other parties
General guidelines and detailed examples of conformance claims for several methods are provided in
IEEE Std 1363-2000, Annex B. Additional specific recommendations and examples of conformance claims
for password-based techniques are provided here, in subclauses that are numbered as an extension of the
prior standard.

B.1 Conformance requirements
B.1.1 Conformance requirements for password-based techniques
Table B.1—Required subclauses for conformance with primitives
Primitive
DLREDP-1
DLPVDGP-{SRP3,SRP6}
DLPEPKGP-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER
DLPKGP-SRP-CLIENT
DLSVDP-{SRP3,SRP6}-CLIENT
DLSVDP-{SRP3,SRP6}-SERVER
ECREDP-1
{DL,EC}REDP-2
{DL,EC}PVDGP-AMP
{DL,EC}PVDGP-BSPEKE2
{DL,EC}PVDGP-PAKZ
{DL,EC}PVDGP-SRP5
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-PAK
{DL,EC}PEPKGP-SPEKE
ECPEPKGP-SRP5-SERVER
{DL,EC}PKGP-DH
{DL,EC}KRBP-1
{DL,EC}KRPP-1
{DL,EC}KRUP-1
{DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-CLIENT
{DL,EC}SVDP-AMP-SERVER

Subclause
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.16
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.14
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.7
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.10
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.24
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.25
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.17
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.18
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.11
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.12
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.13
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.15
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.4
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.5
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.6
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.8
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.9
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.1
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.2
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.3
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.19
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.20
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Table B.1—Required subclauses for conformance with primitives (continued)
Primitive
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK1-CLIENT
{DL,EC}SVDP-PAK2
{DL,EC}SVDP-SPEKE
ECSVDP-SRP5-CLIENT
ECSVDP-SRP5-SERVER
{DL,EC}SVDP-WSPEKE-{CLIENT,SERVER}

Subclause
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.21
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.22
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.23
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.26
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.27
4.4, 8.2, 8.2.28

Table B.2—Required subclauses for conformance with schemes
Scheme
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PAK
{DL,EC}BPKAS-PPK
{DL,EC}BPKAS-SPEKE
{DL,EC}APKAS-AMP
{DL,EC}APKAS-BSPEKE2
{DL,EC}APKAS-PAKZ
DLAPKAS-{SRP3,SRP6}
ECAPKAS-SRP5
{DL,EC}APKAS-WSPEKE
{DL,EC}PKRS-1

Operation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement
Key confirmation
Key agreement

Subclause
4.5, 9.1, 9.2.1, 9.2.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.2.1, 9.2.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.3.1, 9.3.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.3.1, 9.3.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.4.1, 9.4.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.4.1, 9.4.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.5.1, 9.5.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.5.1, 9.5.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.6.1, 9.6.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.6.1, 9.6.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.7.1, 9.7.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.7.1, 9.7.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.8.1, 9.8.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.8.1, 9.8.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.9.1, 9.9.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.9.1, 9.9.3
4.5, 9.1, 9.10.1, 9.10.2
4.5, 9.1, 9.10.1, 9.10.3
4.5, 10.1, 10.2.1, 10.2.2

B.1.1.1 Conformance region recommendations for primitives
For any primitives defined in this document, a conformance region should include:
 For input domain parameters: At least one valid set of domain parameters.
 For input private keys: All valid private keys for each set of domain parameters.
 For input public keys and group elements: All values conforming to the stated assumptions for each set
of domain parameters.
 For other input options: May be preset by the implementation or given as an input flag.
B.1.1.2 Conformance region recommendations for schemes
For any scheme options defined in this document, a conformance region should include:
 For domain parameters: At least one valid set of domain parameters.
 For password-based octet strings: A suitable range of acceptable values.
 For password verification data: All values defined by the appropriate PVDGP.
 For function choices: At least one of the specified functions.
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 For security parameters: At least one value.
 For parameter octet strings: A range of values.
 For static private keys: At least one private key for each set of domain parameters.
Where any scheme obtains a random ephemeral private key, a conformance region should include the full
range of private keys for each set of domain parameters (see D.2.1.16).
Where any scheme receives a value from another party, a conformance region should not include
limitations on what the received values can be (see NOTE).
For each function choice of a scheme, the conformance region should further (recursively) include values
for any parameterized choices of the function. For example, MGF1 needs a Hash, and REDP-2 needs a
Hash and ga, gb values.
NOTE—Schemes defined in this document are designed to operate on arbitrary received values that are potentially
created by an adversary. When created by a legitimate party, these values will represent valid objects, including
(password-entangled) public keys or (permuted) blinded passwords, but they may not represent valid objects when
created by an adversary. The schemes prevent potential attacks in various ways: some schemes check for and abort
after detecting invalid values; others operate consistently on both valid and invalid values. In any case, a conformance
region should not impose constraints on these received values to ensure that any conformant implementation operates
on all values in the manner specified by the scheme.

B.2 Examples
This subclause gives some examples of claims of conformance with the primitives and scheme operations
in the standard.

B.2.1 DLPVDGP-SRP6
A module claiming conformance to DLPVDGP-SRP6 under one set of reasonable conditions might
document its conformance as follows:
“Conforms with IEEE Std 1363.2 DLPVDGP-SRP6 / MGF1( SHA-1, 256 ) over the region where q has
2048 bits, r has 256 bits, and password value S has at most 128 octets.”
An indented form that highlights the structure of this statement is as follows:
“Conforms with IEEE Std 1363.2 DLPVDGP-SRP6 /
MGF1( SHA-1, 256 )
over the region where
q has 2048 bits,
r has 256 bits, and
password value S has at most 128 octets.”
B.2.2 ECAPKAS-PAKZ-SERVER
A module claiming conformance to the ECAPKAS-PAKZ-SERVER key agreement and key confirmation
operations, under one set of reasonable conditions, might document its conformance as follows:
“Conforms with IEEE Std 1363.2 ECAPKAS-PAKZ-SERVER / ECPVDGP-PAKZ / ECREDP-2( MGF1
( SHA-1, 160 ), any valid ga and gb ) / ECSSA( ECSP-DSA(...), EMSA1 ) / MGF1( SHA-1, 160 ) / SHA-1 /
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KDF1( SHA-1 ) / KCF1( SHA-1 ) key agreement and key confirmation operations over the region where
...”
An indented form that highlights the structure of this statement is as follows:
“Conforms with IEEE Std 1363.2 ECAPKAS-PAKZ-SERVER /
ECPVDGP-PAKZ /
ECREDP-2(
MGF1( SHA-1, 160 ) /
any valid ga and gb
)/
ECSSA(
ECSP-DSA( ... ),
EMSA1
)/
MGF1( SHA-1, 160 ) /
SHA-1 /
KDF1( SHA-1 ) /
KCF1( SHA-1 )
key agreement and key confirmation operations over the region where ...”
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Annex C
(informative)

Rationale
This annex is presented in the form of questions and answers.
Much of the rationale discussed in IEEE Std 1363-2000, Annex C (*), is applicable to the methods in this
document. The additional subclauses presented in this document are numbered as an extension of this prior
standard.
Relevant portions of IEEE Std 1363-2000, Annex C (*), are listed here:
C.1 General
C.1.1 Why are there three families of cryptographic techniques?
C.1.2 Why are primitives and schemes separated?
C.1.4 Why are constraints on key sizes not specified?
C.1.6 Why are key derivation functions needed?
C.1.7 Why are data formats for input/output, keys, and domain parameters not normative?
C.2 Keys and domain parameters
C.2.1 Why have three types of fields for the DL and EC families? *
C.2.2 Why allow multiple representations for GF (2m)?
C.3 Schemes
C.3.2 For the DL and EC families, why have the “compatibility” option for the DHC and MQVC
primitives?
C.4 Additional methods *
C.4.1 Why were the KDF1 and KDF2 key derivation functions selected? *
C.4.2 Why was the MGF1 mask generation function selected? *
C.4.3 Why have SHA-1, RIPEMD-160, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512? *
C.4.5 Why was the MAC1 message authentication code selected? *
NOTE—The asterisk (*) denotes areas amended in IEEE Std 1363a-2004.

C.1 General
C.1.1 Password-based techniques

C.1.1.1 Why are there specific methods for passwords?
Passwords are in widespread use as authenticators of human presence, and thus constitute an important
factor in authentication. However, as they are typically low-grade secrets, they often cannot be responsibly
used to directly derive secret keys or private keys for use in ordinary cryptographic techniques. It is thus
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natural to search for methods that optimize the use and protection of passwords. This search has resulted in
cryptographic techniques that can, in a network setting, derive authenticated high-grade keys from this
particularly sensitive class of authentication data.

C.1.1.2 Why are password methods that use public-key cryptography needed?
Many widely used password-based network authentication systems use a password as a symmetric key or
as an authentication key in a keyed message authentication code. Examples in the latter category include
systems that create an authentication response code based on a one-way hash function of a password and a
random challenge. As a class, such systems are all vulnerable to unconstrained guessing attacks given
access to the corresponding cipher text or message authentication code. This specification is focused on
systems that inherently prevent unconstrained guessing attack on password-derived data. Research
indicates that public-key cryptography is somehow fundamental in providing this extra protection.

C.1.1.3 Why are password-only methods needed?
In limiting the focus to methods that use only a password, this specification addresses an important need
that has not been addressed by other high-level cryptography standards. Many systems require a previously
secured channel to transmit passwords, hashed passwords, or other sensitive data to appropriate parties for
verification. In such systems, channel security is typically based on some other factor, such as physical
security, high-grade secrets, and/or a method for authenticating the other party. Other standards efforts
(e.g., IEEE Std 1363-2000) cover such methods, but they have generally not covered password-only
methods for securing a channel. Password-only methods can be used as an alternative when other factors
are not available or reliable, and password-only methods can be used in combination with other methods to
provide an added basis for security. By limiting the scope of this document to password-only methods, we
can better focus on the presentation of a few core methods that may be used for developing other standards
for application-specific or hybrid protocols.

C.1.1.4 Why are there multiple password-based techniques within the same class and
family?
The known methods for password-authenticated key negotiation have relative advantages and
disadvantages, with differences in functionality, speed, efficiency, message size, number of messages,
implementation size and complexity, availability and scope of cryptanalytic research, patent coverage, and
use in other standards and products. C.2 discusses issues with specific methods. The rationale for the
presence of methods in this document includes the following:
 Some methods provide unilateral commitment to a password-based value, while other methods provide
bilateral commitment.
 Some methods are associated with proofs of security.
 Some methods provide enhanced performance or have functional optimizations for specific
applications.
 Multiple comparable methods have been used in products.
The goal of this standard is not to restrict users to a single choice, but rather to provide a framework that
allows selection of methods appropriate for particular applications. Since implementers of this standard
need not implement it in its entirety, they have the option to choose the techniques that best suit their needs.
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C.1.1.5 How were the decisions made regarding the selection of individual passwordbased methods?
The main purpose for the current version of the standard is to specify password-based techniques in a
common way. The selection of schemes in the current version of the standard is based on the desire to meet
a range of requirements as stated previously, in consideration of the relative advantages and limitations of
proposed methods. Some further reasons for the selection of individual schemes can be found in C.2.
It is anticipated that the Working Group will provide a forum for discussing additional techniques to be
included in an addendum document to supplement the techniques already covered in this standard, and it is
intended that the two documents will be merged during future revisions.

C.1.1.6 Is provable security considered as a selection criteria?
Security analysis is used in the rationale for method selection. But there is no requirement that a selected
method be accompanied by a proof that the method has equivalent security to any other particular method
or mathematical problem. IEEE Std 1363A-2004, D.1, further discusses the benefits and limitations of
security analysis.

C.1.1.7 Is the extra benefit of the augmented model always needed?
Whether the extra benefit of an augmented (APKAS) model over the balanced model (BPKAS) model is
significant depends on the application.
In some applications for retrieving password-encrypted credentials, the extra benefit of the augmented
model may not be realized Perlman and Kaufman [B48]. Recall that the extra benefit of an augmented
model is that an adversary who steals the password verification data needs to also guess the password to
successfully masquerade as the user. Now, consider an application that uses an augmented method only to
create a secure channel to retrieve password-encrypted credentials that are stored along with the password
verification data. Clearly, a thief that steals the verification data also has access to the encrypted
credentials, and thus has no need to try to masquerade as the user to get those credentials. In this case, the
APKAS method provides no useful benefit over a BPKAS method.
The case described above presumes that the host stores encrypted credentials and password verification
data using the same mechanism and level of care. But in scenarios where credential storage is more secure
than verification data storage, then there may indeed be a realizable added benefit of the augmented model.
In other applications there may be functional reasons for preferring a balanced method, such as where two
parties share a common secret, or where neither party can store precomputed verification data. While it is
easy to substitute an augmented method for a balanced method by computing the verification data ondemand, the application may not want to incur the cost of this added computation. Whether these selection
factors are important depends on the key agreement model and the relative implementation and deployment
costs of augmented vs. balanced methods for the desired applications.

C.1.1.8 Why are random element derivation methods needed?
Multiple schemes need to derive group elements from passwords. But for security reasons some of these
schemes require that password-derived elements meet a special constraint: The elements associated with
different passwords shall not be related by any exponential relationship that might be known by an
adversary. An appropriate password-to-random-element encoding method provides a systematic way of
meeting this constraint and thwarting such attacks.
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In the recommended approach, the implementer specifies a method to transform passwords into integers,
and then uses an approved REDP to transform integers into pseudo-random group elements. The properties
of the integer-to-element derivation methods assure that for any reasonable password-to-integer function
that an implementer might construct, the derived group elements will have the desired property.
It is highly recommended to use these methods when implementing the schemes specified in the standard.
Further discussion of security properties of message encoding methods is in Annex D of IEEE Std 13632000.

C.2 Schemes and primitives
C.2.1 Why have two random element derivation primitives (REDP-1 and REDP-2)?
The two REDPs REDP-1 and REDP-2 allow for different performance characteristics and trade-offs in
certain methods, depending on input and domain parameters and the acceptability of security assumptions.
REDP-2 may be faster than REDP-1 in cases where the cofactor k is larger than the integer resulting from
the hash function in REDP-1, which depends on a security parameter. In other cases, particularly when
using a small cofactor k, REDP-1 is faster than REDP-2.
For the SPEKE methods, it is generally desirable that password-entangled public keys provide zero
knowledge of the password to an adversary. Whether this goal is achieved may depend on different
assumptions when using REDP-1 and REDP-2, where each method is parameterized for high performance.
REDP-1 permits use of short exponents in DL groups, for example, where security parameters c = 160 and
d = 1024, k = 2, ªlog2 rº = d, and private key u  [1, 2c–1]. This practice relies on the short exponent
assumption (see D.2.1.4) that g^u does not reveal information about g, even though u is from a smaller
range than [1, r–1]. In contrast, REDP-2 permits use of DL groups where k >> r, which allows private keys
to be chosen uniformly from [1, r–1] while still preserving reasonable efficiency. Here the presumption of
zero knowledge of the password being available from the password entangled public keys (alone) relies
solely on the assumption of uniform distribution of the random private keys in [1, r–1], and does not rely
on the presumed difficulty of any mathematical problem.
Further discussion of techniques like REDP-2 that use two independent generators in passwordauthenticated methods can be found in Jablon [B29], MacKenzie [B41], and IETF RFC 2631 [B22] .

C.2.2 Why have both key agreement and key retrieval classes of password-authenticated
schemes (PKAS and KRS)?
Both PKAS and KRS methods may be used in many applications. PKAS are preferable for some
applications because they derive a fresh mutually generated key between two parties, in contrast with key
retrieval schemes that (generally) retrieve static or unilaterally chosen keys. However, some key retrieval
schemes are especially suitable for applications that split and distribute multiple shares of password
verification data to reduce vulnerability of attack when less than a specified number of parties have been
compromised.

C.2.3 Why have two classes of key agreement schemes (balanced and augmented)?
Including both BPKASs and APKASs allows one to choose between the (typically greater) efficiency of a
balanced method vs. the increased functionality of an augmented method.
The balanced schemes may be appropriate for two parties that share a common password, whereas the
augmented schemes, which generally require more computation, may be appropriate for cases where one
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party securely stores persistent password verification data for the other. (See C.1.1.7 for more discussion of
use scenarios.)

C.2.4 Why have multiple balanced PKAS?

C.2.4.1 Why have PAK?
PAK has been deployed in product. There is a security reduction argument for PAK in the random oracle
model based on the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption (see D.2.2.6.2). PAK is a unilateral
commitment scheme, where the Server does not provide a commitment to the password during key
agreement. PAK is computationally more efficient than PPK (see D.2.1.9).

C.2.4.2 Why have PPK?
PPK has been deployed in product. There is a security reduction argument for PPK in the random oracle
model based on the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption (see D.2.2.6.2). PPK is a bilateral
commitment scheme, where both parties provide a commitment to the password during key agreement, and
thus does not require key confirmation or special ordering of messages as does PAK.

C.2.4.3 Why have SPEKE?
SPEKE has been deployed in products. A security reduction argument for SPEKE based on a variant of the
decision Diffie-Hellman assumption due to MacKenzie is discussed in D.2.2.2.4.

C.2.5 Why have multiple augmented PKAS?

C.2.5.1 Why have AMP?
AMP is most efficient.

C.2.5.2 Why have BSPEKE2?
BSPEKE2 has been used in products and has been published for a longer time than WSPEKE.

C.2.5.3 Why have PAKZ?
PAKZ is associated with a security reduction argument to the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH)
assumption in the random oracle model.

C.2.5.4 Why have DLSRP3?
SRP3 is being standardized elsewhere and has been deployed. SRP3 is based on IETF RFC 2945 [B24],
and has been used in some early SRP-based protocols like SRP Telnet.
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C.2.5.5 Why have DLSRP6?
SRP6 is being standardized elsewhere and has been deployed. SRP6 supersedes SRP3 and is being
specified (as “SRP-6”) in current proposals such as the SRP-TLS cipher suites.

C.2.5.6 Why have ECAPKAS-SRP5?
ECAPKAS-SRP5 is the EC variant of DLAPKAS-SRP6.

C.2.5.7 Why have APKAS-WSPEKE?
WSPEKE is used in product. WSPEKE is closely related to the SPEKE method, is defined for both the EC
and DL setting, and uses less computation for the Client than SRP{3,5,6}. WSPEKE can use less
computation than BSPEKE2.

C.2.5.8 How are the various SRP methods related?
APKAS-SRP3 is an augmented scheme defined only for the DL setting, as described in Wu [B57], and is
compatible with RFC 2945 [B24]. APKAS-SRP3 has two notable limitations:
 A two-for-one guessing limitation, that permits an attacker to guess two passwords in one run of the
scheme
 A message ordering limitation, that requires the Server to receive the Client’s public key wC before
sending its password-entangled public key wS.
This document also defines three methods derived from SRP3 that do not have the two-for-one guessing
and message ordering limitations:
 SRP5, a refinement of SRP3 based on a generalization of Wang [B55] and defined for only the EC
setting.
 SRP6, a refinement of SRP3 defined for only the DL setting.
 WSPEKE, a hybrid of both SRP3 and BSPEKE Jablon [B32].
C.2.5.9 How are BSPEKE2 and WSPEKE related?
WSPEKE is different from BSPEKE2 in the following ways:
 WSPEKE provides for increased computational efficiency over BSPEKE2.
 WSPEKE Client and Server use different SVDP functions than BSPEKE2.
 BSPEKE2 is more compatible with KAS-DH2 than WSPEKE.
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Annex D
(informative)

Security considerations
Many of the security considerations described in IEEE Std 1363-2000, Annex D (*), are applicable to the
methods in this document. Subclauses in this clause are numbered as an extension of Annex D of this prior
standard.
Relevant portions of IEEE Std 1363-2000, Annex D (*), are listed here:
D.1 Introduction
D.2 General principles
D.3 Key management considerations
D.3.1 Generation of domain parameters and keys
D.3.2 Authentication of ownership *
D.3.3 Validation of domain parameters and keys
D.3.4 Cryptoperiod and protection lifetime of domain parameters and keys
D.3.5 Usage restrictions
D.3.6 Storage and distribution methods *
D.4 Family-specific considerations
D.4.1 DL family
D.4.1.1 Security parameters *
D.4.1.2 Generation method *
D.4.1.3 Other considerations *
D.4.1.4 Notes *
D.4.2 EC Family
D.4.2.1 Security parameters *
D.4.2.2 Generation method *
D.4.2.3 Other considerations *
D.4.2.4 Notes *
D.5 Scheme-specific considerations
D.5.1 Key agreement schemes
D.5.1.1 Primitives *
D.5.1.2 Additional methods *
D.5.1.2.1 Key derivation functions *
D.5.1.2.2 Hash functions *
D.5.1.3 Key confirmation
D.5.1.4 Key derivation parameters
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D.5.1.5 Authentication of ownership
D.5.1.6 Validation of domain parameters and keys *
D.5.1.7 Cryptoperiod and protection lifetime
D.6 Random number generation
D.6.1 Random seed
D.6.2 Pseudo-random bit generation
D.7 Implementation considerations
NOTE—The asterisk (*) denotes areas amended in IEEE Std 1363a-2004.

D.1 Family-specific considerations
D.1.1 DL family

D.1.1.1 Additional notes on pseudo-random prime generation
This subclause provides further guidance on pseudo-random generation and validation of primes for GF(p)
settings, supplementing in IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.4.1.4 NOTE 3.
Standard descriptions of prime generation methods (and corresponding verification methods) are in:
 NIST FIPS PUB 186-2 [B14], Appendix 2.2 (and FIPS Draft 186-3 [B15], A.1.1.1)
 ANSI X9.30.1:1997 [B1]
 ANSI X9.42:2003 [B2], 7.1 (and 7.2)
 IETF RFC 2631 [B22], 2.2.1 (and 2.2.2)
 FIPS Draft 186-3 [B15], A.1.1.2 (and A.1.1.3)
Depending on the scheme, additional constraints for the domain parameters may be desirable, as discussed
in D.2.1.5, D.2.2.1.1, and D.2.2.3.1. In general, any of the standard probabilistic pseudo-random prime
generation methods can be iterated, with extra tests, until suitable primes are found with the desired extra
constraints, as described in A.1.1.

D.2 Scheme-specific considerations
D.2.1 General considerations for password authenticated schemes (PKAS and PKRS)
PKAS are used in pairs, where two parties execute a pair of complementary schemes in tandem. The key
agreement operation of each party in a PKAS generally consists of public-key generation and secret value
derivation. Each party generates a public key using a PKGP and makes the public key available to the other
party. At least one of these keys is a password-entangled public key that is generated from the password
and a private key using a PEPKGP. Each party obtains the other’s (password-entangled) public key and
uses it as input to an SVDP to derive the shared secret value.
In IEEE Std 1363-2000 key agreement schemes, a party typically needs to be provided with other assurance
of the ownership of a received public key in order to authenticate the identity of the other party that shares
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the derived secret key. However, in a PKAS, the scheme itself provides assurance that the creator of a
password-entangled public key knows the corresponding password, and thus, the password authenticates
the parties that derived the shared keys.

D.2.1.1 Comparison of APKAS with BPKAS
An APKAS is similar to a BPKAS, except for two distinctive features of an APKAS:
 The APKAS Server knows verification data that is computed as a one-way function of S, instead of
knowing S directly.
 A thief that knows the APKAS verification data cannot masquerade as the Client to the Server without
first determining S from the data (e.g., typically using a brute-force password attack—“cracking” the
password).
The APKAS model thus provides an added benefit, but typically requires that the Server store the precomputed verification data.
Some environments may not be able to take advantage of the extra benefits of an APKAS, such as a userto-user application, or a client/server application with stored password verification data in a preexisting
format that is incompatible with the augmented scheme. Furthermore, the threat model in some
environments may not provide an opportunity to gain the added benefit of an APKAS, as compared to a
similar (or underlying) BPKAS. For further discussion of augmented vs. balanced methods, see C.1.1.7.

D.2.1.2 Key confirmation in password authenticated key agreement schemes
Key confirmation provides an explicit authentication of the agreed key from one party to the other (see
D.2.1.7).
Key confirmation also provides an explicit zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of a password or password
verification data from one party to the other. In a BPKAS, each party proves knowledge of the same
password data to the other. In an APKAS, the Client proves knowledge of the password whereas the Server
proves knowledge of corresponding password verification data.
All PKAS in this document define key confirmation operations. These operations are optional in cases
where the KCF may be omitted, without impacting security. These operations may be implemented using
the steps defined in the scheme, or they may just as well be provided by an invoking application protocol.
However, in cases where a specific ordering for key confirmation operations is needed to preserve the
security of a scheme, the scheme is defined to perform key confirmation operations in the appropriate order
(see D.2.1.9.1).
Other issues with key confirmation that may be applicable to PKAS, such as unknown key share attacks,
are discussed in IEEE Std 1363-2000, 9.1 NOTE 1, and IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.5.1.3. In cases where a
user shares the same password with multiple parties, it may be is especially important to deal with
unknown key share and other identity confusion attacks, as discussed in D.2.1.10.

D.2.1.3 Domain parameter and key validation in PKA and PKR schemes
IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.3.3 and D.5.1.6, discuss issues with domain parameter and key validation in
general, and specifically for key agreement schemes, respectively. These issues are generally applicable to
password-authenticated key agreement and key retrieval schemes (PKAS and PKRS). The following
subclauses further discuss domain parameter selection, key validation, and related performance issues that
apply more specifically to PKAS and PKRS, and D.2.2 discusses such issues for particular schemes.
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D.2.1.4 Using GF(p) with “safe prime” p and short exponent assumption
Performance in a PKAS or PKRS may be improved for some schemes in some DL settings (see NOTE 1)
by using a private key that is significantly shorter than r, and relying on the short exponent assumption,
which assumes that short exponents may be used reliably in an appropriately constrained method. This
assumption is discussed in Menezes, van Oorschot, Vanstone [B45] and Gennaro [B17] with regard to
using safe prime DL domain parameters.
Specifically, it has been noted that there are no significant known attacks when cofactor k is 2 and short
private keys are chosen from the range [1, 2c–1], where c is the length in bits of the recommended
minimum subgroup order r that corresponds to field order q. For example, a value of c = 160 might be used
when q # 21024. (See NOTE 2.)
However, theoretical concerns linger. Random self-reduction (RSR) applies to the both the Diffie-Hellman
problem and the discrete log problem, to relate the hardness of special cases to the general case, and Brown
and Gallant [B9] argue that RSR does not apply when the special case is a negligible proportion, as when
using short exponents.
NOTE 1—Short private keys are not relevant when log2 r # log2 q, as is typical in EC settings.
NOTE 2—Attacks that one should consider in trying to establish a minimum required subgroup order and a minimum
required field size, and assumptions to consider in determining a precise correspondence between these values, are
discussed in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, D.4.1.4 and D.4.2.4.

D.2.1.5 Small subgroup confinement attack
Some schemes include steps for verifying that the order of a group element e is not “unacceptably small,”
in order to defend against small subgroup attacks (see Jablon [B31] and IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.5.1.6). In a
small subgroup confinement attack, the adversary selects e, modifies e, or causes a party to compute e so
that it generates an unacceptably small group, in an attempt to confine a subsequently-derived secret value z
to a set that is enumerable by the adversary.
Note that the trivial small subgroup {1} is present in all settings, and that in any DL GF(p) setting, the
integer values nq, (nq+1), and (nq1) for any integer n are all generators of a group with either 1 or 2
elements.
The defense against such attack is to treat any value of e that is not of sufficiently large order as an error.
Although the explicit meaning of “sufficiently large” is left as an implementation choice, and the nature of
error handling is defined by the scheme, some general guidance is provided here.
One test for an acceptable value e is to ensure that e is a valid public key—an element of order r in the
subgroup generated by g. A party may test e using the algorithm in A.1.5, and abort if ec is not a valid
public key.
However, it may be sufficient (and more efficient) to merely ensure that e is a generator of any group of b
or more elements, where the implementation determines security parameter b such that any e of order less
than b is rejected. This ensures that an adversary cannot confine the legitimate party’s derived secret z to a
set with less than b elements, thus ensuring that the adversary using a random password value S has no
greater than a 1/b probability of negotiating shared key z in each run (see NOTE 1). When a security factor
b has been determined, and when all prime factors of cofactor k are known, one may first verify that e is in
the parent group using A.1.7, and then also verify that the order of w is greater than or equal to b using
A.1.6, to determine that w is acceptable.
One way to simplify addressing small subgroup confinement in a DL GF(p) setting is to choose domain
parameters such that there are no non-trivial factors of (q1)/2 smaller than r. This guarantees that the only
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two unacceptably small order elements of the parent group are 1 and q1. In this case, any value in the
range [2, q2] is a sufficiently large order element of the parent group. See A.1.1 for an algorithm to
construct DL domain parameters where cofactor k is 2, or k/2 is a large prime, each of which insures that all
factors of (q1)/2 are sufficiently large.
NOTE 1—Essentially, b indicates the desired level of resistance to online guessing attack. One can securely choose b =
r. However, values of b < r may be acceptable depending on the scheme, the expected randomness of the password, and
the constraints on password guessing that may be imposed by the application. It generally does not make sense for b to
be greater than r, since the order of the group establishes a lower bound on the probability of guessing the derived key
by brute force. The level of resistance to attack is also limited by the domain parameters that determine the difficulty of
discrete log attacks. Roughly speaking, there is no additional benefit in making b more than twice as large as a
symmetric key that has a strength equivalent to the domain parameters.
NOTE 2—See D.2.2.1 and D.2.2.1.1 for discussion of key validation in the AMP and SPEKE schemes respectively.

D.2.1.6 Pohlig-Hellman decomposition attack
In many schemes, Server key establishment operations compute values using group operations on a public
key (wC) received from the Client and a Server’s private key (s). In schemes where the direct result of a
group operation (e.g., wS = wC^s) is revealed to the Client, one concern is the threat of a Pohlig-Hellman
decomposition attack where an adversary poses as a Client, submits an invalid wC, and examines the result
to determine information about s. A specific attack is described in Wan and Wang [B54] that applies to a
variant of AMP as described in Kwon [B34]. The concern of Pohlig-Hellman decomposition is discussed in
van Oorschot and Wiener [B52], and the general threat applies to both APKAS-AMP and to PKRS-1.
To address this threat, the Server may generally
 Validate wC and/or
 Use domain parameters that limit such information disclosure.
Such attack is completely prevented when the Server checks to ensure that wC is a valid public key before
using it. Using this approach, when wC is not a valid public key, the Server should abort or take other
appropriate action as defined by the scheme.
However, depending on the setting and application, the cost of testing for a valid public key may be
undesired. To eliminate this cost, the domain parameters may be selected specifically to ensure that any
invalid public keys that are elements of the parent group do not pose this threat. The decomposition attack
is also prevented when using the following examples of domain parameters, where the order of the received
wC can never have too many small factors.
For one example, in a setting with cofactor k = 1, common in EC settings, all non-trivial small subgroups
are eliminated. Other examples are DL GF(p) settings with k = 2 (where p is a “safe prime”), or with k/2
prime, as described for PKRS-1 in Ford and Kaliski [B16] and Jablon [B29]. Both of these settings ensure
that the only factor of the order of the parent group smaller than r is the single factor 2. In these DL cases, a
Pohlig-Hellman decomposition attack yields only the lowest 1 bit of s. The size and structure of s can be
adjusted to compensate: Make s one bit larger, with a value for the low bit that may be revealed without
compromising security.
In each of the preceding examples, merely validating that wC is a member of the parent group (see NOTE
and A.1.7) is sufficient to prevent any significant disclosure of s; one may omit the step of verifying wC as a
valid public key without compromising security. For other choices of domain parameters, further analysis
may be required by the implementer in order to omit or replace this step without compromising security.
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See A.1.1 for how to create DL GF(p) domain parameters with k = 2 or k/2 prime, and for EC settings,
IEEE Std 1363-2000, A.12.4 (prime case) and A.12.6 (binary case), FIPS PUB 186-2 [B14], and ANSI
X9.62:1998 [B3].
NOTE—All schemes in this standard ensure that wC is in the parent group to make subsequent primitive operations
well-defined.

D.2.1.7 Explicit vs. implicit key authentication in PKAS
This document distinguishes between implicit key authentication and explicit key authentication, when
discussing authenticated key agreement schemes and protocols. These terms are defined and discussed in
Chapter 12 of Menezes, van Oorschot, Vanstone [B45], and further discussed (using the terms direct and
indirect authentication) in Diffie, van Oorschot, Wiener [B11].
Executing a complementary pair of BPKAS or APKAS provides implicit key authentication of the agreed
key for the parties. Implicit key authentication assures each party that its derived key is shared with another
party only if that other party has used the corresponding password-derived data.
Schemes or their invoking applications may further provide explicit key authentication, which assures each
party that the other has actually used the corresponding password-derived data. This is generally
accomplished by having the parties exchange and verify each other’s proof of knowledge of the agreed key.
Explicit key authentication may be provided by the key confirmation steps in a PKAS (see D.2.1.2) or
otherwise in an invoking application protocol.

D.2.1.8 Password commitment and proof in PKA protocols
An interactive zero knowledge proof (ZKP) has a commitment phase and a proof phase. It is a characteristic
of all PKA methods, when used to provide a mutual ZKP of common password-derived data, that each
party accepts a commitment from the other before sending the other a proof. Otherwise, if a party sent a
proof of knowledge of a password to an uncommitted party, the uncommitted party would have the ability
to perform unconstrained guessing by verifying the proof against a list of candidate passwords. The
security of a PKAS relies on the property of a proof that can be verified only by one who has previously
committed to the password value.

D.2.1.9 Unilateral and bilateral commitment
In any balanced or augmented PKAS, each party commits to knowledge of the password value S before the
other party reveals information about S. The key agreement operations in any pair of PKAS provide either
unilateral commitment or bilateral commitment to the password. In unilateral commitment, only one party
sends a password-entangled public key to the other, thereby committing itself to a specific value for S. In
bilateral commitment, both parties send password-entangled public keys to each other, committing each to
a specific value for S. This difference raises a special concern for the secure use of unilateral schemes,
discussed in D.2.1.9.1.

D.2.1.9.1 Secure use of unilateral commitment schemes
In a unilateral commitment scheme, only one of the two parties commits to the password by sending a
password-entangled public key, which is constructed using a PEPKGP. The other party typically sends an
unentangled public key, which is constructed using a PKGP. To preserve the zero-knowledge proof
property, the committed party first verifies a proof that the uncommitted party knows the agreed secret key
before revealing information about the derived key (see NOTE). Mandatory key confirmation operations
provide this function.
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Each unilateral commitment scheme defines mandatory key confirmation operations, which are performed
in a specified order, as well as specific steps that may be used to implement these operations. Mandatory
key confirmation may alternately be performed by other equivalent steps in an invoking application
protocol, where the previously uncommitted party proves itself first using the specified order of key
confirmation operations.
The specific unilateral commitment schemes that require this consideration are BPKAS-PAK, APKASAMP, APKAS-PAKZ, DLAPKAS-SRP3, DLAPKAS-SRP6, and ECAPKAS-SRP5. (See D.2.1.21 for
discussion of how unilateral commitment relates to error handling for incomplete runs.)
In this discussion we have not yet addressed the question: Exactly who is that other party? The simplest
answer is: The other party is one that has used the corresponding password-derived data. Whether any party
associates a name with the other party, or performs any additional name-to-key binding, depends on the
invoking application or protocol. (See D.2.1.10 for further discussion of identity attacks.)
NOTE—The threat to improper use of a unilateral commitment scheme is this: If Alice has not yet committed to the
password, and Bob sends a confirmation message to Alice before verifying any commitment from her, an adversary
masquerading as Alice may perform unconstrained off-line guessing.

D.2.1.10 Identity attacks
The schemes in this document provide authentication based solely on password-derived data, and derive
keys based on this data and other general purpose input parameters; these schemes do not explicitly deal
with party names or other aspects of party identity.
However, application protocols may use PKAS in combination with party identifiers and may associate
passwords and related keys with identified parties in a variety of ways. Such protocols may have to deal
with additional security issues related to binding password-data and password-derived keys to party
identifiers. Two classes of identity attacks on a key agreement protocol that produce distinct forms of
identity confusion are impersonation attacks and unknown key share attacks.
An impersonation attack on Alice is where an adversary, say, Marielle, causes Alice to believe she shares a
key with Bob, when Alice actually shares the key with Marielle. PKAS generally make such attacks
impossible, unless Marielle steals the appropriate password data.
In an unknown key share attack, as discussed in IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.5.1.3, an adversary, we will name
Mallory, causes Alice to believe she shares a key with Mallory, when Alice actually shares the key with
someone else, like Bob. Another related problem is where Mallory causes Alice to believe she shares a key
with Charlie, when Alice actually shares the key with Bob. This might occur when using a PKAS where
Alice uses the same password with Bob and Charlie, and uses a protocol that does not securely identify the
intended target. Alice intends to start a session with Bob, but Mallory redirects the messages so that Alice
actually talks to Charlie, with undesirable consequences.
These identity attacks are generally precluded when parties securely communicate their intentions to each
other. When using a BPKAS, party identifiers may be included, with a pre-agreed meaning, in the common
password-based input parameter S. There may also be relevant security analysis to consider, such as
discussed in D.2.2.2.4, that presumes the incorporation of party identifiers. The result is that only parties
that share this information will agree on the key. When using any APKAS or BPKAS, party identifiers may
also be included in key derivation input parameters for the scheme, with similar effect. The parties can use
the derived shared secret key in a key confirmation protocol (see D.2.1.2) to provide each other with a
subsequent combined proof of knowledge of, or encrypted message describing, the intended participants.
Such steps can prevent any confusion about the intended participants of the scheme.
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D.2.1.11 Passphrase
A passphrase can be thought of as simply a long password. In some systems, especially where a password
is intended to be used as a cryptographic key, a passphrase is suggested to help assure that sufficient
entropy is present. In practice, it may be difficult to guarantee there is sufficient entropy in a humanselected passphrase, so that it may be prudent to assume it is vulnerable to brute-force attack.

D.2.1.12 Brute-force attack
A brute-force attack on a cryptographic authentication system systematically searches a space of keys,
passwords, or other secret data to find a value that gives the attacker the ability to pose as the authentic
party. For keys, the key size and quality is typically controlled so as to make brute-force attack infeasible.
The difficulty of a brute-force attack on a key typically represents an upper bound on computational work
required of an adversary. However, size and/or quality constraints on passwords (see D.2.1.14) often make
them unsuitable to directly derive cryptographic keys, even when they still have significant value as
authenticators in a suitable protocol.
When a targeted password is likely to be confined to a small subset of the space of all possible passwords, a
brute-force password attack is much easier than an exhaustive attack of that space. The common term
dictionary attack has been alternately used broadly as a synonym for brute-force attack, or an attack using a
stored list of values, or, more specifically, using dictionary words.

D.2.1.13 Password space and entropy
A password space may be defined as the set of all passwords in a given system and operating environment,
which generally depends on password size, construction, and other limitations of the system and its human
participants. The size of the password space is simply the number of elements in the space. But this
definition does not necessarily say much about how these elements are distributed in a given population of
users. The entropy of a password is, theoretically, a measure of the uncertainty of the specific value that the
password may be assigned, which is, roughly speaking, inversely related to the probability of guessing the
value. But this concept may be difficult to use in practice, when it relates to psychological factors of how a
password is selected, and further depends on the state of knowledge and capabilities of the guesser (see
D.2.1.14). A subset of a user population may be at extreme risk even if the size of the password space is
large, and even if the average password entropy is large; attackers may be able to focus their efforts on a
vulnerable subset of the space.
For the purposes of this document, password entropy is presumed to be small, that is, within the
computational ability of an adversary to perform a systematic search of the effective password space for a
non-negligible subset of the users of the system.
Further discussion of how password strength is related to password selection is in D.2.1.14.

D.2.1.14 Password selection
Several competing factors should guide how a password is selected in a given system, as follows:
 Ease of remembering the password
 Ease of entering the password
 Resistance to guessing attack, within the constraints of the password system
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The decisions to use randomly-generated or allow human chosen passwords, and of how to enforce specific
size and construction of passwords, should be made in light of the overall design of the password system.
These decisions include consideration of the system’s ability to
 Detect failed access attempts,
 Disable or limit access for excessive failed access attempts, to constrain guessing attack, and
 Provide an alternate access strategy for forgotten or disabled passwords.
Statistics for the success of password guessing in a common login application may be found in Morris and
Thompson [B46] and Klein [B33]. Further discussion of how one might attempt to quantitatively assess
password strength for human chosen or randomly generated passwords may be found in Appendix A of
NIST SP 800-63 [B47]. An example of an automated password generator is FIPS PUB 181 [B13].
NOTE—(FIPS 181) The password generator specified in FIPS 181 has the odd property of creating passwords with
letter combinations in a similar frequency distribution to that found in English words. This practice reduces the entropy
and makes it difficult to assess exactly what the entropy is in the generated password. No argument is given to suggest
that, for example, using E more frequently than O, and S more frequently than Z, makes passwords any easier to
remember. Given the human tendency to notice the unusual, one might even suspect that this practice has the reverse
effect of making the average generated password less distinctive, and thus harder to remember.

D.2.1.15 Password verification data
Password verification data is typically stored in a password database, in association with user names and
other user account information. If passwords were always high-grade secrets, one could responsibly use
ordinary public-key techniques with a (suitably-formatted) password as the private key. But anyone with a
list of all possible passwords, whether they are in possession of this list or have the ability to enumerate
such a list, has the ability to verify whether the password-limited private key corresponds to the public key,
and thus determine the password. Thus, it is a standard practice in secure systems to keep password
verification data private.
To supplement the privacy mechanisms for password verification data, it is also common practice to use a
password verification data derived from a one-way function of the password (e.g., a hashed password). It is
also common to use a deliberately slow one-way function, such as an iterated hash (see PBKDF2 in PKCS
#5 IETF RFC 2898 [B23]), or a repeatedly encrypted password. The general idea is to make it hard for an
entity in possession of password verification data to determine the corresponding password by any means
that is easier than by trial-and-error comparison. This practice is useful in both stand-alone and network
systems for password verification. In a stand-alone verification system, a privileged process accepts a
password (and salt, as discussed in D.2.1.15.2) as input, applies the one-way function, and compares the
result to the stored password verification data. In a network verification system, a client accepts the
password (and salt) as input, and performs a verification process in an interaction with a remote server that
has access to the stored verification data. This standard is concerned only with the network setting, and
includes a class of methods, APKAS, that define specialized one-way functions for computing the
password verification data.
NOTE—When a deliberately slow hash function is used to pre-compute password verification data stored on a Server,
only the Client needs to compute the hash during each run.

D.2.1.15.1 Storing password data
In general, all password-based systems should be designed to minimize the opportunity for access to
sensitive password-derived data. The following general advice raises issues to consider when using the
PKAS defined in this document:
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It is best to keep stored password-derived data unavailable to administrators of the system. This
generally applies to both the password values S and password verification data derived from S.



Another wise common practice is for systems to use and store password verification data that has
been constructed using a one-way function of the password, in order to prevent administrators and
abusers of the system from having access to password data in the forms that are easiest to
memorize or use. Each APKAS defines a one-way function for computing password verification
data. However, even when using a BPKAS, one may choose to define S as a hash of the password,
to insure that the stored value is a one-way function of the password value that is entered by the
user.



Recognizing that passwords are low-grade secrets, it is also a wise practice to make the one-way
function deliberately slow to somewhat increase the difficulty of brute-force attack on stolen
verification data.

D.2.1.15.2 Incorporating salt in password verification data
Salt is a general term for (typically, non-secret) data that supplements a password in input to a one-way
function that generates password verification data to make different instances of the function applied to the
same input password produce different outputs. The practice of applying salt increases the cost of widescale brute-force attack on multiple accounts using a pre-computed set of values.
A salt value may be incorporated in a PKAS either as part of the input value S or as a key derivation
parameter value Pi.

D.2.1.15.3 Incorporating party identifiers in password verification data
Incorporating identifiers for one or both parties in the one-way function is also a sensible practice to help
prevent identity confusion attacks (see D.2.1.10).
In an APKAS it is recommended to incorporate the Client identifier in S, so as to prevent an adversary
from obtaining a single set (or dictionary) of password verification data that is applicable to multiple
Clients if the password file on the Server is ever compromised. (A suitably distinctive salt value may be
considered as a form of party identifier.) It is also recommended to incorporate Client and Server identifiers
in either S or the key derivation parameters, so as to prevent various spoofing attacks involving Clients that
use the same password on multiple Servers, or Clients that use the same passwords as other Clients.

D.2.1.15.4 Incorporating keys in password verification data
Incorporating a secret key in the one-way function is a way to add an extra factor for authentication, to add
extra strength to the system. This is commonly used in systems where password verification data may be
exposed to public scrutiny, such as when an encrypted PIN is stored on a magnetic stripe of a banking teller
machine access card, where the verifier is trusted to keep the encryption key secret.

D.2.1.16 Random private keys
Where PKAS select a random private key from the range of valid private keys, the same issues of private
key generation apply as are generally noted for key agreement schemes. IEEE Std 1363-2000 D.4.1.2 and
D.4.2.2 discuss private key generation for the DL and EC families, and both of these notes refer to
IEEE Std 1363-2000, D.4.1.4 NOTE 7, which is repeated here:
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Private keys: The private key should be generated at random from the range [1, r–1] since this
maximizes the difficulty of recovering the private key by collision-search methods. A desired level
of security can also be provided when the private key is restricted to a large enough subset of the
range( e.g., is shorter than the subgroup order, has low weight, or has some other structure). Such
choices require further security analysis by the implementer. (See also [IEEE Std 1363-2000] D.6
for more on random number generation.)
How to select a private key from a uniformly random distribution over the full range of private keys is
further discussed in IEEE Std 1363a-2004, D.5.2.1 NOTE 3. One way to assure uniformity of a distribution
across [1, r–1] to any desired level of satisfaction defined by a security parameter b, is to choose a random
l-bit string, where l = b + ªlog2 rº, and then reduce the result modulo r. (See NOTE.)
However, performance may be improved in some DL settings by using a shorter private key and relying on
the short exponent assumption (see D.2.1.4).
An implementer should analyze these performance and security issues when choosing to use a restricted
range of private keys.
NOTE—The previous discussion presumes that r is the order of the desired group. For the SRP3 and SRP6 schemes,
where the desired group order is q–1, the full range of private keys is [1, q–2].

D.2.1.17 Password-limited private keys
Many PKAS compute integers using a hash function of a password-based value to produce a private key, to
be used in a group operation. These password-limited private keys may be subject to the usual concerns
with random private key selection, as discussed in D.2.1.16. But, notably, the length of the output of a
HashPVD or HashRE function that creates a password-limited private key, and the randomness of its
password-based input value, impose upper bounds on the randomness of the resulting key.
Ideally, the output length of the hash function should be greater than or equal to ªlog8(r)º (assuming that
[1, r1] defines the range of valid private keys). One might even choose to make the hash output length
somewhat greater than ªlog8(r)º to eliminate bias in high-order bits. However, such concerns over the size
of the hash output may be mitigated because the randomness of a password-limited private key is
ultimately limited by the randomness of its password-based input. Since each APKAS is designed to
prevent unauthorized disclosure of its password-limited values, in some applications it may be reasonable
to use a HashPVD or HashRE whose output length corresponds to the size of the password space.

D.2.1.18 Range of password-based field elements
Many PKAS compute integers using a hash function of a password-based value to produce a field element,
as in the use of hash functions to derive password-based field element in an REDP. Notably, the length of
the output of such a HashRE function imposes an upper bound on the randomness of the resulting field
element.
Ideally, the output length of HashRE should be greater than or equal to ªlog8(q)º. And one might choose to
make the hash output length somewhat greater than ªlog8(q)º to eliminate bias in high-order bits. However,
concern over the size of the hash function may be mitigated because the randomness of a password-based
field element is also limited by the randomness of its password-based input, and because each APKAS is
designed to prevent unauthorized disclosure of these password-based values.
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D.2.1.19 Password registration
In using these password-based methods, one first establishes the password or related data on one or more
machines, which may involve protocols and procedures that provide a different basis for security of the
password. It is important to ensure that the level of security of the password establishment process is
appropriate to the application.
One common practice to minimize password exposure when using relatively insecure registration processes
(e.g., insecure email delivery) is to first enroll with a temporary password, which is later replaced with a
longer-lived password selected by the user. The privileges enabled by the temporary password may be
restricted and, perhaps, limited for the sole purpose of setting a new password during an act of enrollment.
It may be appropriate and reasonable to require the user to take additional steps during initial registration
than would otherwise be required in everyday login. For example, registration may be protected using a
certificate-based public-key system, where the user may be encouraged or required to check name and
certificate bindings.

D.2.1.20 Security properties of random element derivation primitives
Each REDP ensures that the discrete log of any output value, with respect to any fixed element of the group
of order r defined by the domain parameters, cannot be practically computed. This property should hold
regardless of any known relationship between the selector input values. The ability to construct an output
value with a known DL should require the ability to solve a hard problem, like inverting a hash function or
solving discrete log.
The concept of using a hash function to ensure that there are no known exponential relationships between
values was discussed in Vaudenay [B53]. Vaudenay suggested applying a hash function to a public seed
value in order to derive a g parameter value for a signature scheme to thwart potential attacks on the
scheme by an adversary who knows exponential relationships for g.
Each REDP meets a superset of more specific security requirements of different schemes in this document.
See D.2.2.6.1 for the PAK family, D.2.2.2.2 for the SPEKE family, D.2.2.5.2 for APKAS-SRP5, and
D.2.2.3.5 for PKRS-1.

D.2.1.21 Limiting password guesses
This subclause discusses some issues for applications that impose a limit for online password guessing.
Good vs. bad guesses. If a general limit is imposed, but bad guesses are not separately identified, then
correct guesses would have to be included in the limit. This would require special action (such as requiring
the password to be changed) when the general use limit is exceeded.
Mistakes vs. attacks. A system may try to discriminate between bad guesses that are (likely to be) honest
mistakes and those that are more likely to be attacks, based on the source address, time, and/or frequency of
access attempts. A discussion of one discriminating error handling system that uses cryptographic data to
distinguish mistakes from attacks is in Jablon [B29].
Incomplete runs: When using a scheme where the Server provides the first proof of knowledge of an agreed
key, as is required by the PAK and PAKZ schemes (see discussion of unilateral commitment in D.2.1.9),
the failure of a Client to complete the protocol may indicate a bad guess by an adversary and may need to
be counted as such by the Server.
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Denial of service. Any limit should be considered in light of the trade-off that a lower limit makes denial of
service attacks easier, and a higher limit requires more randomness in the password.
Group passwords. One of the features of PKRS-1 is “blinding,” which makes it possible for the Client to
remain an (anonymous) member of a group sharing the same password. A query limit for a group password
would need to accommodate all users, which may motivate a significantly larger guessing limit.
Parallel guessing. When multiple Servers can simultaneously run a protocol using a common password,
care may need to be taken to ensure that a malicious Client cannot take undue advantage of them to exceed
bad guess limits. For example, consider a Client-initiated 3-pass password-authenticated key agreement
protocol, where message 1 conveys the Client commitment, message 2 conveys both the Server
commitment and the Server’s proof for key confirmation, and message 3 conveys the Client’s proof. A
parallel attack by a Client may send message 1 to multiple Servers in parallel, and abort each run after
receiving message 2. This concern generally applies to any protocol where the Server is the first to send a
confirmation message conveying the proof of knowledge of the password. The system should (somehow)
impose a limit on the number of Servers that can be abused in this manner.
In the 3-pass case, each unfinished (or aborted) session represents a potential password guess by a
malicious Client. In contrast, consider a 4-pass protocol in which the Client sends the first proof, which
requires the Server(s) to merely limit the number of aborted sessions, regardless of how many unfinished
sessions are open.
It is also illuminating to consider the approach where the Servers report failures to a central server, and
when the number of failures is too high, the central server broadcasts a revocation message to the local
Servers. In a 3-pass mode, local Servers would have to report every open session to the central server, as
well as the close of every session. This is more communication than is needed for the 4-pass case. The 3pass central server might also need to maintain a count of unfinished and aborted sessions.

D.2.1.22 Comparison to IETF RFC 2945
APKAS-SRP3 is comparable to and partly compatible with IETF RFC 2945 [B24], with differences as
noted in 9.8 NOTE 5.

D.2.1.23 Comparison to ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006
Several methods in this standard are comparable to methods described in ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 [B26],
“Key management: Mechanisms based on weak secrets.” This ISO/IEC standard defines Key Agreement
Mechanisms 1, 2, and 3, and Key Retrieval Mechanism 1, which are roughly comparable to BPKASSPEKE, APKAS-SRP6, APKAS-AMP, and PKRS-1, respectively. However, several differences in
ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 prevent consistent interoperability of any of these mechanisms with their
IEEE 1363.2 counterparts.
Differences between these standards include the following:


ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 defines and uses the I2OS(x), FE2OS(x), and GE2OSx(x) primitives, in
which the output string lengths depend on the value of x. In contrast, this standard uses fixed-length
outputs with the comparable I2OSP, FE2OSP, and GE2SVFEP primitives. These methods are not
interoperable whenever the high byte of the input value x is zero.



ISO/IEC11770-4:2006 uses its GE2OSx(x) primitive in place of this standard’s GE2OSP-X(x),
which further prevents interoperability in EC settings, since GE2OSx does not output a prefix byte.



ECREDP-1 will not interoperate with the comparable R1EC, due to the omission of a hash step in
R1EC and other differences.
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BPKAS-SPEKE (see 9.4 NOTE 9) and PKRS-1 (see 10.2 NOTE 9) may have limited but
unpredictable interoperability with their 11770-4 counterparts, depending on whether certain values
have their high byte set to zero.



APKAS-AMP (see 9.5 NOTE 6) and APKAS-SRP6 (see 9.8 NOTE 6) have other significant
differences than their ISO/IEC 11770-4 counterparts that prevent any interoperability.



ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 restricts DL domain parameters to prime q and k = 2p1p2...pt, where t t 0
and all factors pi ! r.



ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 restricts EC domain parameters to prime q or q = 2m, and k = {1,2, or
4}p1p2...pt, where t t 0 and all factors pi ! r.



ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 specifies a slightly different set of recommended hash functions.

D.2.2 Considerations for specific password schemes (PKAS and PKRS)

D.2.2.1 Considerations for APKAS-AMP
APKAS-AMP and its related primitives perform validity checks on several received, transmitted, and
computed values to prevent a variety of potential attacks. Some of these potential attacks are described
here. Others may be found in Kwon [B39], [B36], and Wan and Wang [B54].
AMP is a unilateral commitment scheme, as discussed in D.2.1.9.

D.2.2.1.1 Selection of domain parameters for AMP
For DL settings, it is strongly recommended that q1 has no factors in the range [3, r1], and for EC
settings, it is recommended that k be either 1, 2, or 4, in order to prevent the Pohlig-Hellman decomposition
attack discussed in D.2.2.1.3. Such settings may also simplify the required checks for unacceptably small
order elements as discussed in D.2.2.1.2 and D.2.2.1.4. These recommendations are in alignment with those
for a similar scheme in ISO/IEC 11770-4:2006 [B26] (see also APKAS-AMP NOTE 6).

D.2.2.1.2 Client validation of Server’s public key
The Client tests the Server’s public key wS and aborts if it is not in the parent group or is an element of
unacceptably small order. This prevents the Client from computing a small order z, which could allow the
Server to guess z without knowing the password verification data value vS. See D.2.1.5 for the meaning of
“unacceptably small” and further discussion of small subgroup confinement. To avoid computation in
validating that wS is a large order element of the parent group, it is recommended that the domain
parameters be selected as described in D.2.2.1.1.

D.2.2.1.3 Server validation of Client’s public key
The Server tests the Client’s public key and aborts if it is not in the parent group. This prevents unexpected
values from being passed to implementations of PEPKGP-AMP-SERVER or SVDP-AMP-SERVER, the
latter of which might compute z = 0 in a DL setting.
Furthermore, when the order of ((wC ^ i1) * vS) is a composite with multiple factors significantly smaller
than r, the method may be vulnerable to the Pohlig-Hellman decomposition attack discussed in D.2.1.6. To
preclude such attack, the Server may check wC and abort when it is not a valid public key. Alternately, to
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avoid computational expense of validating wC, it is recommended that the domain parameters be selected to
preclude such attack, as described in D.2.2.1.1.

D.2.2.1.4 Server validation of shared secret key
SVDP-AMP-SERVER checks the order of its computed shared secret group element zg and returns
“invalid” if the order is unacceptably small. Without this step, an adversary posing as a Client could choose
a small order element e, send wC = e/g to the APKAS-AMP Server, and confine zg to a small group, and
thus determine the APKAS-AMP Server’s value for z without knowledge of S. See D.2.1.5 for the meaning
of “unacceptably small” and further discussion of small subgroup confinement.

D.2.2.1.5 Need for HashWC in AMP
The HashWC function in APKAS-AMP (which was used in AMP+ in Kwon [B39] and in AMP2 in Kwon
[B38]), prevents a vulnerability noted in Kwon [B37] that applied to an earlier draft version of APKASAMP that was based on AMP of Kwon [B36]. The earlier version permitted an adversary who obtained the
password verification data to masquerade as the Client without performing a dictionary attack, thus
removing the augmented benefit.

D.2.2.1.6 Criteria for selecting HashWC in AMP
The HashWC function should be selected such that it outputs at least ªlog256(r)º octets.
It is recommended in Kwon [B35] and [B34] that Client and Server identifiers be included in the oID input
parameter for HashWC.

D.2.2.2 Considerations for SPEKE schemes

D.2.2.2.1 Key validation in SPEKE schemes
BPKAS-SPEKE, APKAS-BSPEKE2, and APKAS-WSPEKE include steps for verifying that the order of a
received password entangled key wc is not unacceptably small, in order to defend against small subgroup
confinement attack. The acceptable values for a received public key wc in the BPKAS-SPEKE, APKASBSPEKE2, and APKAS-WSPEKE methods are the elements of the parent group that generate any
sufficiently large group. See D.2.1.5 for the meaning of “unacceptably small” and further discussion of
small subgroup confinement.

D.2.2.2.2 Security properties of Redp for the SPEKE family
Each REDP meets a superset of the security requirements of different schemes in this document, as
described in D.2.1.20. The SPEKE family of key agreement schemes (BPKAS-SPEKE, APKASBSPEKE2, and APKAS-WSPEKE) require that, for any two REDP output values x and y, it is impractical
to compute the discrete log base x of y.
The REDP functions ensure that there is no known exponential relationship between two or more
generators that correspond to known candidate passwords. Without this characteristic, attack against
SPEKE (as it was described in Jablon [B31]) would otherwise be possible for an adversary who knows
such an exponential relationship. Instances of such an attack are the “password-in-exponent” attack
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described in Jablon [B28] and the attacks of Scott [B50] and Zhang [B58], which apply particularly to
generators based on small unhashed passwords (see NOTE 1). The REDP function prevents such attack.
NOTE 1—The attacker would first establish a set of candidate passwords {S0, S1, S2, ...} and a corresponding set of
generators {g0, g1, g2, ...} and exponent values {1, e1, e2, ...} where each gi = f(Si) and each gi = g0^ei. The attacker
would then run the method just once using g0 to derive candidate shared key z0, and to obtain Kcf(z'), a key
confirmation function of the other party’s derived key. The remaining candidates {z1, z2, ...} could be derived off-line
using zi = z0^(ei1 mod r), which permits each Kcf(zi) to be verified against Kcf(z').
NOTE 2—Discussion of the relative advantages of REDP-1 over REDP-2 and vice versa is in C.2.1.

D.2.2.2.3 Criteria for selecting HashWS in WSPEKE SVDP
The HashWS function should be selected such that it outputs at least ª ªlog256(r)º / 2 º octets.
D.2.2.2.4 Reduction argument for SPEKE
An argument that reduces the security of a form of SPEKE (see NOTE) to a Decision Inverted-Additive
Diffie-Hellman (DIDH) assumption is presented in MacKenzie [B42]. Although there is no described
relation between DIDH and the well-known Decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption, a lower bound
for breaking DIDH is presented, similar to a lower-bound proof for DDH, and an analogous Computational
Inverted-Additive Diffie-Hellman (CIDH) problem is shown to be equivalent to Computational DiffieHellman (CDH).
NOTE—The form of SPEKE analyzed in MacKenzie [B42] is essentially the same as BPKAS-SPEKE when using a
DL GF(p) setting with a safe prime p and when Client and Server identifiers are included as inputs to the KCFs (for
example, by incorporating the identifiers in S).

D.2.2.3 Considerations for PKRS-1
PKRS-1 uses a blinding function and a permutation function to derive a permuted key for a Client that
possesses a password with the assistance of a Server that possesses a static private key that is associated
with the password. The Client uses the blinding function to create a blinded password-limited public key
for the Server. The Server uses the static private key in combination with the blinded password-limited
public key to derive a permuted blinded key. The Client uses an unblinding function, the inverse of the
blinding function, to derive the permuted key from the permuted blinded key. In this process, the password
is not revealed to the Server or to any other party, and the associated private key is not revealed to the
Client or to any other party.
An application protocol that uses PKRS-1 has the following form: The Client transmits a message
incorporating a blinded password-limited public key to the Server. The Server returns to the Client the
permuted form of the blinded key. The Client unblinds the result to retrieve the permuted key and derives
one or more keys from the result.
Note that a single PKRS-1 Server may succeed with a brute-force password attack if it has access to the
keys retrieved by its PKRS-1 Client, by simply combining its private key with candidate guesses for the
password. However, when the Client uses two or more distinct PKRS-1 Servers (with distinct associated
private keys), and when the Client does not reveal the individual retrieved keys but instead uses multiple
retrieved keys to derive a combined key, the combined key resists brute-force password attack unless all of
the requisite Server’s private keys are compromised.
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D.2.2.3.1 Domain parameter selection for PKRS-1
For use of DL settings with a PKRS-1 Server that does not perform the optional validity check of the
Client’s public key, it is recommended that cofactor k not have any factors other than 1 or 2 that are smaller
than r, in order to prevent a Pohlig-Hellman decomposition attack that might disclose the Server’s private
key, as discussed in D.2.1.6. The use of an appropriately constrained group can limit the disclosure of
information about the Server’s private key to the low 1 bit. One should further consider the issue of Static
Diffie-Hellman Problem (SDHP) attack as discussed in Brown and Gallant [B9] and D.2.2.3.6, which may
motivate another constraint for the domain parameters. See also D.2.2.3.2 and D.2.2.3.3 for related
discussion of key validation.
NOTE—See A.1.1 for how to create DL GF(p) domain parameters with a variety of recommended constraints.

D.2.2.3.2 Key validation in PKRS-1 Client
The PKRS-1 Client key establishment operation includes a step to ensure that received permuted blinded
password wS is a member of the parent group defined by the domain parameters. This guarantees that wS is
appropriate for use in the subsequent KRUP-1 operation (see NOTE). The step to validate that wS is a valid
public key is optional and specified only to accommodate implementations that might choose to do so. Full
validity checking of wS is not generally required for the scheme, since it is expected that any invoking
protocol or application will confirm that the value of the permuted password zg (or a key derived from zg) is
correct before revealing information derived from zg. However, the method for confirming the value of zg
may create further requirements for validation of wS, as discussed in .
NOTE—The protocols in Ford and Kaliski [B16] and Jablon [B29], which use a scheme compatible with PKRS-1, do
not verify that the Client’s received wS or the Server’s received wC are members of the parent group. In these methods,
the domain is restricted to DL GF(p) settings where all values of wC and wS are assumed to be integers, and in which
the result of the subsequent mathematical operations (equivalent to KRPP-1 and KRUP-1) force the resulting integer
value to be either zero or an element of the parent group. In these cases, elements that are not in the parent group that
may be submitted by an adversary have no detrimental effect on the security of the scheme. However, the issue of
whether a step to check membership in the parent group can be omitted to produce a secure (functionally equivalent)
scheme depends, in part, on how the implementations of KRPP-1 and KRUP-1 operate on values that are not in the
parent group. This issue would need careful study by an implementer who desires to omit such verification steps.

D.2.2.3.3 Key validation in PKRS-1 Server
The PKRS-1 Server key establishment operation includes steps to verify that the received blinded password
wC is acceptable, to make subsequent KRPP-1 operation well-defined, and to defend against a specific
attack.
The PKRS-1 Server validates that wC is a member of the parent group, since the KRPP-1 operation is only
defined for values that are in the parent group.
If the order of wC contains too many small factors, an attacking Client may be able to perform a PohligHellman decomposition attack to determine the Server’s private key u (see D.2.1.6 and IEEE Std 13632000, D.5.1.6). This attack is prevented in every DL or EC setting when the Server checks, in the (optional)
step 3, whether wC is a valid public key (see A.1.5), and aborts when wC is invalid. This attack is also
sufficiently mitigated by the selection of domain parameters as described in D.2.2.3.1.
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D.2.2.3.4 Application considerations for PKRS-1

D.2.2.3.4.1 Use with multiple servers
Both Ford and Kaliski [B16] and Jablon [B29] describe use of a single PKRS-1-CLIENT with multiple
independent PKRS-1-SERVERs, where the individual keys established with each Server are combined into
a single Client master key. A variety of techniques might be used to derive the master key from multiple
PKRS-1 retrieved keys and other components. Alternatively, the master key could be derived from a single
PKRS-1 retrieved key and a component stored on another non-PKRS-1 server, where the Client
demonstrates knowledge of the retrieved key to the non-PKRS-1 server in order to obtain the component
(see NOTE). This variant protects the password against compromise of the PKRS-1 server. The master key
could then be verified by the Client, perhaps using additional information stored on one or more of the
Servers, and then used to derive static secret keys that unlock sensitive user data.
NOTE—The retrieved key itself should not be revealed to the non-PKRS-1 server, otherwise the non-PKRS-1 server
has enough information itself (retrieved key + component) to determine the master key. Instead, a variant of the
retrieved key could be used as an authentication key in some proof of knowledge protocol that does not reveal the
retrieved key.

D.2.2.3.4.2 Need for key confirmation
In order to prevent disclosure of S to an untrusted party that knows u, or one that knows wC and controls wS,
an application protocol that invokes PKRS-1-CLIENT needs to confirm that the permuted password zg (or
equivalently, a value derived from zg, such as Z or Ki) is correct before the Client reveals information about
zg to untrusted parties.
However, unlike the key agreement schemes in this standard, PKRS-1 does not include a key confirmation
operation. Methods for key confirmation may vary considerably, such as those described in Ford and
Kaliski [B16] and Jablon [B29], which derive a key from a PKRS-1 established key in combination with
other components. Depending on the method, further validation of wS may be required, as shown in the
following example.
Consider a PKRS-1 application where the Client attempts to confirm that its computed Z is correct by
verifying that Hash(Z) = oKCF, where oKCF is a key confirmation value received from the Server. Let’s call
the correct key confirmation value oKCF', which equals Hash(Z'), where Z' = GE2OSP-X(gS^u). But, prior
to key confirmation, this Client cannot assume that wS is valid or that oKCF = oKCF'. Without further
validation of wS (other than it being in the parent group), an adversary could provide an arbitrary wS value
of small order, creating a significant chance for the adversary to further provide the Client with an oKCF
equal to Hash(Z), and thus obtain the Client’s predicted retrieved key value(s), even though oKCF z oKCF,
Z z Z', and the adversary has no knowledge of u.
Without further validation of wS, it is evident that this Hash(Z) method does not confirm that the Client’s
retrieved key is correct. An implementer may address this problem by making the Client abort when wS is
of small order, perhaps using Key Establishment step e2). Alternately, an implementer may use a key
confirmation technique described in the aforementioned references, such as:
 Using oKCF = Hash(Z1, Z2, ... Zn, S), where the Zi values are derived using PKRS-1 with n distinct
Servers, which prevents the Server from fooling the Client without first correctly guessing the
password, or
 Using a separately secured channel to protect the integrity of oKCF.
The extent to which the Client trusts the Server and the ways in which such trust is established or verified
may vary depending on the application, and are beyond the scope of PKRS-1.
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D.2.2.3.5 Security properties of Redp for PKRS-1
Each REDP meets a superset of the security requirements of different schemes in this document, as
described in D.2.1.20. The PKRS-1 key retrieval scheme requires that, for any two REDP output values x
and y, it is impractical to compute the DL base x of y.

D.2.2.3.6 SDHP attack on PKRS-1
This subclause addresses an attack on PKRS-1 based on the Static Diffie-Hellman Problem (SDHP)
discussed in Brown and Gallant [B9]. PKRS-1 provides a DH oracle to an adversary, which is both a
theoretical concern for security analysis and has been at least potentially exploited in the SDHP attack of
Brown and Gallant [B9]. This attack improves the ability for an adversary to learn a static DH secret key x,
given access to an oracle that provides gx for submitted values of g. The significance of this new result
depends on the domain parameters and on how the scheme is used.
In an extreme case of the SDHP attack that minimizes the adversary’s off-line effort (described in Brown
and Gallant [B9]), the effort is reduced from about r1/2 operations to about r1/3, where r is the order of g.
However, this case would require about r1/3 oracle queries, which may be unrealistically large for some
applications.
Some distinct ways to address this attack are:
 Use a bigger group. For instance, use 240 bits instead of 160. Or if using an oversized group, such as a
DL 1023 bit r = (q1)/2, it is OK as is.
 Make sure (r1) has no factors in the critical range of [C, r1/2]. At the low end, C is a small “cutoff”
value (see Brown and Gallant [B9]). At the high end, r1/2 is probably overkill, but easy to remember.
When there is no factor in this range, the new attack provides no advantage over earlier methods. One
suggestion is for (r1)/2 to be prime. [Note that this is different from whether one uses DL GF(p) with
cofactor k = (p1)/r = 2.]
 Make sure that the number of oracle queries that the PKRS-1 Server provides to an adversary is limited
to less than that required for the new attack. This depends on the factorization of (r1), and on the
cutoff value.
The last solution might be natural for some applications. Although PKRS-1 does not require the Server to
confirm the Client’s retrieved key, a PKRS-1 Server application may perform this function to detect and
limit online guessing of the password. (Ford and Kaliski [B16] discuss applications of PKRS-1 and
recommend that guessing limits be imposed; further discussion of guessing limitations is in D.2.1.21.) If a
small limit is enforced by the application, which is less than that required by the attack, the problem is
prevented. While the issues of determining a guessing limit may be complex, for applications where the
designer has already chosen a limit, the limit may be sufficiently small to prevent this SDHP attack.

D.2.2.4 Considerations for APKAS-SRP3 and APKAS-SRP6
SRP3 and SRP6 are unilateral commitment schemes, as discussed in D.2.1.9.

D.2.2.4.1 Constructing domain parameter gq1 for SRP3 and SRP6
Algorithm A.1.3 may be used to construct DL domain parameter gq1 of order q1 for any finite field that is
intended for use in SRP3 and SRP6. While other algorithms may be used, A.1.3 insures that algorithm
A.1.4 will output “true,” rather than “unknown,” for validating gq1. (See D.2.2.4.2 for how to validate
gq1.)
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Verifiably pseudo-random domain parameters for the prime case GF(p) where p = 2r+1 may be generated
by the algorithm in A.1.1.

D.2.2.4.2 Validating domain parameter gq1 for SRP3 and SRP6
Algorithm A.1.4 may be used to verify whether gq1 is of multiplicative order q1. Note that this algorithm
may, in some cases, output the result “unknown,” for reasons of efficiency. (See D.2.2.4.1 for how to
construct gq1.)
Domain parameters that were generated in a verifiably pseudo-random manner by A.1.1 may be verified by
the algorithm in A.1.2.

D.2.2.4.3 Criteria for selecting HashW2 in SRP6
The HashW2 function should be selected such that it outputs at least ª ªlog256(r)º / 2 º octets.
D.2.2.4.4 Criteria for selecting Mvcf in SRP6
The purpose of the multiplier value creation function Mvcf in SRP6 is to prevent a two-for-one guessing
attack, as discussed in Wu [B56]. For such an attack to succeed against SRP6, the attacker would have to
manipulate the input value for Mvcf to make the output correspond to a predetermined result. The Mvcf
needs to have pre-image resistance and a suitable output size to make such attack infeasible. (See MVCFDP in 12.5.1.)

D.2.2.5 Considerations for APKAS-SRP5
SRP5 is a unilateral commitment scheme, as discussed in D.2.1.9.

D.2.2.5.1 Criteria for selecting HashW2 in SRP5 SVDP
The HashW2 function should be selected such that it outputs at least ª ªlog256(r)º / 2 º octets.
D.2.2.5.2 Security properties of Redp for SRP5
Each REDP meets a superset of the security requirements of different schemes in this document, as
described in D.2.1.20. The SRP5 key agreement scheme requires that, for any REDP output value x, it is
impractical to compute the discrete log base g of x.

D.2.2.6 Considerations for PAK schemes
PPK is a bilateral commitment scheme and PAK and PAKZ are unilateral commitment schemes, as
discussed in D.2.1.9.
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D.2.2.6.1 Security properties of Redp for the PAK family
Each REDP meets a superset of the security requirements of different schemes in this document, as
described in D.2.1.20. The PAK family of key agreement schemes (PAK, PPK, and PAKZ) require that, for
any two REDP output values x and y, it is impractical to compute the discrete log base g of the quotient of x
and y.

D.2.2.6.2 Reduction arguments
Reduction arguments for the security of the PAK and PPK protocols were sketched in Boyko, MacKenzie,
Patel [B8]. Slightly modified protocols and new reduction arguments (using the security definition from
Bellare and Rogaway [B5]) were presented in MacKenzie [B43]. These arguments are based on the random
oracle model of Bellare and Rogaway [B5] and the Computational Diffie Hellman assumption. BPKASPAK and BPKAS-PPK are reasonably close instantiations of the slightly modified PAK and PPK protocols,
respectively, when the message parameter oID incorporates identifiers for the Client and Server.
A PAKZ protocol and an argument for its security is presented in Gentry, MacKenzie, Ramzan [B18].
The argument is based on the random oracle model of Bellare and Rogaway [B5], the Computational Diffie
Hellman assumption, and the assumption that signature scheme Ss is existentially unforgeable against
adaptive chosen message attacks. APKAS-PAKZ is a reasonably close instantiation of PAKZ when the
shared password-based value S and the message parameter oID incorporate identifiers for the Client and
Server.
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Annex E
(informative)

Formats
Some of the subclauses in IEEE Std 1363-2000, Annex E (*), are applicable to the methods in this
document. Relevant portions of this clause are listed here:
E.1 Overview *
E.2 Representing basic data types as octet strings
E.2.1 Integers (I2OSP and OS2IP)
E.2.2 Finite field elements (FE2OSP and OS2FEP)
E.2.3 Elliptic curve points (EC2OSP and OS2ECP) *
E.2.3.1 Compressed elliptic curve points
E.2.4 Polynomials over GF(p), p  2 (PN2OSP and OS2PNP) *
E.3 Representing outputs of schemes as octet strings
E.3.1 Output data format for DL/EC signature schemes *
NOTE—The (*) asterisk denotes areas amended in IEEE Std 1363a-2004.
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